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1. GE
ENERAL PR
RESENTAT
TION
A), a depend
dency of the Centro d e Investigacciones
The Plataforma Solar de Almería (PSA
Energgéticas, Med
dioambientales y Tecnoológicas (CIEMAT), is the largest cooncentrating solar
techn
nology reseaarch, develop
pment and ttest centre in Europe. PS
SA activities are integrated in
the C
CIEMAT organ
nization as an R&D divisiion of the En
nergy Department.
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Sub‐directora
S
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Energgy
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ment
Mª Luisa Castaño

Technologgy
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ent
José. M.
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Enviroment
Department
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enito

Natio
onal Fusion
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oaquín Sánch ez

Basic Research
R
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Almerría
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Figure 1. Integration oof the PSA in the CIEMAT organization

The ffollowing goaals inspire itss research acctivities:
•
•
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C
Contribute to
o establishingg a sustainabble clean world energy su
upply.
C
Contribute to
o the conservvation of Eurropean enerrgy resourcess and protecction of its climate
and environm
ment.

•
•
•
•
•
•

P
Promote the market intrroduction off solar therm
mal technolo
ogies and thhose derived from
solar chemicaal processes.
C
Contribute to
o the develop
pment of a ccompetitive Spanish
S
solarr thermal expport industryy.
R
Reinforce coo
operation be
etween businness and scie
entific institu
utions in thee field of rese
earch,
d
developmentt, demonstra
ation and maarketing of so
olar thermal technologiees.
SStrengthen cost‐reducin
c
g technologgical innovations contriibuting to iincreased market
m
acceptance of
o solar therm
mal technoloogies.
P
Promote North‐South tecchnological ccooperation, especially in
n the Mediteerranean Are
ea.
A
Assist industrry in identifying solar theermal markett opportunities.

Figure 2. Aerial view
w of the Plataforma Solar de Almería

a has been sstructured around
Sincee 2017, reseaarch activity at the Plataaforma Solar de Almería
four R
R&D Units:






ncentrating Systems. Thhis unit develops and studies
s
compponents for solar
Solar Con
fields, co
omplete sysstems and aapplications of concenttrated solarr thermal energy
e
technologgies, for elecctricity generration and in
ndustrial process heat.
Solar Desalination. Its objectivee is to deve
elop brackish water an d seawater solar
desalinattion.
Solar Water Treatme
ent. Exploringg the chemiccal possibilitties of solar energy, espe
ecially
its potenttial for water detoxificat ion and disin
nfection.
Thermal Storage & Solar
S
Fuels. The objectivve of this Unit is to proovide solutio
ons to
concentraating solar thermal systeems to becom
me a dispatcchable technnology, by thermal
storage systems and//or Hydrogenn production
n by thermocchemical proocesses.

R
Units mentioned
m
abbove are the Direction and Techniccal Services Units.
Supporting the R&D
ufficient in thhe execution
n of their bud
dget, planninng, scientificc goals
Thesee units are laargely self‐su
and ttechnical resource management. N
Nevertheless,, these fourr R&D units share many PSA
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resou
urces, servicees and infrasstructures, s o they stay in
i fluid comm
munication w
with the Dire
ection
and Services Un
nits, which coordinate technical an
nd administrative supp ort servicess. The
Direcctor’s Office, on its part,, must ensurre that the supporting
s
capacities,
c
innfrastructure
es and
humaan resources are efficie
ently distrib uted. It is also the Dirrector’s Offiice that cha
annels
demaands to the different
d
support units loocated at the
e CIEMAT’s main
m offices i n Madrid.
The sscientific an
nd technical commitmennts of the PSA
P
and the
e workload this involve
es are
undertaken by a team of 134
4 persons thaat as of Dece
ember 2017 made up thee permanent staff
P
SSolar de Alm
mería. In add
dition to thiss staff, there is a
lending its servicces to the Plataforma
ellowships annd grants ha
andled
signifficant flow of personnel in the form oof visiting researchers, fe
by th
he Director’ss Office. Of the 126 peeople who work daily for the PSA
A, 70 are CIEMAT
perso
onnel, 13 of whom
w
are lo
ocated at thee main offices in Madrid.

b)

a)

c)
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e)

f)

Figure 3. Maanagement and
d technical servvices staff group
ped in the PSA M
Management Unit.
U
a) Direction Unit, b) Adm inistration unit, c) Instrumentation unit, d)
IT Servicces unit, e) Ope
eration unit, f) CCleaning and maintenance
m
unit, f) Infrastructture unit
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In addition, the 10
1 people who make up the DLR permanent dellegation, as a consequen
nce of
its current commitments to the Spannish‐German
n Agreement, also ma ke an impo
ortant
contrribution.
The rrest of the personnel are
e made up
of a n
not less impo
ortant group
p given the
centrre’s characcteristics. They
T
are
perso
onnel who work for service
contrractors in op
peration, ma
aintenance
and ccleaning in the
t differentt facilities.
Of these 32 peop
ple, 15 of the
em work in
e and 4 in
operaation, 13 in maintenance
clean
ning. The auxiliary services
contrract is made up of 5 adm
ministrative
Figure 4. Disstribution of pe
ermanent persoonnel at the PSA
A as of
Dec
cember
2017
perso
onnel and secretaries, 7 IT
techn
nicians for usser services, and anotheer 5 people from
f
the security contracct, which ma
akes a
total of 17 peoplee.
The eeffort CIEMA
AT has made
e for the lastt several yeaars to provide the PSA w
with the nece
essary
humaan resourcess should be emphasized.
e
This continu
ued effort is allowing uss to undertakke our
task w
with greater assurance of
o success.
The P
PSA expensee budget hass an upward trend, in larrge part due
e to higher inncome, both
h from
Europ
pean Commission project funding, and from th
he National Plan for RD
D&I, althouggh the
most important factor was th
he increase inn revenues from research contractedd by businesss.
The P
PSA operatin
ng budget in
n 2017 tota ls 4.3M Euros (not inclu
uding R&D ppersonnel or new
infrasstructure).
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2. FA
ACILITIES AND INFR
RASTRUCTU
URE
ND LABORA
ATORIES EXISTING AT PSA FOR SOLAR
S
2.1 EEXPERIMENTTAL INSTALLLATIONS AN
THER
RMAL CONCEENTRATING SYSTEMS
S
2.1.1

PSA EXPERIMENT
E
TAL FACILITIEES FOR SOLAR THERMAL CONCENTRA
ATING SYSTEMS

m
test faccilities availa ble at the PSSA related to
o solar therm
mal concentrating
At prresent, the main
systems are:













nd SSPS‐CRS central receeiver systemss, 6 and 2.5‐MWth respeectively.
CESA‐1 an
DISS 2.5‐‐MWth test loop, an exccellent expe
erimental sysstem for twoo‐phase flow
w and
direct steeam genera
ation for eleectricity pro
oduction ressearch with parabolic‐trough
collectorss in differentt working connditions, up to 500ºC and 100bar.
The FRESDEMO “linea
ar Fresnel” teechnology lo
oop.
An Innovaative‐Fluids Test
T Loop, n amed IFL
TCP‐100 2.3‐MWth parabolic‐trouugh collector field with associated
a
1 15‐m3 therm
mal oil
storage system
The Parab
bolic Trough Test Loop (PPTTL) facilityy
A parabo
olic‐trough co
ollector test facility with
h thermal oil (the so‐calleed HTF Test loop)
for qualiffication of co
omponents aand complete
e collectors.
4‐unit dissh/Stirling facility, namedd DISTAL, and 2 EuroDish
h units.
A group of
o 3 solar furnaces, two of them witth horizontal axis (60 kW
Wth and 40 kWth)
and a thirrd one with vertical
v
axis (5 kWth).
A test sttand for eva
aluation andd qualification of small parabolic ttrough colle
ectors,
named CA
APSOL.
A molten salt test loo
op for thermaal energy sysstems, name
ed MOSA

Figure 5. Location of the
t main PSA teest facilities forr solar thermal concentrating ssystems
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Thesee experimen
ntal installatio
ons and otheer with less importance are describeed in detail in
n next
sectio
ons, groupeed by the type of techhnology use
ed (Central receiver sysstems, Line‐‐focus
collecctors and Paarabolic Dish
hes), having a special secction for the
e Solar Furnaaces for veryy high
conceentration and/or temperrature tests.
2.1.1.1

C
CENTRAL
REC
CEIVER FACILLITIES: CESA‐1 AND CRS

The PSA has tw
wo exception
nal facilities for the testing and validation
v
off central receiver
nology comp
ponents and applicationss. The SSPS‐‐CRS and CES
SA‐1 facilitiees enable projects
techn
to bee undertaken and techn
nologies vali dated in the
e hundreds of kilowattss range. The
ey are
outdo
oor facilitiess specially co
onditioned foor scaling an
nd qualifying
g systems priior to comm
mercial
demo
onstration.
The 6 MWth CESA
A‐1 Plant
The C
CESA‐1 plan
nt was inauggurated in M
May 1983 to
t demonstrrate the feaasibility of central
receivver solar plaants and enable the deveelopment of the necessary technologgy. At presen
nt, the
CESA
A‐1 plant is a very flexible
e facility ope rated for tessting subsysttems and com
mponents su
uch as
heliostats, solar receivers, thermal stoorage, solariized gas turbines, conttrol systemss and
conceentrated higgh flux solar radiation meeasurement instrumenta
ation. It is allso used for other
appliccations that require high photon cooncentration
ns on relatively large su rfaces, such as in
chem
mical or high
h‐temperatu
ure processees, surface treatment of materialss or astrophysics
experriments.

Fiigure 6. The CESSA‐I facility see
en from the Norrth
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Direcct solar radiation is colleccted by the faacility’s 330 x 250‐m sou
uth‐facing fieeld of 300 39.6‐m2
heliostats distributed in 16 rows. The hheliostats have a nominal mean refflectance value of
0.91, the solar traacking error on each axiss is 1.2 mrad and the reflected beam image quality is 3
mrad
d. The CESA‐‐1 facility has the most extensive exxperience in glass‐metall heliostats in the
world
d, with firstt generation
n units mannufactured by
b SENER and CASA ass well as se
econd
generation units with reflecttive facets m
manufacture
ed by ASINELL and third generation facets
prototypes developed
d
byy CIEMAT annd SOLUCAR
R. In spite off its over 20 years of age, the
and p
heliostat field is in good workking conditioon due to a sttrategic prog
gram of conttinual mirrorr‐facet
replacement and drive mecha
anism maint enance and replacementt.
To th
he north of the CESA‐1 solar field aree two additio
onal areas used as test pplatforms fo
or new
heliostat prototypes, one loca
ated 380 m away from the
t tower an
nd the other 500 m awayy from
the to
ower.
The m
maximum thermal power delivered bby the field onto
o
the receiver apertuure is 6 MWtth at a
typicaal design irraadiance of 95
50 W/m2, acchieving a pe
eak flux of 3.3 MW/m2. 99% of the power
p
is foccused on a 4‐‐m‐diameterr circle and 990% in a 2.8‐m
m circle.
The SSSPS‐CRS 2.5
5 MWth facillity
The SSSPS‐CRS plaant was inau
ugurated as ppart of the International Energy Ageency’s SSPS (Small
(
Solar Power Sysstems) proje
ect in Sept ember 1981
1. Originallyy conceived to demonstrate
ation, it initiaally used a receiver
r
cooled by liquidd sodium tha
at also
continuous electrricity genera
d as the therrmal storage medium. Att present, this test facilitty is mainly ddevoted to testing
acted
smalll solar receivvers in the 20
00 to 500 kW
Wth capacity range.
The h
heliostat field is composed of 91 39..3 m2 first generation
g
units manufacctured by Martin‐
M
Marieetta. A seco
ond field norrth of it hass 20 52‐m2 and 65‐m2 second‐gen eration heliostats
manu
ufactured byy MBB and ASSINEL.

Figure 7. Aerial view oof the experime
ental SSPS‐CRS facility.
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The o
original SSPSS‐CRS heliostat field was improved se
everal years ago with thee conversion
n of all
of itss heliostats into comple
etely autonoomous unitss powered by
b photovolltaic energy,, with
centrralized contrrol communiicated by ra dio using a concept devveloped and patented by
b PSA
reseaarchers. This first autono
omous heliosstat field, wh
hich does no
ot require thhe use of cha
annels
or cabling, was made
m
possible
e by financiaal assistance from the Sp
panish Ministtry of Sciencce and
Techn
nology’s PRO
OFIT program
m.
The n
nominal averrage reflectivvity value of the field is actually
a
90%,, the solar trracking errorr is 1.2
mrad
d per axis and
d the opticall reflected beeam quality is 3 mrad. Under typical conditions of
o 950
W/m2, total field
d capacity is 2.5 MWth aand its peakk flux is 2.5 MW/m2.
M
99%
% of the pow
wer is
colleccted in a 2.5‐‐m‐diameterr circumferennce and 90%
% in a 1.8‐m circumferenc
c
ce.
The 443‐m‐high metal
m
tower has
h three tesst platforms.. The two first are locateed at 28 and 26 m
and aare prepared
d for testingg new receivvers for the
ermochemica
al applicationns. The third test
platfo
orm is at the top of the
e tower at 443 m, and houses
h
an en
nclosed room
m with crane and
calorimetric test bed for the
e evaluation of small atmospheric‐p
pressure voluumetric rece
eivers,
wer infrastru
ucture is com
mpleted with a 4‐
and ssolar reactorrs for hydroggen producttion. The tow
TN‐caapacity cranee and a 1000
0‐kg‐capacityy rack elevator.
The SSSPS‐CRS to
ower is equipped with a large quantity of auxxiliary devicees that allow
w the
execu
ution of a wide
w
range off tests in thee field of sollar thermal chemistry.
c
A
All test levelss have
accesss to pressu
urized air (29dm3/s, 8b ar), pure niitrogen supp
plied by twoo batteries of 23
stan
ndard‐bottle
es (50dm33/225bar) each,
steaam generato
ors with ca pacity of 20
0 and
60kkg/h of ste
eam, coolingg water with
w
a
capacity of up
p to 700 kW
W, deminerralized
watter (ASTM tyype 2) from a 8m3 buffer tank
for use in steam
m generatorss or directly in the
work infrastru
ucture
process, and the data netw
nsisting of Eth
hernet cablee and optical fibre.
con
A hybrid
h
heat flux measurrement syste
em to
meaasure the incident solaar power th
hat is
con
ncentrated by the heliosttat field is lo
ocated
at the SSPS‐‐CRS towerr. This method
com
mprises two measuremeent systemss, one
dire
ect and the
e other inddirect. The direct
Figure 8. An autonom
mous heliostat in the CRS field..
meaasurement system connsists of se
everal
heat flux sensorss with a 6.32
2 mm front‐‐face diametter and a ressponse time in microsecconds.
aced on a m
moving bar which
w
is mou
unted in froont of the re
eactor
Thesee micro sensors are pla
ow. The indiirect measurrement systeem works op
windo
ptically with a calibratedd CCD camera that
uses a water‐coo
oled heat flux sensor as a reference for convertiing grey‐scalle levels into
o heat
flux vvalues.
At 255 m level, a cantilever witth heat shiel d can be use
ed to position a (optical oor IR) camera only
a few
w meters from
m the apertu
ure.
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2.1.1.2 LINEAR FOCUSING FACILITIES: HTF, DISS, INNOVATIVE‐FLUIDS TEST LOOP,
FRESDEMO, CAPSOL, KONTAS AND PROMETEO
At present, PSA has several linear‐focusing solar collector facilities for both parabolic‐trough
and Linear Fresnel collectors. Many of these experimental installations, such as the innovative‐
fluids test loop or the DISS plant, are the only one of their kind in the World, and place the PSA
in a privileged worldwide position for research and development of new parabolic‐trough
collector applications. The main characteristics of these facilities are briefly explained below.
The HTF Test Loop
The HTF test loop was erected in 1997 and it is an ideal facility for evaluating parabolic‐trough
collector components under real solar energy operating conditions. The facility is appropriately
instrumented for qualifying and monitoring of the following components:






New designs of parabolic‐trough collectors (up to 75 m long)
Parabolic‐trough collector mirrors
Parabolic‐trough collector absorber tubes
New designs of ball‐joints or flex‐hoses for connecting parabolic‐trough collectors in
the solar fields.
Solar tracking systems.

The facility consists of a closed thermal‐oil circuit connected to several solar collectors of 75‐m
long connected in parallel (up to three collectors can be installed in parallel), being able to
operate only one at a time. The east‐west rotating axis of the solar collectors increases the
number of hours per year in which the angle of incidence of the solar radiation is less than 5º.
The thermal oil used in this facility (Syltherm 800®) has a maximum working temperature of
420°C and a freezing point of ‐ 40ºC.
The facility’s oil circuit, which has a maximum working pressure of 18 bar, is made up of the
following elements:






1‐m3‐capacity oil expansion tank, with automatic nitrogen inertisation.
Oil circuit sump tank.
Mechanical‐draft oil cooler, with air speed control and 400‐kW maximum cooling.
Centrifugal oil pump, with a flow rate of up to 8.3 litres per second.
Two 40‐kW electric oil heaters.

The first EUROtrough collector prototype developed by an European consortium with the
financial aid of the European Commission was installed and evaluated under real working
conditions at this facility in 1998 and it this collector is now used to evaluate and qualify new
designs of receiver tubes, reflectors and other components for parabolic‐trough collectors.
Main activities at the HTF test loop are related to study the optical and thermal performance
of complete parabolic‐trough collectors (optical efficiency, IAM coefficient, and global
efficiency/heat losses) and receiver tubes.
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Figure 9. Diagram of the PSA “HTF test Loop”.

The DISS experimental plant
This test facility was erected and put into operation in 1998 for experimenting with direct
generation of high‐pressure‐high temperature (100 bar/400ºC) steam in parabolic‐trough
collector absorber tubes. It was the first facility built in the world where two‐phase‐flow
water/steam processes in parabolic‐trough collectors could be studied under real solar
conditions.
The facility (see Figure ) consists of two subsystems, the solar field of parabolic‐trough
collectors and the balance of plant (BOP). In the solar field, feed water is preheated,
evaporated and converted into superheated steam at a maximum pressure of 100 bar and
maximum temperature of 400ºC as it circulates through the absorber tubes of a 700‐m‐long
row of parabolic‐trough collectors with a total solar collecting surface of 3.838 m2. The system
can produce a nominal superheated steam flow rate of 1 kg/s. In the balance of plant, this
superheated steam is condensed, processed and reused as feed water for the solar field
(closed loop operation).
In 2012, within the DUKE Project, three additional parabolic‐trough collectors were installed in
the solar field and all the absorber tubes were replaced by new ones, to increase up to 500°C
the temperature of the superheated steam produced, enabling to generate direct steam at
100bar and 500°C.
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Facility operation
n is highly fle
exible and c an work from very low pressures u p to 100 bar. It is
also equipped with
w
a complete set of valves allow
wing the solar field to bbe configure
ed for
Recirculation (perfectly differrentiated evaaporation an
nd superheatting zones), for Once‐Through
(the iintermediatee water‐steam separatorr and the reccirculation pump locatedd in the solar field
are n
not used in th
his operatingg mode) andd in Injection
n mode (feed
d water is injjected in diffferent
pointts along the collector row). The facillity is provid
ded with a wide
w
range oof instrumentation
for fu
ull system monitoring (flow rates andd fluid temp
peratures in the
t various zzones of the
e solar
field, pressure drrops in collecctors and pipping, temperature and thermal
t
graddients in the cross
sectio
ons of the absorber tube
es, etc.) andd a data acqu
uisition and process conttrol system which
has a database where
w
5‐s pro
ocess data arre recorded 24
2 hours a da
ay.

Figurre 10. Simplifiedd flow diagram of the PSA DISS
S loop

Amon
ngst the capaacities assocciated with thhis facility arre the following:
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Componeent testing for paraboolic‐trough collector
c
solar fields w
with direct steam
s
generatio
on (DSG) in their receivver tubes (rreceivers, ba
all joints or flexholes, water‐
w
steam separators, spe
ecific instrum
mentation, etc.).
e





Study and
d developme
ent of controol schemes fo
or solar fields with DSG.
Study and
d optimizatio
on of the opperating proccedures that must be im
mplemented in
i this
type of so
olar field.
Thermo‐h
hydraulic stu
udy of two‐pphase of waater/steam in horizontall tubes with
h non‐
homogen
neous heat flux.

Figure
e 11. View of thhe DISS plant so
olar field in ope
eration

Innovvative Fluids Test Loop (p
pressurized ggases) in parabolic‐trough collectors
The p
purpose of this experim
mental facilitty is to stud
dy the use of pressurizzed gases ass heat
transsfer fluid in parabolic‐tro
p
ugh collectoors, evaluatin
ng their beha
aviour underr a diversity of
o real
operaating conditions.
The eexperimentaal test loop is
i located noorth of the DISS experim
mental plantt control building,
which
h houses thee equipment necessary foor its control and data accquisition.

Figuree 12. View of th
he IFL experime
ental facility (wiith parabolic‐tro
oughs) using co
ompressed gas as heat transfe
er fluid.
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The IFL facility was originally designed to work at pressures and temperatures of up to 100 bar
and 400ºC, and consists of the following components:







Two East‐West‐oriented EUROtrough parabolic‐trough collectors, each 50 m long with
a 274.2‐m2 collector surface. The collectors are connected in series.
A 400‐kW air‐cooler able to dissipate the thermal energy in the fluid delivered by the
collectors. It has two 4‐kW motorized fans.
A blower driven by a 15‐kW motor which supplies the gas flow rate necessary to cool
the receiver tubes adequately.
A data acquisition and control system that allows the temperature, flow rate, pressure,
beam solar irradiance and humidity in the system to be completely monitored.
Automatic control valves that allow precise, safe variation in the collector fluid feed
flow rate.
An auxiliary circuit for filling the main test loop with the gas used as heat transfer fluid.

Since testing at 400ºC was successfully completed at the end of 2009, this facility was then
upgraded to achieve temperatures of up to 515ºC and it was connected to a two‐tank molten‐
salt thermal storage system to test their joint capacity for collecting and storing solar thermal
energy with a view to making use of them in dispatchable high‐performance thermal cycles.
This increase in test loop design conditions to 100 bar and 515ºC made the implementation of
different improvements necessary (conventional absorber tubes in one of the two collectors
were replaced with advanced high‐temperature tubes, stainless steel pipes were installed for
the high temperature zone and changes were made in the control system).

Parabolic-trough collector #1

Parabolic-trough collector #2

Blower
@2.5 kg/s

Gas air-cooler
Gas filling
system
Gas-to-molten salts HX

Figure 13. Simplified system diagram of the IFL experimental facility located at the PSA.
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TCP‐1100 2.3‐MW
Wth parabolicc‐trough faciility
This ttest facility was
w impleme
ented in 20144, and it is composed of the TCP‐1000 solar field, and a
therm
mocline storaage tank with
h 115 m3 of Santotherm‐55 oil.
The TTCP‐100 solaar field is com
mposed of siix parabolic trough collectors, modeel TER‐MOPO
OWER,
installled in three parallel loop
ps, with twoo collectors in
n series with
hin each loopp. Each collecctor is
comp
posed of eigh
ht parabolic trough mod ule with a to
otal length of
o 100 m andd a parabola width
of 5.777 m. The to
otal solar collecting surfaace of each collector is 545 m2. Thee focal distance is
1.71 n, the geom
metrical intercept factor iis ≥0.95, and
d the peak optical efficieency is 77.5%
%. The
b Archimedes Solar Eneergy (Italy) an
nd the
receivver tubes used in this solar field weree delivered by
working fluid is Syyltherm‐800.
The ssolar field iss connected to a 10 m33 oil expansion tank forr a maximum
m temperatu
ure of
400ºC
C. Thermal energy
e
can be
b transferre d from the solar
s
field primary circuitt to a thermocline
oil sttorage tank with a tota
al volume off 176 m3 an
nd 115 m3 of Santotheerm 55 oil with
w a
maxim
mum workin
ng temperatu
ure of 300°C .

Figure 14. Diiagram of the TTCP‐100 2.3‐MW
Wth parabolic‐trough facility

This test facility is speciallyy designed to perform studies related to conntrol system
ms for
bolic trough solar fields. This is the rreason why two
t
collecto
or loops are pprovided witth the
parab
solar tracking sysstem develo
oped by PSA,, while the third
t
loop iss provided w
with a comm
mercial
solar tracking system with continuous moovement.
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The Parabolic Trough Test Loop (PTTL) facility
This large test facility is implemented in a 420mx180m plot of the PSA and it is composed of
two solar fields:


the North field is designed to install with a E‐W orientation complete parabolic trough
collectors with a maximum unit length of 180 m. Up to four complete collectors can be
installed in parallel.



the South field is designed to install complete loops of parabolic trough collectors
(PTCs), i.e. several collectors connected in series, with a maximum length of 640 m and
oriented North‐South. Up to four complete loops can be installed in parallel.

Each field is provided with a complete oil circuit installed on a 30mx30m concrete platform
between the two fields, and both circuits share: an oil expansion tank with a capacity of 30 m3,
a gas‐fired oil heater with a thermal power of 250 kW, a meteorological station equipped with
solar radiation, ambient temperature and wind sensors, and the data acquisition system (DAS).
Additionally to these common elements, the oil circuit associated to the North and South fields
are composed of:


North field: one oil pump (75 m3/h) provided with speed control, one oil cooler
refrigerated by air (1.5 MWt) able to cold the oil down to 70°C when the ambient air
temperature is 40ºC, oil piping connecting the circuit to the common elements (i.e.,
expansion tank and oil heater).



South field: one oil pump (125 m3/h) provided with speed control, one oil cooler
refrigerated by air (4 MWt), oil piping connecting the circuit to the common elements
(i.e., expansion tank and oil heater).

Each oil circuit is also provided with an oil draining tank big enough to receive all the oil
existing in the circuit, a complete set of instrumentation to monitor: oil mass flow, pressures
and temperatures, as well as control valves to regulate the oil flow to desired values according
to the tests.
This outdoor life‐size test facility offers the following capacities:
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qualification of complete PTC prototypes assessing their optical peak efficiency,
incidence angle modifier and thermal losses,



evaluation of durability and reliability of PTC mirrors, receiver tubes, ball‐joints, flex
hoses, sun tracking systems and all the elements installed in complete rows of
collectors,



Evaluation of PTC solar field control algorithms

Figure 15. Simpliified scheme off the PTTL facilitty

The FFRESDEMO Loop
L
The FFRESDEMO loop is a “Lin
near Fresnel concentrato
or” technolo
ogy pilot dem
monstration plant.
This 100m‐long, 21‐m‐wide module hass a primary mirror surfface of 14333 m2, distributed
amon
ng 1200 faceets mounted in 25 paralleel rows span
nning the len
ngth of the looop. This collector
loop is designed for DSG at a maximum
m pressure of
o 100 bar and maximum
m temperatu
ure of
C.
450°C
This p
pilot facility is presently connected t o the piping system of th
he PSA DISS plant from where
w
it is ssupplied with
h solar steam
m at differennt pressures and temperatures for teesting in the three
working modes: preheating,
p
evaporation
e
eating.
and superhe
CAPSSOL Facility
CAPSSOL is a conccentrating so
olar thermal energy test facility designed and buuilt at the PSSA for
testin
ng of smaall‐sized, high‐precisionn parabolicc‐trough so
olar collecttors under real
environmental co
onditions.
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Figure 16. Ph
hoto of the lineaar Fresnel conccentrator erecte
ed at the PSA.

The ffacility is designed to operate with pressurized
d water unde
er a wide raange of operating
conditions: fluid temperature
es from ambbient to 230
0ºC, flow rattes from 0.33 to 2.0 m3//h and
presssures up to 25 bar. It also
a
allows testing of different
d
collector orienntations and sizes
(aperrtures up to 3 m). High‐precision insstrumentatio
on has been installed forr measuring all of
the p
parameters required
r
for adequate evvaluation of parabolic‐trrough collecttors. In particular,
the ffacility has a mass flow
wmeter (Corriolis‐type, with
w
a ±0.1%
% measurem
ment accuracy), a
pyrheeliometer (Eppley, with 8 μV/Wm‐2 sensitivity) and two typ
pes of tempeerature sensors at
the in
nlet and outtlet of the solar field (44‐wire PT‐100
0 with an acccuracy of ±±0.3°C in a 100
1 to
200°C
C range). In addition to these instruuments, the facility has sensors forr measuring other
param
meters, such
h as fluid te
emperature aat various points
p
in the
e circuit, preessure, tank level,
ambient temperaature, wind speed
s
and di rection, etc.
This ttest facility makes
m
it possible to find the efficiency paramete
ers required for characte
erizing
smalll parabolic‐trough collecctors: peak ooptical‐geom
metric efficie
ency, incidennt angle modifier,
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overaall efficiencyy and thermal losses whhen collectors are out of
o focus. Thee stationary state
conditions needeed for performing thesse tests are
e reached thanks to thhe inertia of
o the
expan
nsion tank and
a auxiliaryy heating annd cooling syystems. The data acquissition and co
ontrol
system facilitatess monitoringg and recordding of the parameters measured aas well as syystem
he control ro
oom.
operaation from th
Both complete sm
mall‐sized pa
arabolic‐trouugh collectors and their components,
c
, such as abssorber
tubess, reflectors or tracking systems,
s
can be tested in
n this facility.. Furthermorre, the facilitty also
allow
ws analysis of
o technical aspects
a
of t he collectors, such as materials
m
durrability, structural
resisttance, compo
onent assem
mbly, etc. undder real operrating condittions.
Figure below sho
ows a photo
o of the CA
APSOL test facility with two prototyypes of sma
all‐size
parab
bolic‐trough collectors in
nstalled.

Figuree 17. CAPSOL so
olar thermal tesst facility for sm
mall‐size parabo
olic‐trough colleectors.

KONTTAS: Rotary test bench for
f parabolicc trough colle
ectors
A rottary test beench for parabolic trou gh collectorr componen
nts, KONTASS, was erectted at
Plataforma Solarr de Almería
a in 2009. TThe conceptt was develo
oped by DL R and withiin the
frameework of the Spanish‐German agre ement betw
ween CIEMAT
T and DLR tthis test facility is
now jjointly used by both institutes.
The ttest bench alllows the qualification off all collector components and compplete module
es of a
length of up to 20
2 m, i.e. strructures, refflectors, rece
eivers and flexible jointss. It enabless for a
d
angle of incidennce of the solar radiation. It is eq uipped with
h high
tracking at any desired
mentation and
d controls foor precise, qu
uick and auto
omated meaasurements.
precision instrum
op of the fou
undation. Thhese rails form an
The ttest bench rests on railss directly moounted on to
innerr and an outer ring. The collector itself is mou
unted on a steel platfoorm with sixx steel
wheeels. The rotation of the platform
p
on the rails aro
ound the central bearingg is perform
med by
moto
ors driving fo
our of these wheels.
w
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The ccollector module is connected to a hheating and cooling
c
unit, which is alsso situated on
o the
platfo
orm. A pump
p circulates Syltherm
S
8000® thermal oil
o as heat transfer fluid (HTF) with a mass
flow similar to th
hat of comm
mercial plantts. Mass flow
w is measurred directly using the Co
oriolis
he heating and coolingg unit
meassuring principle avoiding uncertainnties of the density. Th
dissip
pates the en
nergy the ho
ot HTF colleccted on the way throug
gh the moduule and ensu
ures a
consttant HTF tem
mperature (±1K) at the innlet of the co
ollector. Sensors for meaasurement of inlet
and o
outlet temperatures are
e highly preccise and maay be calibra
ated on site.. A high pre
ecision
meteeorological sttation delivers accurate rradiation and
d wind data.

Figure 18. Sid
de view of Konttas test bench and
a the heating
g cooling unit.

PROM
METEO: Testt facility forr checking nnew compon
nents and heat
h
transferr fluids for large‐
parab
bolic troughss
An exxperimental closed loop
p is installedd at the North‐East area of the Plaataforma Solar de
Almeería. It was designed and
d erected by the compan
ny Iberdrola Ingeniería y Sistemas in
n 2010
startiing the test campaign
c
alo
ong the folloowing year. The
T pilot plan
nt was transfferred to CIE
EMAT‐
PSA tto be used ass testing loop
p.
The EEast‐West oriented
o
testt loop allow
ws the qualiffication of all
a collector componentts and
comp
plete collecto
ors of a lenggth of up to 1150 m, i.e. structures, re
eflectors, recceivers from 70 to
90 mm and movaable joints. Itt enables sunn tracking co
overing all so
olar radiationn incidence angles
a
ne day thankks to its orie
entation. It iis equipped with high precision
p
insttrumentation and
in on
contrrols for preccise, quick an
nd automateed measurem
ments. Curre
ently there aare two parabolic
trougghs 100 m‐long and with an aperturee of 7.5 m each one installed in the piilot plant.
The ccollector mo
odules are connected
c
too the balancce of plant (BOP) in paarallel or in series
configguration using the ad ho
oc set valve. A pump circculates Sylth
herm 800® thhermal oil ass heat
transsfer fluid (HTTF) with a ma
ass flow sim
milar to that of
o commerciial power plaants. Mass flow
f
is
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meassured directlly using Vorrtex and diffferential pre
essure flowm
meter types . A controlle
ed air
cooleer unit dissip
pates the collected enerrgy and ensu
ures a consta
ant HTF tem
mperature (±1K) at
the in
nlet of the co
ollector. Sensors for meaasurement of
o inlet and outlet
o
tempeeratures are highly
precise and may be calibrated
d on site. A m
meteorological station delivers accurrate radiatio
on and
wind data.

Fiigure 19. View of the PROMET
TEO test facilityy.

2.1.1.3

P
PARABOLIC
DISH
D
SYSTEM
MS

Accellerated ageing test bed and
a materiaals durabilityy
This installation consists of 3 DISTAL‐II type parabo
olic dish units, with 50 kW total thermal
motors have
e been
poweer and two‐aaxis sun trackking system,, In the 3 dishes, the initial Stirling m
replaced by diffeerent test pla
atforms to pput the mate
erials or prototypes at s mall scale of high
conceentration recceivers and perform acccelerated tem
mperature cyycling. With fast focusin
ng and
defoccusing cycles, the probes placed inn the conce
entrator focus stand a large numb
ber of
therm
mal cycles in
n a short tim
me interval, aallowing an accelerated
a
ageing of thhe material. These
platfo
orms can be used for a large variety of applicatio
ons: materia
als tests, air‐ccooled volum
metric
receivvers tests (m
metal or ceramic), tests oof small‐size receivers pro
ototypes witth or without heat
transsfer fluid, etcc.
The tthree parabo
olic dishes DISTAL‐II (Figuure 20) were
e erected att PSA in 19966 and 1997, using
the sstretched meembrane tecchnology. Thhese parabolic dishes ha
ave a diameeter slightly larger
than the DISAL‐1 above described (8.5 m
m) and the th
hermal energ
gy delivered in the focuss is 50
kWth. The focal diistance is 4.1
1 m and the m
maximum co
oncentration
n is 16000 su ns at the foccus.
Thesee concentrattors can be used
u
for anyy experimentt requiring a focus with tthe characte
eristics
abovee mentioned
d (50 kWth maximum
m
annd 16,000 su
uns peak con
ncentration aat the focus). The
tracking consists in a two‐axiss azimuth‐eleevation syste
em.
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Figure 20. Vi ew of a parabo
olic‐dish DISTALL‐ II.

The ttest bed fo
or durability and acceleerated mate
erials ageing
g is complem
mented with the
Mateerials Laboraatory existingg at PSA, w
which is desccribed in the
e laboratoriees section of
o this
document (sectiion 2.1.2.1), and with the durab
bility and accelerated
a
materials ageing
a
ng at Madrid (section 2.11.2.6).
laborratory existin
EURO
ODISH
Undeer the Spanissh‐German EUROdish Prooject, two ne
ew dish/Stirling prototyppes were dessigned
and erected, diiscarding th
he stretchedd‐membrane
e technology and appllying a mo
oulded
posite‐materrial system. These parabbolic dishes can be use
ed to test neew prototyp
pes of
comp
Stirlin
ng engines, or
o to perform
m any otherr test requiring a focus with
w 50 kWthh maximum and a
maxim
mum concen
ntration of 16.000 suns aat the focus. The tracking
g system is azzimuth‐eleva
ation.

Figgure 21. Front aand back viewss of the EURODISH
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2.1.1.4

THE SOLAR FURNACES AT PSA

Solar furnaces can be defined as optical systems that concentrate solar radiation in a small
area called focus where high temperatures and thermal fluxes can be reached. They can reach
concentrations of over 10000 suns, the highest energy levels achievable in a solar
concentrating system. Their main field of application are materials testing, either at room
conditions, controlled atmosphere or vacuum, and solar chemistry experiments using chemical
reactors associated with receivers.
A solar furnace essentially consists of a continuously solar‐tracking, flat heliostat, a parabolic‐
dish concentrator, an attenuator or shutter and the test zone located in the concentrator
focus.
The flat heliostat reflects the incoming solar beams on the parabolic‐dish concentrator, which
in turn reflects them on its focus (the test area). The amount of incident light is regulated by
the attenuator located between the concentrator and the heliostat. Under the focus, a test
table movable in three directions (East‐West, North‐South, up and down) places the test
samples in the focus with great precision.
There are three solar furnaces fully operational at the PSA: Solar furnace SF60 which has been
in operation from 1991, solar furnace SF5, in operation from 2012 and solar furnace SF40
which started operating in 2014.
SF‐60 Solar Furnace
The SF60 consists basically in a 120 m2 flat heliostat that reflects the solar beam onto a 100
m2 parabolic concentrator which in turn concentrates the incoming rays on the focus of the
parabola, where the tested specimens are placed. The incoming light is regulated by a
louvered shutter placed between the heliostat and the concentrator. Finally a test table
movable on three axis is used to place the specimens in the focus.
In this furnace, the heliostat collects solar radiation and redirects it to the concentrator. The
heliostat’s reflective surface is made up of flat, non‐concentrating facets, which reflect the
sun’s rays horizontally and parallel to the optical axis of the parabolic‐dish concentrator,
continuously tracking the sun.
The only heliostat associated with the SF‐60 consists of 120 flat facets, with 1 m2 reflecting
surface each. These facets have been designed, manufactured, assembled and aligned by PSA
technicians. Every facet is composed of a 1 m2 reflecting surface and 3 mm thick Rioglass flat
mirror silvered on its back (second surface mirror). Solar Furnace Technicians are also
responsible of a new method of fixation of the facet on a frame that minimizes deformation of
the reflecting surface. Figures 22 and 23 show the new heliostat and a detail of the back side of
the facet respectively.
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FFigure 22. HT12
20 heliostat with new PSA faceets.

Figure 23. Back side oof facet.

The p
parabolic concentrator iss the main ffeature of th
his solar furn
nace. It is m ade of spherically
curveed facets disttributed alon
ng five radii with differen
nt curvatures dependingg on their disstance
from the focus. Itt concentrate
es the incideent sunlight from
f
the heliostat, multiiplying the ra
adiant
us.
energgy in the focu

Figure 24. H
HT120 heliostatt in tracking.

The sshutter (attenuator, see Figure4) connsists of a sett of horizonttal louvers w
which turn on
n their
axis tto control th
he amount of
o sunlight inncident on the
t concentrrator. The tootal energy in the
focuss is proportio
onal to the ra
adiation thatt goes througgh the shutte
er.
The ttest table is a mobile sup
pport for thee test pieces or prototypes to be testted that is lo
ocated
under the focus of the concentrator. It moves on th
hree axes (X
X, Y, Z) perppendicular to
o each
ons the test sample
s
with ggreat precisiion in the foccal area.
otherr and positio
The ccombination of all of the componentts described lead to the flux
f density ddistribution in the
focuss which is what
w
charactterizes a sollar furnace. This distribution usuallly has a Gau
ussian
geom
metry and is characterized by a CC D camera hooked
h
up to an image processor and a
lambertian targett. The characteristics of the focus with
w 100% ap
perture and solar radiation of
1000 W/m2 are: peak flux, 30
00 W/cm2, tootal power, 69
6 kW, and focal
f
diamet er, 26 cm.
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Figure 25. Interior view off the PSA SF‐60 Solar Furnace in operation

SF‐400 Solar Furnaace
The new SF‐40 furnace con
nsists mainlyy of an 8.5‐‐m‐diameter parabolic‐ddish, with a focal
nce of 4.5 m.
m The conce
entrator surfface consistss of 12 curve
ed fiberglasss petals or se
ectors
distan
coverred with 0.8‐mm adhesive mirrors oon the front.. The parabo
ola thus form
med is held at
a the
back by a ring spatial structture to give it rigidity and
a keep it vertical. Thee new SF40 solar
entration of 5000 suns and
a has a power of 40 kW
W, its focus size is
furnaace reaches a peak conce
12 cm
m diameter and rim anggle a= 50.3°. Its optical axis
a is horizo
ontal and it iis of the “on
n‐axis”
type that is parabolic concen
ntrator, focuus and heliosstat are align
ned on the ooptical axis of
o the
parab
bola.
It bassically consists of a 100
0 m2 reflectting surface flat heliosta
at, a 56.5 m
m2 projectingg area
parab
bolic concenttrator, slats attenuator, and test table with three
e axis movem
ment.
The ffocus of the SF40 is arranged on thhe vertical plane.
p
In order to work on the horizzontal
planee, the beam rays incidentt in focus is rrotated 90º, using a tilted, cooled miirror placed at the
focal area, which
h turn the be
eam to the hhorizontal plane. The facility is com
mpleted with a gas
er –MiniVac 2‐, which alllows tests in controlledd atmospherre and
system and vacuum chambe
um, so that the
t specimen
ns are not oxxidized durin
ng tests.
vacuu
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Figure 26. Interior of tthe SF‐40 solaar furnace, sh
howing the
parabolic concentrator.
c

SF‐5 SSolar Furnacce
Desiggned and built at the PSSA, this systeem is in ope
eration from 2012 and iss focused to
o tests
that rrequire high radiant flux,, strong graddients and ve
ery high temp
peratures.
It is ccalled SF5 ‐Solar Furnace
e 5, by its 5 kkW power‐, reaches con
ncentrations above 7000
0 suns,
its fo
ocus diameteer is 2.5 cm, and is ma inly devoted
d to heat treatment of materials att high
temp
perature, un
nder vacuum
m and contrrolled atmossphere cond
ditions, for which a va
acuum
cham
mber, called Spherical
S
Cha
amber, provvided with a gas system are
a used.
It difffers substan
ntially from that existingg PSA Solar Furnace SF60 and mosst operating solar
furnaaces, as it operates in a vertical
v
axis, ii.e., paraboliic concentrattor and helioostat are verrtically
aligneed on the optical axis of
o the parab oloid, while that in mosst existing soolar furnace
es, are
horizontally align
ned. The ma
ain advantagge of verticaal axis solar furnaces is that the fo
ocus is
nged in a horrizontal plane
e, so that thee samples may
m be treate
ed on a horizzontal surface, just
arran
placin
ng them direectly in the focus,
f
withoout a holder, avoiding prroblems of looss of materrial by
gravitty in those teests in which
h the treatmeent requires surface melting of the s pecimens.
It bassically consissts of a 8.7 m2 concenttrator mirrorr, placed upsside‐down w
with the refle
ecting
surface facing thee floor, on a 18 m high m
metallic tow
wer; in the ce
entre of the bbase of the tower
2 flat heliostat, whose ceentre of rotaation is aligne
ed with the optical axis of the
theree is a 100 m2
conceentrator. At the top of the tower, in the test room, and 2 m below tthe vertex of
o the
conceentrator, theere is a test table. Final ly, under the test table and at floorr level of the test
room
m, a louver atttenuator is placed.
p
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Figure 27. Con centrator of the SF‐5 Furnace.

2.1.1.5

T
THERMAL
STO
ORAGE FACILLITIES

MOSA
A: Molten Saalt Test Loop
p for Thermaal Energy Sysstems

Figure 2 8. Molten salt test
t loop.

This m
molten salt test
t loop is a replica of a thermal ene
ergy storage system withh molten saltts and
a two
o‐tank configguration. Witth 40t of mo lten salts plaant, this facility consists bbasically in:
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Tw
wo tanks, on
ne vertical, fo
or hot moltenn salts, and another
a
horizontal, for coold molten
saalts.
A thermal oil loop
l
that can
n be used fo r heating the
e salt up to 380oC
3
and coooling it to
2990oC.
A CO2‐molten
n salt heat exxchanger for heating the salt up to 50
00oC with CO
O2 supplied by
paarabolic trou
ugh collectorrs.
Tw
wo flanged sections,
s
whe
ere differentt componentts for this typ
pe of loops (ee.g. valves,
flo
ow meters, heat
h
trace, pumps…) can be tested.

Being a set up which is a reduced scale of a commercial two‐tank molten salt storage system,
everything related to this type of systems can be tested in this facility.
For more information see: M. M. Rodríguez‐García, and E. Zarza, “Design and Construction of
an Experimental Molten Salt Test Loop”, Proceedings of the 17th International SolarPACES
Conference, Granada, 2011.
Applications








Checking of components (pumps, valves, flowmeters, etc.) for their use in a molten salt
medium.
Optimization of procedures in normal operation for a two‐tank system configuration.
Optimization of procedures in risk situations for a two‐tank system configuration.
Designing recovery procedures.
Validation of models and simulation approaches for molten salt thermal systems.
Characterization of heat exchangers for molten salt/oil.
Characterization of heat exchangers for molten salt/gas.
Characterization of thermocline tanks.
2.1.2 EXPERIMENTAL INSTALLATIONS FOR SOLAR DESALINATION UNIT

Solar Multi‐Effect Distillation Facility
This facility is composed of the following subsystems:
● A 14‐stage multi‐effect distillation (MED) plant
● A field of stationary large‐size flat plate solar collectors
● A water solar thermal storage system
● A double effect (LiBr‐H2O) absorption heat pump
● A fire‐tube gas boiler
The multi‐effect distillation unit is made up of 14 stages or effects, arranged vertically with
direct seawater supply to the first effect (forward feed configuration). At a nominal 8 m3/h
feedwater flow rate, the distillate production is 3 m3/h, and the thermal consumption of the
plant is 190 kWth, with a performance ratio (number of kg of distillate produced per 2326 kJ of
thermal energy consumed) over 9. The saline concentration of the distillate is around 5 ppm.
The nominal temperature gradient between the first cell and the last one is 40 ºC with a
maximum operating temperature of 70 ºC in the first cell. The system heat transfer fluid is
water, which is heated as it flows through the solar collectors and energy collected is then
transferred to the storage system. The hot water from this storage system provides the MED
plant with the thermal energy required for its operation.
The solar field (AQUASOL‐II) is composed of 60 stationary flat plate solar collectors (Wagner
LBM 10HTF) with a total aperture area of 606 m2 and is connected with a thermal storage
system (40 m3) through a heat exchanger (More details about the solar field are supplied
within its specific subsection).
The double effect (LiBr‐H2O) absorption heat pump is connected to the last effect of the MED
plant. The low‐pressure saturated steam (35 ºC, 56 mbar abs) produced in this last effect
supplies the heat pump evaporator with the thermal energy required at low temperature,
which would otherwise be discharged to the environment, cutting in half the thermal energy
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consu
umption req
quired by a conventionaal multi‐effe
ect distillatio
on process. TThe fossil backup
system is a prop
pane water‐‐tube boilerr that ensurres the heatt pump opeerating cond
ditions
(saturated steam
m at 180 ºC, 10
1 bar abs), as well as operating the
e MED plant in the absen
nce of
solar radiation.

2
Figuree 29. The PSA SOL‐14
S
MED Pla
ant (left), doubl e‐effect LiBr‐H2O absorption heat
h pump (uppper right) and 606‐m
6
flat plate solarr collector field (bottom right)

Test‐Bed for Solaar Thermal Desalination
D
Applicationss
The p
purpose of th
his facility is the study off the efficien
ncy of large‐a
aperture stattic solar colle
ectors
and iits behavior in the coup
pling with thhermal desalination syste
ems at 60‐990 ºC temperrature
levelss.
The ccollector mod
del installed is an LBM 1 0HTF with an aperture area
a
of 10.1 m 2, manufacctured
by W
Wagner & Co.. The static solar
s
field is composed of
o 60 collecto
ors with a tootal aperture
e area
2
of 6006 m and a total
t
therma
al power outtput of 323 kW
k th under nominal
n
connditions (efficciency
2
of 599% for 900 W/m
W
global irradiance annd 75 ºC as average
a
colle
ector temperrature). It co
onsists
of 4 lloops with 14
1 large‐aperrture flat plaate collectorrs each (two rows conneected in serie
es per
loop with 7 colleectors in parrallel per row
w), and one additional smaller
s
loopp with 4 colle
ectors
conneected in paarallel, all of
o them titlled 35º sou
uth orientattion. Each rrow has itss own
fillingg/emptying system
s
consiisting in twoo water depo
osits, from which
w
the heaat transfer fluid
f
is
pump
ped to the co
ollectors at the
t beginninng of the ope
eration and where
w
all thee water volu
ume in
the collectors is spilt
s
either att the end of the operatio
on or when a temperatu re limit is reached
T solar field has flow c ontrol valves that permit to have ann equal distributed
(abovve 100 ºC). The
flow rate without further reggulation. Als o, the facilitty has an air cooler that allows the entire
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energgy dissipatio
on from the
e solar fieldd, which is useful for efficiency ttests at diffferent
temp
perature leveels.
The ffive loops of
o collectors are conneccted with a thermal sto
orage system
m through a heat
exchaanger. The thermal stora
age system cconsists of two
t
water ta
anks connectted to each other
3
for a total storagge capacity of
o 40 m . Thiis volume allows the suffficient operrational auto
onomy
he fossil backkup system to
t reach nom
minal operating condition
ns in the desaalination plant.
for th
The fflexibility of the
t solar fielld allows thee operation of
o each loop independenntly, through
h their
own valves and pumping
p
systtem. Each looop is conne
ected to an in
ndividual heeat exchange
er that
mperature the
ermal desali nation syste
em for
offerss the possibility of coupling it with aany low‐tem
testin
ng purposes.

Figgure 30. The 606
6‐m2 large‐aperrture flat plate solar collector field (AQUASO
OL‐II)

CSP+D Test Bed: Integration of MED The rmal Desalin
nation & Sola
ar Thermal PPower Plants
This facility is deevoted to th
he research of the coup
pling betwee
en concentraating solar power
p
(CSP)) plants and
d Desalinatiion (CSP+D)). The testing facility is composeed of two steam
s
generators (250 kW
k and 500 kW) fed by tthermal oil coming
c
from a parabolicc trough solar field
able to deliver th
hermal oil with
w temperaatures up to
o 400 ºC and an auxiliaryy electrical power
p
system that raisees the temp
perature if rrequired. The steam gen
nerators aree able to pro
oduce
steam
m at differeent pressurres, which allow recre
eating any of the typiical interme
ediate
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extractions or thee exhausted steam availlable at a turbine of a th
hermal poweer plant. The
e low‐
presssure steam is
i obtained by making tthe steam frrom the gen
nerators to fflow through two
differrent pipe secctions (12‐incch diameter)) equipped with
w control valves,
v
whichh allows achieving
saturrated steam at two diffferent level s: 0.074 bar/42 ºC (nom
minal flow rate of 119
9 kg/h,
maxim
mum flow rate of 360
0 kg/h) and at 0.16 barr/58 ºC (nom
minal flow rrate of 195
5 kg/h,
maxim
mum flow raate of 360 kgg/h). Both, thhe high and low‐pressure
e steam can bbe used as motive
m
and eentrained vaapor, respecttively, in a ttrain of four steam ejecttors coupledd to the PSA
A MED
plantt, simulating the behavio
or of a MED plant working with thermal vapor compression
n. The
steam
m ejectors caan work in a wide rangee of pressure
e conditions for the mottive steam (40 ‐ 6
bar; 4 ‐ 2 bar), which
w
also makes this tesst bed usefu
ul for the characterizatioon of such kind of
devicces. The low
w‐pressure steam can also be co
ondensed th
hrough two conventional air
condeensers witho
out passing by the steam
m ejectors, with the aim
m of allowin g research in CSP
coolin
ng topics. Th
he flexibility of the test ffacility also allows
a
the on
n‐site evaluaation of innovative
dry ccoolers proto
otypes for th
heir compariison with respect to the
e conventionnal air conde
ensers
curreently availablle at the marrket.

Figgure 31. View of the outside off the CSP+D tesst bed building with the air coo
olers (left) and partial view of the
interior of t he CSP+D test bench
b
(right)

Faciliity for Polyge
eneration Ap
pplications
Polyggeneration iss an integral process withh the purposse of produccing two prodducts from one
o or
severral resourcess. In the case
e of solar en ergy, it makes use of the
e thermal ennergy from a solar
field for several simultaneou
s
us applicationns, such as generating
g
electricity,
e
deesalting watter for
upply and the
e rest for heaating sanitarry water (ACS
S).
drinkking water su
The p
purpose of th
his facility is the preliminnary study of
o the behaviior of a paraabolic trough
h solar
field of small co
oncentration ratio, the determination of its fe
easibility as a heat source in
polyggeneration schemes, in particular inn CSP+D req
quiring temp
peratures aroound 200 ºC
C. The
collecctor selected
d was the Polytrough
P
1 200 prototyype by NEP Solar. It hass a productiion of
2
15.8 kW per module (0.55
5 kW/m ) unnder nomin
nal conditions, with a mean collector
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temp
perature of 200
2 ºC, and efficiency
e
ovver 55% in th
he range of 120‐220
1
ºC ((for 1000 W//m2 of
directt normal irraadiance).
The ffield is configgured with 8 collectors pplaced in 4 parallel
p
rowss, with two ccollectors in series
in each row. Thiss configuration supplies 125 kW of thermal ene
ergy. The teemperature of
o the
mal oil can be up to 220 °C, so differeent schemess for making use of the thhermal enerrgy for
therm
polyggeneration caan be evalua
ated.
Curreently the solaar field is go
oing to be ussed to generate steam fo
or supplying the double‐‐effect
absorrption heat pump
p
couple
ed to the PSA
A MED plant.

Figure 32. NE P PolyTrough 1200
1
solar field

Test‐Bed for Solaar Membrane
e Distillationn Application
ns at Pilot‐Sccale
The installation is designed for
f evaluatinng solar thermal desalin
nation appliccations. Therre are
2
two ssolar fields of
o flat‐plate collectors a vailable: one of 20 m with
w two parrallel rows of
o five
2
collecctors in seriees (Solaris CP1
C Nova, byy Solaris, Spaain), and another one oof 40 m with
h four
large‐aperture co
ollectors in parallel (LB M 10HTF, by
b Wagner Solar,
S
Spain)). Both field
ds are
mal regulation and
conneected to waater storagess of 1500 litrres acting ass heat buffers for therm
storage, and havve a distribu
ution system
m which enables simulta
aneous connnection of se
everal
or a stationa ry heat supp
ply using the
e thermal heeat storage or for
units. The test‐beeds allow fo
directt supply off solar energy without buffering. The
T
installation is fullyy automated
d and
monitored (temp
peratures an
nd flows) a nd allows for
f heat flow
w regulationn. The maxximum
mal power iss 7 kWth in one case andd 14 kWth in the other, and hot wateer can be sup
pplied
therm
with ttemperaturee up to about 90 ºC.
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Figure 33. Internal (left) and external (right) view
ws of the Memb
brane Distillation experimenta l test bed withiin the
PSA lo
ow‐temperaturre solar thermal desalination facility.

The in
nstallation has
h a separatte water circuuit that can be
b used for cooling
c
(abouut 3.5 kWth) in the
desallination unitts and as a device for ssupplying sim
mulated seaw
water, with the possibility of
working in open or closed loop. In the latter case, both the distillate
d
andd brine flow
ws are
on units afteer passing through
colleccted and mixxed togetherr to be fed aagain into the desalinatio
a heaat dissipatio
on system. The
T installattion currenttly operates with Mem
mbrane Distilllation
modu
ules and hass a wide range of diffeerent comme
ercial and pre‐commerc
p
cial units fro
om all
manu
ufacturers. The
T list of MD
D modules thhat have bee
en evaluated or are undeer evaluation is:
11. Plate and
d frame air‐ggap (AG) MD
D commerciaal modules from
f
Scarab (total membrane
2
area 2.8 m ).
22. Two plate and frame
e permeate‐‐gap (PG) MD prototype
es from Kepppel Seghers (both
2
with totaal membrane
e area 9 m )), a compactt one (M33) and anotheer which is split in
three sep
parate modules connecteed in series for
f higher energy recoverry (PT5).
33. Spiral‐wo
ound PGMD commercial
c
modules Oryyx 150 from Solar Spring (10 m2).
area of 7 m2 and
44. Two spiraal‐wound AG
GMD modul es from Aqu
uastill with membranes
m
24 m2 eacch.
55. WTS‐40A
A and WTS‐40
0B units from
m Aquaver, based on multi‐effect vaacuum membrane
distillatio
on technologgy using moddules fabricaated by Mem
msys (5.76 m 2 and 6.4 m2 total
membran
ne area respe
ectively).

Bench‐Scale Unitt for Testingg Membranee Distillation
n application
ns in Air‐Gaap, Permeate
e‐Gap
Direct Contact Configura
ations
and D
nstallation consists of a test‐bed
The in
t
withh a small plaate and frame module thaat can be used for
evalu
uating direct‐‐contact, air‐‐gap or perm
meate‐gap membrane
m
disstillation. Th e module is made
of po
olypropylene and designe
ed so that thhe membrane can be rep
placed very eeasily. The module
m
has a condensatiion plate on the cold sidde to operatte on air‐gap
p configurattion, but it can
c be
closed at the bo
ottom to operate on peermeate‐gap keeping the distillate iinside the gap
g or
spareed to operatte on direct‐‐contact mo de. The effe
ective memb
brane surfacce is 250 cm2. The
installlation has tw
wo separate
e hydraulic ccircuits, one on the hot side and anoother on the
e cold
side. On the hott side, there
e is a tank oof 80 liters equipped with an electtric heater (3 kW)
contrrolled by a th
hermostat (9
90 ºC maximuum), and circculation is made
m
from thhe storage an
nd the
feed side of the module by a centrifuga l pump. On the cold sid
de there is a chiller (800
0 W at
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20 ºC
C) controlled
d by tempera
ature and w
water is circulated betwe
een a cold sttorage of 80
0 liters
and tthe module. The circuit is heat insu lated and fu
ully monitore
ed for tempeerature, flow
w rate
and p
pressure sensors, conneccted to a SCA
ADA system.

Figure 34. Bench‐scalle unit for testin
ng membraness on isobaric MD
D

Bench‐Scale Unitt for Flat She
eet Membranne Distillatio
on Testing
The ffacility is a high precision laboratoory grade re
esearch equ
uipment dessigned for testing
fundaamental and
d feasibility test trials oon membran
ne distillation. It possessses the following
uniqu
ue features that
t
are esse
ential for rep resentative and
a scalable results:
11. Cell form
mat with rep
presentative flow distrib
bution. The cell
c size is ssufficient forr flow
distribution and regim
me to be appplicable to fu
ull scale MD technology.
t
22. Adjustable MD channel configurration to all channel varriants (PGMD
D, AGMD, DCMD,
D
VMD, VAGMD).
33. Temperatture precisio
on of 0.5 ºC.
44. Driving fo
orce tempera
ature differeence controllable.
55. Fully automated con
ntrol system and large range of po
ossible param
meter settin
ngs by
touch scrreen PLC.
66. Practical A4 format fo
or membranee and conde
enser foil matterials.
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Figure 35. Be
ench‐scale unit for testing MD
D with flat‐sheet membranes

Bench‐Scale Unitt for Tests with 2‐stage FForward Osm
mosis and Pressure‐Reta rded Osmossis
The iinstallation consists
c
of a test‐bed w
with two sm
mall plate and frame moodules of forward
osmo
osis (FO) which can be co
onnected in sseries or in parallel.
p
There is, therefoore, one pum
mp for
the d
draw solutio
on and two for the feeed solution,, each with variable floow and flow
w‐rate
meassurements. The
T hydraulicc circuit has been modiffied so that the
t moduless can be ope
erated
in preessure retarrded osmosiss (PRO) modde. For that purpose, ste
eel pipes an d a high‐pre
essure
pump
p (3 L/min; up
u to 17 bar) are installedd in the draw
w side, and cells with opeerational pre
essure
up to
o 15 bar are used. The cells
c
have eaach a total effective
e
membrane areaa of 100 cm2, and
hydraaulic channeels in zig‐zag 4 mm widee and 2 mm deep. The system uses one container for
the d
draw solutio
on and two for the feeed solutions, each place
ed on a ballance in ord
der to
meassure changess in the masss flow rates oof the draw solution
s
and the feed sollution of eacch cell.
The ccontainers have an auto
omatic dosin g system to keep the sa
alinities consstant. The syystem
has ttwo conducttivity meterss for low saalinity and one
o for high salinity, as well as pre
essure
gaugees in each lin
ne and temperature readdings.
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Figgure 36. Bench‐‐scale unit for testing FO and PRO
P

Pilot Plant for Stu
udying Comb
binations of Forward Ossmosis and Reverse
R
Osm
mosis
The p
plant has thrree differentt units that ccan be coupled in different ways beetween them
m: (i) a
forwaard osmosis;; (ii) reverse osmosis; (iii)) microfiltrattion.
The fforward osm
mosis (FO) un
nit uses a 4”” spiral‐wou
und Cellulose
e Triacetate (CTA) membrane
2
with eleven mem
mbrane leaves of 1.5 m ssurface each, supplied byy HTI. The noominal flow rate
r
is
3
3.6 m /h.
The rreverse osmo
osis (RO) uniit has 4 vesseels that can be connecte
ed in series oor in parallel, each
3
of wh
hich hosting 4 membran
nes. The nom
minal flow raate is 3 m /h
h, and the ppumping systtem is
able to work at different
d
pre
essures up too a maximum of 80 bar. The unit iss designed so
o that
SWRO
O, BWRO or NF membranes can be uused.
Finallly, there is a MF unit with
h 3 m3/h nom
minal flow raate.
The installation iss completelyy monitored with pressure sensors, conductivity
c
y and flow‐m
meters,
w regardinng the intercconnection of
o the units, so that FO can
c be
and is designed in a flexible way
used as a pre‐treeatment for RO, or NF caan be used in
i combinatiion with FO,, and even the FO
be used in PR
RO mode usin
ng the pumpping system of
o the RO unit.
can b
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Figu
ure 37. Test bedd for FO‐RO com
mbination research

2.2 LA
ABORATORY OF SOLAR CO
ONCENTRATTING SYSTEM
M UNIT
The P
PSA Solar Co
oncentrating Systems Unnit has a largge distribute
ed laboratoryy covering se
everal
activiity lines and
d provided with
w equipmeent located in Almería and
a Madrid. The activityy lines
includ
ded in this laaboratory are
e the followiing:










Durabilitty and characterization oof materials under
u
concentrated sola r radiation
Development and testing
t
of aadvanced optical coatin
ngs (i.e., seelective and anti‐
reflective coatings)
Solar refflectors durability analys is and opticaal characterizzation
Receiverrs testing and
d characterizzation for co
oncentrating solar thermaal systems
Solar hyd
drogen
Radiomeetry
Materialls and compo
onents for m
molten salt circuits
Materiall for Thermal Storage
Geometrical characterization of solar concen
ntrators

The eequipment and
a capacities of this laaboratory re
elated to each of these activity line
es are
descrribed in the next
n sectionss
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2.2.1 DURABILITY AND CHARACTERIZATION OF MATERIALS UNDER CONCENTRATED SOLAR
RADIATION
This activity line of the laboratory is focused on the study and evaluation of how the
concentrated solar radiation affects the performance and durability of materials. This is
especially important for materials used for central receivers, thus requiring an accelerated
ageing to study the durability of the most critical components of solar thermal power plants,
not only absorbent materials, but also surface treatment and coatings that increase their
absorptance. It is therefore necessary to find out and study the mechanisms of the physical
degradation, fatigue and breakage of these materials at high temperatures under
concentrated solar radiation.
The equipment associated to this activity is composed of devices located both indoor and
outdoor. The indoor devices are devoted to the metallographic preparation and the analysis of
test pieces treated with concentrated solar radiation and eventually thermal cycling for
accelerated aging, and characterization of solar test by thermogravimetry. These devices are
inside the Solar Furnaces control building and located in four rooms, every one of them
dedicated to different kind of analyses:
-

The Metallography Room
The Microscopy Room
The Thermogravimetry Room
The Thermal Cycling Room

The lab’s equipment located in these rooms is listed below:
Metallography Room
-
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Automatic cut‐off machine: Struers Secotom
Manual cut‐off machine: Remet TR60
Mounting press: Struers Labopres‐3
Vacuum impregnation unit: Struers Epovac
Polisher: Tegrapol‐15 automatic with Tegradoser‐5 dosing system
Metallographic polisher 2 plates: LS1/LS2 (Remet)
Grinder: Remet SM1000
Ultrasonic bath: Selecta Ultrasons‐H 75ºC with heater
Fume cupboards: Flores Valles VA 120 960 M‐010‐02
Power Source programmable: Iso‐Tech IPS 405 for electrochemical attack
Analytical sieve shaker: Retsch AS 200 Control (Sieves: 20, 10, 5, 2.5 y 1.25 mm and
710, 630, 425, 315, 250, 160, 150, 90, 53 y 32 µm)
Digital Camera with reproduction table

Figure 38. View
V
of the Meetallography Room in the Solarr Furnaces buildding

Micro
oscopy Room
m
-

3D Opticaal Surface Metrology Sysstem: Leica DCM
D
3D
Leica DM
MI 5000 optical microsc ope with Le
eyca‐IM50 im
mage acquissition system
m and
motorized table.
Olympus optical micrroscope Unioon MC 85647
7.
Struers micro
m
hardne
ess tester Duuramin HMV‐2 with visua
alization systtem and sofftware
micro Vicckers hardness tester HM
MV‐AD 3.12.
Manual hardness
h
testter
Surface Finish
F
Measuring Unit ZEIISS Surfcom 480 with datta processorr
Balance: Mettler E200
01/MC max 60Kg
Balance: Mettler Tole
edo classic m
max 320g / min 10mg

(a)

(b)

Figure 39
9. View of a) the
e Microscopy RRoom, b) Therm
mogravimetric balance
b
inside oof its Room.

Therm
mogravimetry Room
-
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The therrmogravimettric Balance SETSYS Evo
olution18 TGA, DTA, D
DSC (Temperrature
range am
mbient to 1750°C)
1
equuipped with a compact recirculatinng cooler (JJulabo
FC1600T)) and a therm
mostatic linee to 200°C, with
w a securitty box for teests in presen
nce of

-

H2, and adapted to connect a controlled evaporator mixer and a MicroGC
simultaneously to the equipment. This thermogravimetic Balance has different
possibilities of tests:
a) Tests under pure Hydrogen atmosphere up to 1750°C
b) Tests under pure Oxygen atmosphere
c) Tests under H2O steam with other gases simultaneously.
d) Tests under corrosive atmosphere up to 1000°C
CEM System (Controled evaporator mixer system) for steam supply.
Fixed Gas Detector: Dräger Polytron SE Ex, with a control system Regard 1.

Thermal Cycling Room
It includes the instrumentation necessary for thermal cycling:
-

two muffle furnaces,
a high‐temperature kilns,
a weathering chamber,
an air‐cooled volumetric receiver test loop and associated instrumentation;
optical and electronic microscopes,

The indoor devices located in the four rooms described above are complemented by an
electronic microscope installed in its own room, which is shared by the AMES and SCS units,
and with the following specifications.
-

-

Scanning electronic microscope (SEM) ‐ Hitachi, model S‐3400N II, high/low vacuum,
secondary electron image, backscattered electron image, cooling stage and
magnification 5x to 300.000x.
Energy dispersive x‐ray spectrometer (EDS) Quantax 400

Besides, the SEM room also has environmental secondary electron detector (ESED), a critical
point dryer and sputterer.
The outdoor equipment is composed of several solar‐dish concentrators located close to the
PSA solar furnaces building. These solar dishes are used for thermal cycling under real solar
conditions, with very high solar flux (up to 1200 kW/m2) and high temperatures (from 200°C to
1200°C) and are equipped with different test benches for volumetric and tube configuration
testing.
2.2.2 ADVANCED OPTICAL COATINGS
This laboratory line is devoted to the development and complete study of new selective
coatings for absorbent materials used in solar concentrating systems at medium and high
temperature (up to 600°C), as well as for anti‐reflective treatments for glass covers used in
some receiver designs, such as receiver tubes in parabolic‐trough collectors. The equipment
devoted to this activity line is sufficient to characterize and evaluate coating developments,
and to evaluate the behaviour of other treatments available on the market or developed by
other public or private institutions. The equipment associated to this line may be also used for
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optical characterrization of solar
s
reflectoors, thus co
omplementin
ng the equippment specifically
devotted to the acctivity line de
evoted to tessting and chaaracterizatio
on of solar reeflectors
A sum
mmary of thee equipmentt available foor advanced optical
o
coatings is given below:









Perkin Elm
mer LAMBDA
A 950 Spectrrophotomete
er (Figure 40
0a).
Perkin‐Elm
mer Frontierr FTIR spectrrophotomete
er equipped with a gold‐‐coated integgrated
sphere manufactured
m
d by Pike (Figgure 40b)
Portable Optosol abso
orber characcterization eq
quipment: This equipmeent measuress solar
ermal emitttance of selective abso
orbers at 700°C, both on flat
absorptance and the
orber tubess. The device for mea
asuring absoorptance ha
as an
substratees and abso
integratin
ng sphere with two deteectors (Figurre 40C). For measuring eemissivity, it has a
semi‐cylin
ndrical tunne
el which emiits infrared radiation
r
at 70°C
7
(Figure 40e).
QUV weaathering cham
mber, Q‐PAN
NEL, for accelerated ageing tests (Figuure 40d).
BROOKFIELD LVDV‐I+ Viscometerr.
KSV CAM200 goniometer for meaasuring contaact angles (Figure 40f).
Kilns. Theere are three
e kilns for theermal treatm
ment:
- 120x100x300 mm
m kiln with a maximal tem
mperature off 1200°C.
- Contrrolled atmossphere kiln w
with a maxim
mal temperature of 800°CC.
- 500x4
400x600 mm
m forced con vection kiln with a maxim
mal temperaature of 550ººC.

(a)

(c)
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((b)

(d)

(e)

(ff)

Figgure 40. Advancced optical coattings laboratories equipment.

2.2.3 SOLAR REFLECTOR
R
DURABILITY
D
A
ANALYSIS AN
ND OPTICAL CHARACTER IZATION
The P
PSA Solar Co
oncentratingg Systems U nit activity line
l
on opticcal characte rization and solar
reflecctor durabilitty analysis iss the result oof a joint collaborative in
nitiative betw
ween CIEMA
AT and
DLR ccalled OPAC. It is provided with the necessary equipment
e
to
o completelyy characterizze the
mateerials used ass reflectors in solar conccentrating syystems. These labs allow the characteristic
optical parameteers of solar reflectors
r
annd their posssible deterioration to bee determined
d. The
f
eq uipment for the optical analysis of ssolar mirrors (see
optical analysis laab has the following
Fig. 4 left):
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ortable speccular reflectoometers, De
evices and Services
S
Moodel 15R‐USB, for
Three po
measurin
ng specular reflectance
r
aat 660 nm at different aperture
a
anggles (3.5, 7.5
5, 12.5
and 23 mrad).
m
One portable specula
ar reflectomeeter, Devicess and Service
es model MW
WR, for meassuring
a 460, 550, 650 and 720
0 nm and at different
d
apeerture angles (2.3,
specular reflectance at
3.5, 7.5, 12.5
1 and 23 mrad).
m
Reflectom
meter protottype for meaasuring speccular reflecta
ance in a 5 ccm diameter with
spatial reesolution off 10 pixel/m
mm, which measures at various wavelengthss and
2
aperture angles (mod
del SR , desiggned and pattented by DLLR).
Perkin Elmer Lambda
a 1050 specttrophotometter, with 150‐mm integrrating spherre and
a
wiith 0 to 68º incidence angles (URA).
specular reflectance accessory
3 camera an
nd 90 cm CCubalite kit for photos of specular surfaces without
Nikon D3
parasitic reflections.
Zeiss Axio
o microscope model CSM
M 700 (with magnifications of 5, 100, 20, 50 and
d 100)
for finding the profile
es and rough ness of highly reflective surfaces.
Hitachi S3
3400 electro
onic scan miccroscope (SEM) with EDX
X analysis.
Parstat 40
000 impedan
nce system tto analyse the corrosion of reflector m
materials.
General Purpose Op
ptical benchh as accesso
ory for the Perkin Elm
mer Lambda 1050
hotometer with
w
advancced features for moun
nting opticall devices fo
or the
spectroph
developm
ment of new measuremeent instruments.



Attension Theta 200 Basic tensiometer for static and dynamic contact angle
assessment, which is a key parameter to study the performance of the anti‐soiling
coatings applied to solar reflectors and receiver tubes.

The two solar reflector durability analysis labs are designed for accelerated ageing tests of
these materials with the purpose of predicting in a short time, the behaviour of these
materials during their useful lifetime (see Fig. 4 right). To do this, the environmental variables
producing degradation of solar reflectors when they are exposed to outdoor conditions are
applied in a controlled manner, both separately and in combination. The following simulation
equipment is available for these accelerated ageing tests:
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ATLAS SC340MH weathering chamber for temperature (from ‐40 to+120ºC), humidity
(from 10 to 90%), solar radiation (from 280 to 3000 nm) and rainfall of 340L.
Vötsch VSC450 salt spray chamber with temperatures from 10 to 50ºC (450L).
Erichsen 608/1000L salt spray chamber with temperatures from 10 to 50ºC.
Two ATLAS UV‐Test radiation chambers where UV light (with a peak at 340 nm),
condensation and temperature can be applied. One of the chambers also includes rain
simulation.
Hönle UVA Cube Ultraviolet radiation chamber.
KÖHLER HK300M acid rain chamber, 300 L and temperatures up to 70ºC and humidity
up to 100%, to apply the Kesternich test.
SC100 heatable water bath, to perform the Machu test, according to the Qualitest
guideline.
Vöstch VCC3 0034 weathering chamber to test the material resistance against
corrosive gasses (335L, see Fig. 5).
Ineltec CKEST 300 test chamber for humidity and condensation testing with
temperatures up to 70ºC (300L).
Memmert HCP108 weathering chamber to apply humidity (20‐95 %) and temperature
(20‐90 °C with humidity and 20‐160 °C without humidity).
Two Nabertherm LT 24/12 and LT 40/12 Muffle Furnaces.
Control Técnica/ITS GmbH sandstorm chamber with wind speeds up to 30ºm/s and
dust concentrations up to 2.5 g/m³.
Erichsen 494 cleaning abrasion device to test the degradation due to the cleaning
brushes, with several cleaning accessories.
Taber 5750 linear abraser to check the materials resistance against the abrasion.
Lumakin A‐29 cross‐cut tester to analyze the possible detachment of the paint layers.
Several devices for thermal cycles specially designed at the PSA.

Figure 41.
4 OPAC solar reflector
r
opticaal characterizatiion lab (left) and durability anaalysis lab (rightt)

Alongg with thesee labs, there
e are a seriees of outdoo
or test bench
hes for expoosing materiials to
outdo
oor weather conditionss and compparing theirr degradatio
on with thoose found in the
accelerated ageing tests, to
o study the effectivene
ess of special coatings, to optimize the
clean
ning strategyy and to analyse the soiliing rate. In addition,
a
two
o heliostat ttest benchess were
recen
ntly installed
d, one to tesst the influennce of blockking on the coatings
c
lifettime and an
nother
one tto acceleratte the reflecctors degraddation due to
t UV radiation under outdoor we
eather
conditions. Finally, the laboratories are eequipped wiith accessoriies necessaryy for their proper
p
es, thermo magnetic sttirrer, drier,, ultrasonic bath for sa
ample
use, such as preecision scale
ning, tools for
f reflectorr samples ppreparation (cutting and
d polishing),, safety cab
binets,
clean
instru
umentation for
f measurin
ng pH, conduuctivity, oxyggen, etc.

Figgure 42. Climatte chamber with corrosive gases.
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2.2.4 RECEIV
VERS TESTING AND CCHARACTERIZATION FO
OR CONCEN
NTRATING SOLAR
S
THERMAL SYSSTEMS
This activity line comprises both linear receivers and volumetric receiverss. The equip
pment
assocciated to lin
near receiverrs is locatedd at PSA an
nd main devvices are a ttest bench called
HEATTREC (see figgure 43, leftt) for measuuring heat lo
oss of single receiver tu bes under indoor
laborratory condiitions and an
a outdoor test bench called RESO
OL (see figuure 43, righ
ht) for
meassuring opticaal efficiency of single re ceiver tubess under natu
ural solar ra diation. Hea
at loss
meassurements caan be done under vacu um conditio
ons to avoid convection outside the
e glass
tube,, thus obtain
ning a more uniform tem
mperature along
a
the recceiver sectioon and lookin
ng for
the h
heat loss by radiation. In
n addition, iss possible to determine heat loss at different va
acuum
levelss in the spacce between the
t metallic absorber tube and the glass
g
enveloppe. The emisssivity
of thee selective coating can be then inferrred from the
ese measures. The opticaal efficiency test is
done by evaluatting the slop
pe of the teemperature of a fluid (water)
(
circuulating insid
de the
t time during an intervval of steady state solar radiation
r
wh en heat losses are
receivver tube vs the
null. TThe optical efficiency
e
is calculated frrom a energyy balance of the system. The test pro
ovides
in one measurem
ment the rece
eiver optical efficiency, i..e. the combined value oof the absorp
ptance
eiver tube.
and ttransmittancce of the rece
HEATTREC device lets to chara
acterize heatt losses of re
eceiver tubes with innerr diameter greater
than 62 mm and tube length lower than 4.5 m. Meassurements ca
an be perforrmed for abssorber
perature rangging from 10
00°C to 500°°C. The vacu
uum in the te
est chamberr can be set up to
temp
‐2
aroun
nd 10 mbaar. RESOL iss currently cconfigured to
t measure standard reeceiver tube
es for
parab
bolic troughss, i.e. tubes 4060
4
mm‐lonng and with absorber
a
tub
be diameter of 70 mm.
Besid
des HEATREC
C and RESOL, the activity line devoted
d to linear re
eceivers is eqquipped with
h tools
and d
devices for proper manip
pulation and monitoring of receiver tubes.

Figure 433. View of the HEATREC
H
test ch
hamber to meassure heat losse
es in solar receiv
ver tubes (left) and RESOL test bench to
measure receiiver’s optical effficiency (right)..

The lab equipmeent devoted to volumetrric receivers is installed at CIEMAT‐M
Moncloa (Madrid)
site w
with the aim
m of studyingg in depth aat lab scale the
t solar volumetric tecchnology. Its main
comp
ponent is a test
t
bench specially
s
dessigned for th
he test of new volumettric absorberrs and
configgurations an
nd its ageing.. This test beench has the flexibility to study:
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-

-

The presssure differen
nce across thhe volumetric absorber for
f differentt fluid densitty and
fluid velocity, for the
t
determiination of the
t
main properties
p
ddescribed by the
mer extensio
on to Darcyy’s law: the viscous perm
meability cooefficient and
d, the
Forchheim
coefficient. A differentiaal pressure drop system
inertial permeability
p
m is installed, with
the previously describ
bed installatiion, for the properties
p
de
eterminationn
The extin
nction coeffficient of diffferent med
diums, which can be uused as a to
ool to
approxim
mate radiatio
on analysis i n semi‐transparent med
diums follow
wing the Bouger’s
law.

The m
main equipm
ment installed
d in this test bench (Figure 44) is:
-

Receiver sub‐system:: with 24 K‐ttype thermo
ocouples, 2 surface therm
mocouples and an
c
infrared camera,
Helicoidaal Air‐Water Heat Exchannger sub‐system: with 4 PT100 sensoors, a waterr mass
flow‐ratee measureme
ent, a water pump and 2 surface therrmocouples,,
Extraction
n system: with 1 k‐type thermocoup
ple, 1 PT100 sensor, an aair mass flow
w‐rate
measurem
ment, and an
n air blower..
A 4‐kW solar
s
simulator, installed in CIEMAT‐Moncloa ma
ade up of a XXenon lamp and a
parabolicc concentrato
or (Figure 455) that can re
each fluxes of
o up to 14000 kW/m2.

TThe lab‐equip
pment described above tto study volu
umetric rece
eivers at atm
mospheric pre
essure
iss complemented by an indoor smalll facility to study therm
mal storage m
materials for high
teemperature using hot air as heat transfer flu
uid. This small facility iss composed
d of a
3
th
mental loopp for static (FFigure
hermocline storage testt bench (of aabout 0.1 m ) as experim
446) and dyn
namic (¡Erro
or! No se eencuentra el
e origen de
d la refereencia.47) thermal
characterization of porou
us beds.

Figure 44. Test bbench for volum
metric receiver testing
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Figuree 45. Xenon lam
mp used in the vvolumetric rece
eiver test bench
h at CIEMAT (M
Madrid)

The ssystem consists of six po
ower heatingg resistors with
w a total power
p
of 150000 watts electric
energgy. They heaat the air up
p to a targett temperaturre (maximum
m temperatuure limited by
b the
resisttor is 1000
0°C) by means of a ttemperature
e controller. An amou nt of 35 K‐type
K
therm
mocouples units
u
of 400 mm long arre used. The
e behaviour of the tank is measured
d at 7
levelss with 5 meaasurement each level. Thhe total power consumpttion is recordded, with a three‐
t
phasee electrical measuremen
m
nt, to match the energy balances an
nd the heat losses. More
eover,
the eexternal surfface temperrature mappping is regisstered by a thermograpph camera, which
offerss a completee image of th
he external c hassis of the
e tank.
The ttwo possible configuratio
ons of this teest bench are
e:
-

onfiguration: In this cconfiguration, the exp
perimental loop allowss the
Static co
characterrization of efffective therrmo‐physicall parameterss of the bed;; material thermal
conductivvity, thermall losses, stor ed energy, etc.
e for differrent filler maaterials,

D
Dynamic conffiguration: In
n this configuuration, the experimenta
al loop allow
ws an agile
characterization of the global storagee at differentt working tem
mperatures, filler materials,
charges and discharges
d
sttrategies, etcc.

Figure 46. Front view of the
e lab‐scale
regeneerative storage system in static
arranggement.
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FFigure 47. Fron
nt view of the lab‐scale
l
regennerative storage
e system in
ddynamic arranggement.

2.2.5 SOLAR HYDROGEN
H
Application of solar concentrating technoologies to higgh‐temperatture processees is another field
of en
normous im
mportance in
n PSA. The best know
wn applicatio
on so far i s bulk elecctricity
generation thro
ough therm
modynamic cycles, butt other ap
pplications hhave also been
onstrated, su
uch as production of hyd rogen and so
olar fuels.
demo
Somee high tempeerature endo
othermic reaactions for co
onverting solar energy innto chemical fuels
are been investiggated by CIEM
MAT‐PSA thrrough a range of indirect water‐splittting techniqu
ues, as
well aas hybrid sysstems involviing solar‐drivven fossil fue
els transform
mation to hyddrogen.
Somee specific acttivities are sttudied at thee laboratory of
o the Solar Concentratinng Unit to su
upport
at lab
b scale the PSA R+D activities relaated to solar hydrogen. These activvities includ
de the
follow
wing topics: (1) Exploringg new mate rials as cand
didates for th
hermochemiical cycles and (2)
Development of innovative
i
so
olar reactorss as fluidised bed reactorrs.
In thee first catego
ory, some specific activitiies are foreseen, regarding:
w materialss, that
‐Mateerials characcterization –Our
–
researcch efforts are driven to
o search new
impro
ove kinetics and red
duce workinng temperaatures of current maaterials use
ed in
therm
mochemical cycles. These
e materials aare synthesizzed in the laboratory (orr commercia
al) and
assayyed for the th
hermochemiical cycles unnder differen
nt reaction co
onditions.
Furth
hermore, in order to qu
ualify these materials, itt is of upmo
ost importannce to assesss the
damaage induced by thermal shock on consecutive
e cycles. Forr this purpoose, materials are
subjeected to cyccling heatingg under welll‐controlled conditions. Several im portant phyysical–
therm
mal, mechanical, and che
emical propeerties of the relevant materials can bbe identified when
assesssing the influence of treatments ontto a solid sub
bstrate
For m
material characterization
n, a versatilee electric furrnace loop is available aat CIEMAT’s Solar
Hydro
ogen Laboratory in Monccloa (Madridd) shown in Figure
F
48.

Figure 48. Indoor Solar Simulation
S
Loopp for evaluation
n of materials fo
or thermochem
mical cycles
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The laboratory iss equipped with
w the insstrumentatio
on necessaryy for evaluattion of innovative
proceesses for hyydrogen prod
duction. Horrizontal tubular furnace
e: high‐tempperature kiln
n with
maxim
mum operatting temperrature of 16600°C suitab
ble for a variety of labooratory and
d pilot
appliccations; coupled with a gas chromaatograph (Vaarian CP4900
0) equipped with a mole
ecular
sieve column and
d a TCD detecctor, etc.
For special purpo
oses, some other
o
equipm
ment’s are available to complete
c
thee characterizzation
of these materiaals: A Therm
mogravimetri c Equipment STA 449 F1
F for simulttaneous TGA
A‐DSC
analyysis. This equ
uipment has two exchanngeable furnaces: a SiC for
f high tem
mperature rea
action
(16000°C) and watter vapour kiln
k up to 12200°C. Finallyy, a tempera
ature furnacce perfectly suited
s
for cyycling candid
dates materiials is availabble. This furnaces has sp
pecial heatinng elements made
of mo
olybdenum disilicide
d
providing temp eratures of about
a
1650 ºC
º with a preecise temperrature
contrrol, also in th
he lower tem
mperature rannge (Fig. 12).„

F
Figure
49. Thermogravimetry aanalyser and an
n a 1650 º C ele
ectric furnace

outdoor testts a research bench hass been designed and assembled ouutside the indoor
For o
facilitties. This so
olar concenttrating tech nology calle
ed “Double Reflection ddisc” has a fixed
position of the focus allow
wing to test a fluidized bed.The optics consisst of 864 mirrors
m
(apprrox.15 x 12 cm)
c in nine concentric rinngs on a circular (Ø = 3.5
5 m) plane noormal to the
e solar
radiation. There are two setss of mirrors.. The first se
et is fixed at a 45º anglee from the optical
o
with the refllected rays normal
n
to it,, and a second set of pa
arabolic mirrrors reflects these
axis w
rays, concentrating them on the focus. TTests are performed at the
t focus off this small 200
2 W
ng to adva nce in novvel solar rea
actor conceepts through
h the
solar disc (Fig. 50) pursuin
i
so
olar reactorss as fluidized
d bed reactors. Fluidized beds as che
emical
devellopment of innovative
reacttors present several advvantages tha t include a high rate off heat and m
mass transfer, low
presssure drops, and
a uniform temperature
t
e distribution
n.
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The general goal for thesse tests is to improve the unde
erstanding of fluidized
d bed
hydro
odynamics by
b completin
ng the follow
wing objectivves: Determ
mine the effeects of bed height
h
on th
he minimum fluidization velocity, com
mpare the efffects of matterial densityy on the minimum
fluidization velocity.etc.

F
Figure
50. Outdo
oor Solar Doublle Reflection dissc and a fluidise
ed bed reactor on the focus

o applied to study novel thermochem
mical energyy storage sysstems that em
mploy
This ffacility is also
fluidized beds off CaO/Ca(OH
H)2 for hydraation/dehydration reactions. These systems have an
o the inhereent advantages of the low cost of tthe materialls and
important interest because of
their relatively high temperatture operatioon windows (450 °C–550
0 °C). Some ppreliminary works
ealistic
have been conducted in thiis new pilott plant desiggned to testt the conce pt under re
reacttor condition
ns.
This concept is being
b
applie
ed for some other chem
mical reactio
ons by the cconstruction, of a
nomous pilo
ot plant calle
ed “Oresol” that can be operated in
n a solar furrnace at PSA
A. The
auton
principal goal of this study iss the develoopment and testing of a solar poweered fluidized bed
reacttor for the exxtraction of oxygen from
m lunar rego
olith. This is done by thee reduction of
o one
consttituent of lun
nar soil, ilme
enite (FeTiO33), with hydrogen, and the
t subsequeent electrolyysis of
the o
obtained watter (Fig. 51).

Figure 51. Testing of a ORESOL plantt in a solar furnace to produce
e oxygen form rregolite.
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2.2.6 RADIOMETRY
The activity line devoted to Radiometry came up of the need to verify measurement of highly
important radiometric magnitudes associated with solar concentration. These magnitudes are
solar irradiance (“flux” in the jargon of solar concentration) and surface temperature of
materials (detection by IR). At the PSA different systems are used to measure high solar
irradiances on large surfaces. The basic element in these systems is the radiometer, whose
measurement of the power of solar radiation incident on the solar receiver aperture depends
on its proper use. The measurement of this magnitude is fundamental for determining the
efficiency of receiver prototypes evaluated at the PSA and for defining the design of future
central receiver solar power plants. Calibration of radiometers is performed in a specific
furnace for this purpose. The calibration of the reference radiometer is radiant calibration
referenced to blackbody simulators as source standards. The calibration of the reference
radiometer is transferred to the commercial sensors by comparison in a calibration furnace
that uses a graphite plate that radiates homogenously and symmetrically when an electrical
current passes through it. The calibration constant obtained with this method translates
voltage to irradiance on the front face of the sensor. The accuracy of gages calibrated in this
way is within ±3% with repeatability of ±1%. A black body can be used as a source of thermal
radiation for reference and calibration of IR devices (infrared cameras and pyrometers) that
use thermal radiation as the means of determining the temperature of a certain surface.
The equipment associated to this activity also includes three black bodies used as references
for calibrating IR sensors devoted to temperature measurement with guaranteed traceability
between 0 and 1700°C:
‐

‐

‐

The MIKRON 330 black body is a cylindrical cavity which can provide any temperature from
300 to 1700°C accurate to ±0.25% and a resolution of 1°C. Its emissivity is 0.99 in a 25‐mm‐
diameter aperture.
The MIKRON M305 black body is a spherical cavity that can supply any temperature
between 100 and 1000ºC accurate to ±0.25% and with a resolution of 1ºC. Its emissivity is
0.995 in a 25‐mm‐dia. aperture.
The MIKRON M340 black body is a flat cavity and can provide any temperature from 0 to
150ºC accurate to ±0.2°C and a resolution of 0.1°C. Its emissivity is 0.99 in a 51‐mm‐
aperture.

These black bodies have a built‐in PID control system and the temperature is checked by a
high‐precision platinum thermocouple:
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Figure 52. View off the PSA Radio
ometry equipment.

Figure 53.
5 IR sensor caalibration using a black body.

2.2.7 MATERIALS AND CO
OMPONENTS FOR MOLTEEN SALT CIRC
CUITS
Molteen salts are becoming not
n only a sttandard therrmal storage
e medium, bbut also a wo
orking
fluid for central receiver sola
ar plants. Hoowever, the
ere are still open
o
questioons regardin
ng the
durab
bility of com
mponents an
nd materialss currently available at the markett for molten salt
circuiits. Keeping this in mind, a specificc activity line was imple
emented in the laborato
ory of
Concentrating So
olar System Unit
U for this purpose. Th
he equipmen
nt associatedd to this activity is
installled indoor at
a PSA and it is compossed of two test
t
benchess, BES‐I and BES‐II (Figurre 54)
especcially designed and man
nufactured foor testing off valves, pre
essure transm
mitters and other
molteen salts com
mponents und
der real worrking conditions up to 60
00ºC and 40 bar. Compo
onents
with a nominal diiameter from
m 2” up to 6”” can be evaluated in the
ese test bencches.
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Figurre 54. Test bencch BES‐I for eva
aluation of moltten
salt components..

2.2.8 MATERIALS FOR THERM
MAL STORAGEE
The p
performancee of phase ch
hange materrials (PCM) fo
or latent storage is usua lly evaluated
d with
differrential scann
ning calorime
etry (DSC) orr T‐history te
echniques. Nevertheless
N
s it is importa
ant to
checkk their behaviour under service connditions in order to assu
ure their feaasibility as sttorage
media. For this purpose, the
e Concentraating System
m Unit has three set upps: HDR and AgH,
wherre the PCM iss tested in attmospheric aair, and SUBMA (see Fig. 56), where the PCM is tested
t
in ineert atmospheeres.

Figuree 55. The HDR device
d
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Figure 56. The SUBMAA device

The main features of these devices are the following:
HDR:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small furnace under ambient air atmosphere
Accurate control of heating/cooling rates
Sample temperature monitoring
Allows melting/freezing cycles up to 500ºC
Subsequent cycles or cycles with stand‐by periods
Sample size: 2‐5 g

SUBMA:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small closed device inside a furnace
Allows tests under inert atmosphere (N2, Ar)
Furnace temperature and gas flow control
Sample temperature monitoring
Allows melting/freezing cycles up to 500ºC
Subsequent cycles or cycles with stand‐by periods
Sample size: 30‐40 g

AgH:
•
•
•
•
•

Furnace under ambient air atmosphere
Accurate control of heating and cooling
Allows melting/freezing cycles up to 350ºC
Subsequent cycles or cycles with stand‐by periods
Sample size: 10‐20g

2.2.9 GEOMETRICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF SOLAR CONCENTRATORS
The concentrators used in solar thermal systems (heliostats, parabolic‐trough collectors,
parabolic dishes, Fresnel lenses, etc.) require high precision concentration of the solar
radiation for it to be suitable and most of it incident on the receiver component (receiver
tubes in parabolic‐trough collectors, receivers in tower systems, parabolic dishes, Fresnel
lenses, etc.). The laboratory of the Concentrating Solar Systems Unit has a specific activity line
for the geometric characterization of these concentrators. Photogrammetry is used to quantify
the optical quality of:
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Parabolic‐trough collector facets
Parabolic‐trough collector modules
Heliostat facets
Heliostats
Fresnel lenses and reflectors
Parabolic dishes
Structural frames
Etc.

Photo
ogrammetryy consists of three‐dimen
t
nsional mode
elling of any object from photograph
hs that
captu
ure it from different angles. Bassed on these photogra
aphs, the tthree‐dimensional
coord
dinates (x, y,, z) can be ca
alculated forr the points of interest on
o the objecct being mod
delled.
Photo
ogrammetryy modelling is
i precise upp to 1:50000
0 (precisionss on the ordder of 0.1 mm
m for
parab
bolic‐trough collector faccets and 0.6‐‐0.7 mm for 12‐m‐long parabolic‐trouugh moduless).
The eequipment allocated to this activity aat PSA is com
mposed of:




E
MarkII 22‐Mpixel Camera.
CANON EOS5D
CANON EF
E 20mm f/2.8 USM and CANON EF 24mm
2
f/2.8 USM
U
lenses.
Photomo
odeler Scanner 2012 phottogrammetrry software.

Addittionally, a so
oftware packkage for moddel analysis and
a calculation of releva nt paramete
ers for
2D an
nd 3D geomeetries in the MatLab enviironment has been developed in houuse.

Figuree 57. Angular deviations (le
eft) and interccept factor (right) of a parabolic‐trough collector module analysed by
photo
ogrammetry

Amon
ng the param
meters that can
c be calcul ated from th
he model built by photoggrammetry are:
a
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Deviation
ns of real from theoreticaal surface on
n coordinatess x, y, z.
Gravity deformation between diffferent conce
entrator orientations.
Angular deviation
d
fro
om the norm
mal vector to
o the surface
e compared to the theorretical
normal veector.
Deviation
n of reflected rays on thhe reflective surface of the module compared to
t the
theoreticcal concentra
ator focus.
Interceptt factor.
(Calculatiion of other relevant parrameters by request).

2.3 EXPERIMENTAL INSTALLATION FOR SOLAR DECONTAMINATION AND DISINFECTION OF
WATER
The Research Unit of Solar Treatment of Water has different facilities and instrumentation
related with the application of technologies for water purification (decontamination and
disinfection). Since 2010, and as one of the activities co‐funded by the Ministry of Science and
Innovation under the Special State Fund for Dynamization of Economy and Employment
(Fondo Especial del Estado para la Dinamización de la Economía y el Empleo – Plan E) and
FEDER EC funding, the facilities were updated and new scientific instrumentation and facilities
were acquired for Solar Treatment of Water activities (SolarNova Project).
2.3.1. SOLAR TREATMENT OF WATER UNIT FACILITIES
The main facilities related with solar water purification are listed and described below:










Solar CPC (compound parabolic collector) pilot plants.
Solar simulators
Pilot plants for biological treatment.
Ozonation pilot plant.
Nanofiltration pilot plant.
UVC‐pilot plant.
Test facility for photocatalytic production of hydrogen based on solar energy.
Wet Air oxidation pilot plant.
Experimental culture camera.

Solar CPC pilot plants
Since 1994 several CPC pilot plants have been installed at PSA facilities (Figure 58). Basically,
the solar pilot plants are built by modules which can be connected in series. Each module
consists of a number of photo‐reactors placed on the focus of an anodized aluminum mirror
with Compound Parabollic Collector (CPC) shape to optimize solar photons collection in the
photo‐reactor tube. The modules are place on a platform titled at 37º from the horizontal to
maximize the global solar collection of photons through the year. In addition, the pilot plants
may be equipped with added systems for different purposes, for example: sedimentation
tanks (for catalyst recovery), heating and cooling systems for temperature control during the
experiments, coupling with other treatment technologies like bio‐treatment, ozonation, etc. A
summarize of the already installed solar CPC reactors is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Summarize of CPC pilot plants at PSA facilities.
Flow or
static

3x3
15
4

Total/illumi
nated
volume (L)
250/108
300
75/40

Flow
Flow
Flow

Tube
diameter
(mm)
50
32
50

2007
(SOLEX)

3.08(x2)

40/22

Flow

32

2008
(FIT)

4.5

60/45

Flow

50

2010
(FIT‐2)

4.5

60/45

Flow

50

2011
(HIDRO‐CPC)
2011
(CPC25)
2013
(ELECTROX)
2013
(NOVO75)
2013
(CPC25)
2013
(SODIS‐CPC)
2016
(NOVO 75
V1.0)

2.1

25/14.24

Flow

32

1

25/11.25

Flow

50

2

40/25

Flow

50

‐Coupled with electro‐photo‐Fenton plant

2

74/68.2

Flow

75

1

25/11.25

50

0.58(x2)

25/25

Flow or
static
static

‐Monitoring (pH, T, O2, flow rate) and
control (T, O2, flow rate)
‐Variable volume, versatile for different
volume of water
‐Low cost, no recirculation system

2.03
(x2)

34 or 53

Year

CPC
2
(m )

1994
2002
2004
(CADOX)
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Flow or
static

200
75

Added systems/Characteristics

‐50L ozonation system
‐Biological water treatment system
‐Monitoring (pH, T, ORP, O2, flow rate, H2O2,
O3), control (pH, T, flow rate)
‐Twin prototypes
‐ Plexiglass screen
‐ Monitoring dissolved O2 and temperature
‐Specially developed for photo‐Fenton
applications
‐Monitoring (pH, T, O2, flow rate) and
control (T (20‐55ºC), flow rate).
‐100 L sedimentation tank for catalyst
separation
‐Monitoring (pH, T, O2, flow rate) and
control (T (20‐55ºC), O2, flow rate)
‐Sedimentation tank
‐Coupled with H2 generation pilot plant

‐Two module of collectors: CPC versus U‐
mirror type alternatively used
‐ Tubes installed in vertical position
‐ Air injection in tubes
‐ Monitoring (pH, T, O2, flow rate) and
control (T, O2, flow rate)
‐ Automatic control system for filling the
system accordingly to incident energy
‐ Solar panel for water heating

a)

b)
Figure 58. View of sevveral CPC photo
o‐reactors for ppurification of water.
w
a) CPC fa
acilities I, b) CPCC facilities II.

As mentioned in table 1, CAD
DOX photoreeactor was hooked up to
o a 50L‐ozonaation system
m with
an ozzone producttion of up to
o 15 g O3/h. It is completely monitorred (pH, T, O
ORP, O2, flow
w rate,
H2O2, O3) and con
ntrolled (pH,, T, flow ratee) by computter. Besides, and conneccted to this photo‐
p
reacttor, there is a biological water
w
treatm
ment system
m consisting of
o three tankks: a 165 L conical
tank for wastewaater conditio
oning beforee treatment,, a 100 L conical recircuulation tank and a
m fixed‐bed aerobic bioological reacctor. The fixxed‐bed reacctor is filled
d with
170 L flat‐bottom
®
Pall R
Ring polypro
opylene supp
ports that taake up 90‐95
5 L and can be colonizedd by active sludge
s
from a MWWTP.
m2 CPC collector with 10 borosilicate glass tubes (50 mm diam
meter), illum
minated volume of
A 2m
25 L and a total volume of 40 L (Fig. 599) is conneccted to four electrocells for experim
mental
enton processses for decontamination
n and disinfecction of wate
er.
reseaarch on electtro‐photo‐Fe

Figure 59. Elecctro‐Fenton piloot plant coupled
d with a 2 m2 CPC (ELECTROX)).
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In 20016, a new pilot
p
plant with
w two moodules of 2 m2‐collectorss with differrent mirror shape
(CPC and U mirrror type) ha
as been insttalled at PSA
A (Fig. 60). It is compoosed by a fe
eeding
polyp
propylene taank of 192 L of total vol ume and a preparation tank of 92.55 L, connectted by
gravitty to the CP
PC and U typ
pe photoreacctors. The laast presents 1.98 m2 of irradiated su
urface
with a recommeended opera
ating volum e of 53 L. The whole pilot plant is equipped
d and
autom
matically con
ntrolled by a UVA solar ssensor. In ad
ddition, the pilot plant iss equipped with
w a
solar water heatting panel which
w
perm
mits to incre
ease the tem
mperature oof water prior to
discharge it in thee photoreacttors.

Figure 60. Vie
ew of new CPC and U‐type pho
otoreactors (NO
OVA 75 V 1.0).

Solarr simulators
Alongg with thesee pilot‐plantt facilities, t here are tw
wo solar sim
mulators provvided with xenon
x
lamps for small‐sscale water decontamin ation and disinfection experiments.
e
. In both sysstems,
the rradiation inttensity can be modifiedd and moniitored. One of the solaar simulatorr XLS+
contaains a UV filter (Suprax) with wavel ength limitaation to 290 nm simulatting externall solar
radiation. Tempeerature can be also moodified and controlled in both systeems by a co
ooling
system (SUNCOO
OL) (Fig. 61).

Figure 61. Sollar simulator SU
UNTEST XLS+.
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Ozon
nation pilot plant
p
The o
ozonation system has a contact coolumn reacttor with tottal volume oof 20L (minimum
operaation volumee of 8L), reagents dosingg system and
d pH automatic control. The pilot plant is
equip
pped with pH
p and red
dox sensors,, inserted in the recirculation lin e. In 2016,, new
instru
umentation has been added to thee ozonation pilot plant: (i) equipm
ment for hum
midity
elimination in th
he ozone gas outlet (Figg. 62.a); (ii) Thermo‐cattalytic ozonee destructor (Fig.
s
(Fig. 62.c). This ozonation system
s
workks in batch mode
62.b); (iii) dissolvved ozone sensor
wing its comb
bination with
h other techhnologies succh as CPC ph
hotoreactorss and the UV
V pilot
allow
plantt.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 62. a) Equipm
ment for humid
dity eliminationn in ozone gass outlet; b) The
ermo‐catalytic ozone destrucctor; (c)
Dissolvved ozone senssor.

ofiltration piilot plant
Nano
The n
nanofiltratio
on (NF) syste
em has two working mo
odes, in series and in pparallel. The basic
system consisted
d of two FILM
MTEC NF90‐ 2540 memb
branes, connected in parrallel, with a total
2
5 m . These
e polyamide thin‐film composite membranes woork at a maxximum
surface area of 5.2
perature of 45ºC,
4
a maxiimum pressuure of 41 bar and a maxximum flow rate of 1.4 m3 h‐1,
temp
wherreas operatio
on pH range is 2‐11. A thhird membrane was insta
alled later annd so the filtration
2
total surface areaa was increa
ased to 7.8 m . pH control permits the
t cleaninggs and to eva
aluate
ompounds inn the membranes depend
ding on the ppH value. A dosing
d
the seeparation off different co
pump
p is also inclu
uded for studying the efffect of biocide addition. It has a feedding tank of 400 L
(Fig. 663.a). In 201
16 the nanoffiltration systtem has bee
en automatized by includding electro‐vvalves
and automatic acquisition
a
of
o the signaals from the
e different instrumentss (flow, pressure,
perature, etcc.) with the final aim oof controllingg by a comp
puter (softw
ware Labview
w was
temp
employed, Fig. 63
3.b) the gene
eration of peermeate and concentrate
e flow rates.
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b)

a)

Figure 63. a) Nanofilttration pilot pla
ant photo; b) N
New lavbiew interface for con
ntrol and autom
matic operation
n of the
plant.
pilot p

UVC‐‐H2O2 pilot pllant
Ultraviolet (UV) pilot
p
plant wa
as designed tto treat and disinfect wa
ater for purp oses and ressearch
w the sola
ar technolog ies. This plan
nt consists of three UV‐CC lamps (maxx. flow
and ccomparison with
rate 25 m3h‐1, 25
54 nm peak wavelength,, 400 Jm‐2 max.
m
power) connected inn series, witth the
ble configuraations for siingle lamp, two or thre
ee lamps in recirculatingg batch mo
ode or
flexib
continuous flow mode.
m
Lamp
ps power andd flow rate can be regula
ated accordinng to the nee
eds of
the w
water. Furtheermore, the plant is equuipped with a dosage syystem of reaactants (acid,, base
and h
hydrogen peroxide). The total volum e per batch of this plant is 200‐250 LL, with illuminated
volum
me of 5.5 L per lamp module.
m
Thee system is equipped with pH and dissolved oxygen
senso
ors in‐line an
nd connecte
ed to a PRO MINENT con
ntroller for automatic
a
d ata acquisition of
both parameters (Fig. 64)

Figure 64. UVC pillot plant installe
ed at PSA facilitties.
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Biolo
ogical pilot plant
A bio
ological pilot plant with
h a double depuration system (Fig
g. 65(a)) hass an Immob
bilized
Biomass Reactor (IBR) system
m with a totaal volume off 60‐L: three IBRs of 20‐LL each one; and a
h Reactor (SB
BR) system: ttwo SBRs 20
0‐L each one.. These mod ules use the same
Sequencing Batch
ption tank (2
200L) as well as the pH and oxygen dissolved co
ontrol system
ms and electronic
recep
equip
pment. In ad
ddition, this plant can bbe operated in continuous or in bat ch mode. Fo
or the
batch
h operation, two conica
al decantatioon tanks (40
0‐L) are use
ed. Data acqquisition of three
MULTTIMETERS (M
M44 CRISON
N) is done by means of program
mmable relayys and the main
param
meters are monitored
m
byy a SCADA syystem

a)

b)

Figu
ure 65. a) Biolo
ogical pilot plant installed at PSSA facilities. b) Solar pilot plan
nt for photocataalytic generatio
on of
hydrogen

ocatalytic geeneration off hydrogen ppilot plant
Photo
This plant is con
nnected to a CPC photto‐reactor fo
or the simultaneous re moval of organic
contaaminants co
ontained in aqueous soolutions and
d hydrogen generation.. The pilot plant
consists on a stainless steel ta
ank with a tootal volume of
o 22 L, fitted with gas annd liquid inle
et and
T
parallel mass flow controllers arre used to coontrol the de
esired
outleet and a sampling port. Two
N2 gaas flow into the
t reactor headspace dduring the fillling step. Th
he CPC photoo‐reactor co
oupled
with tthis system was
w describe
ed above in ttable 1 (Fig. 65
6 b).
Air Oxidation pilot plantt
Wet A
A pilo
ot plant designed and insstalled in 20 16 as a harsh pre‐treatm
ment to reduuce the comp
plexity
of ind
dustrial efflu
uents and reaction time of a subsequ
uent solar AOP. This piloot plant operation
allow
ws different combinations
c
s of temperaature and pre
essure, vario
ous proportioons of oxyge
en and
nitroggen, oxidantts as peroxid
de and peroxxymonosulfaate before he
eating and/oor pressurize
ed the
system, and the use of different metalli c salts as caatalyst. The Wet Air Oxi dation pilot plant
olume of 10
000 mL, a m
magnetic stirrrer, a
consists of a stainless steel reactor wit h a total vo
quid reagents injector p repared to operate und
der 200 bar and a maxximum
breakkup disk, liq
temp
perature of 300
3 °C, thermo‐probe, ppressure sen
nsor (until 25
50 bar) and a cooling‐he
eating
jackeet , all madee of stainlesss steel. The Wet Air Oxidation pilott plant inclu des an auto
omatic
ol and data acquisition
a
oof diverse paarameters su
uch as pressuure, temperature,
system of contro
reageents dosses and
a mixture.
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Figure 66. W
Wet Air Oxidation Pilot plant.

Solarr UVA monito
oring equipm
ment
UV and global so
olar radiation data mon itoring and storage systtem is compposed by diffferent
nometers (Fiig. 67), including global solar radiattion in the range of 3100 – 2800 nm (Kipp
pyran
and ZZonen CMP‐6 with sensiitivity 5 – 200 V W‐1 m‐2, max. value: 2000 W m‐‐2), and the global
g
UVA radiation in the range 30
00 – 400 nm (Kipp and Zonen CUV‐5 with sensitivvity 1 mV W‐1 m‐2,
des this, a sppectral photo
ometer with double cha nnel was insstalled
max. value: 100 W m‐2). Besid
s
spectra
al irradiancee at the location of the
e solar testss. This equip
pment
to monitor the solar
U
sensorss and filterss to measure in the wh
hole spectraal range of 200 –
(AVANTES) has UVA
1100 nm.

Figu
ure 67. CUV‐5 radiometer (leftt). View of all soolar UV radiometers (inclined and horizontal setup) used in the
Solar Wateer Treatment Unit
U (right).
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Cultivvation cham
mber
The cculture crop chamber of 30 m2 is uused for treaated wastew
water re‐use experience since
2014 (Fig. 68). This
T
controlle
ed chamber is made off polycarbonate of 10 m
mm thick to avoid
ed by white rolled steel (Sendzimir). The should er height is 2.5 m
ultravviolet radiation supporte
with a roof slopee of 40%. The camera coonsists of 4 individual arreas of 3x2.55 m2. Each area
a
is
equip
pped with teemperature and
a humidityy sensors, an
nd a cooling and heatingg system. The
e crop
cameera is equipp
ped with a gllobal solar raadiometer fo
or measuring the incidennt solar radiiation.
So, through this probe an opaque
o
plasttic cover loccated on the top of th e camera can be
autom
matically fold and re‐folld to reducee the inciden
nce of irradiance inside the crop camera.
Finallly, the roof slope of eacch area acts as windowss which can be automat ically opened and
closed to favour the airflow inside each area and en
nhance the efficiency
e
off the temperrature
contrrol. The measured
m
off sensors ((temperature
e, humidityy and solarr radiation)) and
temp
perature con
ntrol of each
h individuallyy area (by the cooling and
a heating system, win
ndows
and top plastic cover) is made
m
using the Ambitrrol® softwarre which peermits to ke
eep a
comffortable temperature for crops approoximately to 25ºC during the differennt seasons.

Figuree 68. Cultivation
n chamber for w
wastewater cro
ops irrigation re
euse at PSA faciilities.

2.3.2 PSA WA
ATER TECHNO
OLOGIES LAB
BORATORY
Withiin the scopee of the Sola
arNova Projeect funded by
b the Ministtry of Sciencce and Innovvation
within the Speciaal State Fund
d for Dynam ization of Ecconomy and Employmennt (Fondo Especial
l Dinamizacción de la Ecconomía y el
e Empleo – Plan E) a neew laboratorry was
del Estado para la
nce them, acquisitions
a
oof new instrumentation
n have beenn done withiin the
built in 2009. Sin
w
technoologies laborratory consissts of 200 m22 distributed in six
SolarNova Projecct. The PSA water
ms: two room
ms for chemicals and othher consumables storage
e. It is a 30‐m
m2 storeroom
m. It is
room
organ
nized on num
mbered and labeled stainnless steel sh
helving with refrigeratorrs and freeze
ers for
2
samp
ples and standards keep
ping; ii) A 117‐m office
e with three
e workstatio ns where visiting
reseaarchers can analyze
a
the data from thhe experime
ents carried out at the PPSA. In addittion, 4
techn
nical rooms are
a also part of the laborratory and arre listed and described b elow:
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General lab
ography lab
Chromato
Microbiology lab
opy lab
Microsco

Geneeral lab
The m
main laborattory is 94 m2 (Fig. 69). I t is equippe
ed with four large work benches, tw
wo gas
extraction hoods, a heaterr, a kiln, uultrasonic bath,
b
three centrifuges,, two UV/vvisible
e and
specttrometers, a vacuum distillation system, ulttrapure watter system,, pH gauge
conductivity‐meter, and preccision‐scale ttable. In add
dition, it has a centralizeed gas distrib
bution
system, UPS, threee‐pin plugs connection and safety systems
s
(exttinguishers, sshower, eye
ewash,
etc.). The laborattory is also equipped w
with Vibrio fiischeri and activated
a
sluudge respirometry
m
t by two rrespirometerrs for
toxiciity measureement devicces, biodegrradability measurement
suspeended activaated sludge and for im
mmobilized activated
a
sludge, and eqquipment fo
or the
analyysis of BOD and
a COD. Jar‐Test system
m for the optimization of separation oof solids for water
treatment.

Figure 69. General view oof the new PSA
A Water Technologies Lab

matographyy lab
Chrom
This lab (Fig. 70(aa)) is equippe
ed with threee high performance liquiid chromatoggraphs with diode
HPLC‐DAD and two UPLC‐‐DAD) with quaternary
q
pump
p
and auutomatic inje
ection;
arrayy detector (H
an Au
utomatic Solid Phase Exttraction (ASPPEC) which permits
p
workking with low
w concentrattion of
pollutants and two
t
ion chro
omatographss (Fig. 70(b)): one config
gured for isoocratic analyysis of
amines and cations (Metrohm
m 850 Professsional IC), and another for
f gradient analysis of anions
a
and ccarboxylic accids (Metroh
hm 872 Exteension Module 1 and 2) with cond uctivity dete
ectors
(Methrom 850 Prrofessional IC
C detector). Two total organic carbo
on (TOC) anaalyzers by cattalytic
comb
bustion at 67
70º C and to
otal nitrogen (TN) analyzzer with auto
osampler aree also included. In
addittion, an AB SCIEX
S
TripleT
TOF 5600+ w
was acquired to detect and identifyy non‐targetted or
unknown contam
minants prese
ent in wasteewater or generated (transformationn products) during
d
the w
water treatm
ments: Triple TOF by a D uoSpray Sou
urce combining Turbo Ioon Spray and
d APCI
(Atmospheric Pressure Ch
hemical Ionnization) modes.
m
Besides, the system inccludes
e samples fro
om multiplee experimentts and
metabolomics staatistical packkage to anallyze multiple
identtified possible chemical and
a biologicaal markers (FFig. 70(c)).
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a)

b)

cc)

d)

Figuree 70. a) Generaal view of the ch
hromatographyy lab at PSA facilities. b) Metro
ohm Ion chromaatograph System. C)
A
Agilent
Ultra‐fast UPLC‐DAD annalyzer. c) SCIE
EX TripleTOF 5600+ equipmentt

Micro
obiology lab
b
A 477‐m2 microbiology laborratory with biosafety level 2 (Fig.. 71) is equuipped with
h four
micro
obiological laminar flo
ow (class‐II)) cabinets, two autocclaves, threee incubato
ors, a
fluoreescence and phase co
ontrast com
mbination optical
o
micro
oscope withh digital ca
amera
attachment. Besiides, automa
atic grow m edia prepare
er and plaqu
ue filler andd a filtration ramp
with three positions are available.
a
Thhis lab is also
a
equipped with ulttra‐fast real‐time
quantitative PC
CR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) equipmen
nt, fluorosppectrometer and
op for genettic quantificaation of miccro‐volumes.. A ‘Fast Pre
ep 24’
specttrophotometter NanoDro
was aalso acquireed, it is a high‐speed beenchtop hom
mogenizer fo
or lysis of b iological sam
mples,
needed for furtther analyse
es of genettic material samples. Homogenizer
H
r stomacher 400
g and storagee is a reproducible
Comeecta equipment was acquired to blennd food samples, stirring
way w
without any risk of cross contaminatiion between
n samples.
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Figure 71. General view oof the microbio
ology lab at PSA
A facilities.

oscopy lab
Micro
The m
microscopy laab is 11 m2 room
r
(Fig. 722(a)). A Scanning Electron Microscoppe (SEM) is lo
ocated
in this room. For the preparattion of microobiological saamples and catalysts
c
to bbe analyzed in the
d with a mettal coater and critical point dryer. In tthis room it is also
SEM, the system is completed
opes: i) A flluorescence and phase contrast com
o
mbination optical
locateed two optiical microsco
micro
oscope and ii) FISH miccroscope (Leeyca) with fluorescence module to develop the
e FISH
(Fluorescent in situ hybridation) techniqque for visuaalization of DNA
D
hibrydaation with sp
pecific
c
used fo
or monitorinng of key microorganis
m
sms within a heterogeneous
probees in live cells
population (Fig. 72(b)). In ad
ddition, the system is completed
c
by
b a station for photogrraphic
n UV‐trans‐iilluminator to detect and
a
visualizee DNA, RNA
A and
documentation, consisted in
ocumentatioon station with a camera
a to take imaages of DNA
A, RNA
proteeins. It also includes a do
and p
proteins.

a)

b)

Figure 72
2. a) SEM (Scanning Electron M
Microscope). b)) Optical microsscope for FISH ttechnique
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2.4 EX
XPERIMENTA
AL INSTALLATIONS FOR TTHE ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN BUILDING
GS R&D AT PSA
P
The B
Building Com
mponent Energy Test Lab oratory (LEC
CE), one of th
he facilities aat the “Platafforma
Solar de Almeríaa” (PSA), is part
p
of the Energy Efficciency in Building R D U
Unit (UiE3) in
i the
MAT Energy Departmentt’s Renewabble Energiess Division. The
T
UiE3 caarries out R D in
CIEM
integral energy analysis
a
of buildings, inteegrating passsive and acttive solar thhermal systems to
ng and coolin
ng demand. This unit is organised
o
in two lines of research foccusing
reducce the heatin
on: 11.‐ Energy Analysis
A
in Urban Envirronments, and
a
2.‐ Expe
erimental Ennergy Analyysis of
Buildings and Building Comp
ponents. Thee test facilitie
es described
d are under the last of these.
t
marised below
w:
They integrate seeveral devices with differrent capabilitties as summ
11) Test cellss: The LECE has five teest cells, eacch of them made up oof a high‐the
ermal‐
insulation
n test room and an auxilliary room. The
T test room
m’s original south wall can
c be
exchangeed for a new
w wall to be tested. Thiss makes exp
perimental chharacterisation of
any conventional or new
n buildingg envelope po
ossible.
(b)
ORIGINAL
L ENVELOPE

1cm PS30

EXTERIOR

1cm
m plywood

PAS SYSTE
EM
1.2cm plywood

10cm PS
S30

INTERIOR

(a)

2mm alu
uminium

40c
cm PS30

Heating foil

(c)

(d)

Figurre 73. (a) CIEMA
AT’s PASLINK te
est cell carryingg out a thermal test of a PV mo
odule, (b) Schem
matic drawing of
o the
PA
AS system, (c) Detail
D
of the rottating device, (d
d) Exterior of th
he CETeB Test ccell

22) PASLINK Test cell: Th
he Spanish PASLINK tesst cell incorp
porates the Pseudo‐Adiabatic
AS) Concept. This system
m detects heat flux throu
ugh the testt cell envelo
ope by
Shell (PA
means off a thermopiile system annd compenssates it by a heating foil device. The inner
surface in
n the test ro
oom consistts of an alum
minium shee
et which maakes it uniform to
avoid th
hermal bridgging. It alsoo has a re
emovable ro
oof that ennables horizzontal
componeents to be tested.
t
The cell is instaalled on a rotating
r
devvice for testing in
different orientationss.
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33) CETeB Teest cell: This is a new testt cell for roo
ofs. The desig
gn of this tesst cell solves some
practical aspects related to roof ttesting, such
h as accessibility and struuctural resisttance.
An underrground test room allowiing easy acce
ess to the tesst componennt is used forr this.
44) Solar Ch
himney: Thiss was consstructed forr empirical modelling experimentss and
validatingg theoreticall models. Itss absorber wall
w is 4.5 m high, 1.0 m wide and 0.15 m
thick, witth a 0.3‐m‐de
eep air chan nel and 0.00
04‐m‐thick glass cover. A louvered pa
anel in
the chimn
ney air outle
et protects it from rodents and birds. The air inlett is protected by a
plywood box to avoid
d high turbu lences from wind. The in
nlet air flow is collimated
d by a
laminated
d array so th
hat the speedd component is in the x‐d
direction onlly.
2
55) Monozon
ne building: This
T is a smaall 31.83 m by 3.65 m hiigh simple m
monozone bu
uilding
built in an
n area free of
o other builddings or obsttacles around it that couuld shade it except
e
for a twiin building located 2 m from its eaast wall. Its simplicity faacilitates dettailed,
exhaustivve monitorin
ng and settinng specific aiir conditioning sequencees that simplify its
analysis for
f in‐depth developmennt and impro
oving energy evaluation m
methodologiies for
experimeental buildinggs.
(a)

(b))

(c)

Figure 74. (a) Solar Chimney, (b) Refere nce monozone building, (c) AR
RFRISOL Buildinng Prototype in use

66) The PSE ARFRISOL
A
C‐DdIs are full y instrumented Energy Research
R
De monstrator Office
Building Prototypes
P
which
w
are in use and monitored conttinuously by a data acquisition
system. The CIEMA
AT owns 3 of 5 of th
hese “Conte
enedores Deemostradore
es de
Investigación, C‐DdIss” (Researchh Energy De
emonstratorrs Building PPrototypes), built
mately
under the ARFRISOL Project. Ea ch of them is an office building wiith approxim
2
O of them is also at the
e PSA and the others in ddifferent locations
1000 m built area. One
representtative of Sp
panish climattes. These C‐DdIs
C
are designed
d
to minimize energy
e
consump
ption by hea
ating and a ir‐conditioniing, whilst maintaining optimal co
omfort
levels. Th
hey therefore include paassive energyy saving stra
ategies basedd on archite
ectural
and consstruction dessign, have aactive solar systems tha
at supply moost of the energy
e
demand (already low
w), and final ly, conventio
onal auxiliarry systems too supply the
e very
mand that ca
annot be suupplied with
h solar enerrgy, using rrenewable energy
e
low dem
resourcess, such as bio
omass insofaar as possible
e.
These prototypes were
w
built for high‐q
quality measurements recorded during
d
ng to supp
port researcch activities on therma
al comfort, building energy
e
monitorin
evaluatio
on and both active
a
and paassive system
ms integrated in the builddings.
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3. SOLAR CONCENTRATING SYSTEM UNITS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Activities performed by the Solar Concentrating Systems Unit (USCS) are aimed at promoting
and developing concentrating solar thermal (CST) systems, both for power generation and for
industrial processes requiring solar concentration, whether for medium/high temperatures or
high photon fluxes. This PSA Unit is composed of four R&D Groups:





Medium Concentration Group,
High Concentration Group,
Solar Fuels / Solarization of Industrial Processes Group, and
Thermal Storage Group

We have been working in many projects in 2017: STAGE‐STE, SFERA‐II, CAPTURE, DETECSOL,
ALCCONES, NEXTOWER, PRESOL, SITEF, SIMON, REELCOOP, DNICast, WASCOP, RAISELIFE,
REPASCE and HYDROSOL‐4. These R+D activities devoted to national and international R+D
projects have been complemented with services rendered to clients requesting our
technical&scientific support, for characterization of mainly new components. If the size of the
staff of this PSA Unit (32 people) and the number of projects mentioned above are considered,
it becomes evident the significant work load met in 2017.
A great effort has been devoted also to dissemination activities, and we have thus participated
in many national and international conferences, workshops, seminars and Master courses to
explain the benefits and applications of concentrating solar thermal systems. The effort
devoted to standardization activities in former years has also continued in 2017 within the
framework of the committees AEN/CTN206 and IEC/TC117.
Despite the rigid and very often senseless administrative rules imposed by the Spanish
Administration to PSA since 2016, the USCS Unit has been at the forefront of the R+D sector
devoted to CST technologies also in 2017. However, the continuous obstacles raised by these
administrative rules and their incompatibility with the type of R+D activity that the USCS Unit
must perform, led to a deep re‐organization of this PSA Unit at the end of 2017. The new
organization will be officially implemented in 2018.
Activities and results achieved in 2017 by the four R&D Groups of the PSA USCS Unit are
summarized in the sections below.
3.2 PROJECTS
ESTCI. Concentrating Solar Thermal Energy for Iberoamerica
Participants: CIEMAT (Spain), CENIDET (Mexico), DICTUC (Chile), EPM (Colombia), Grupo
Ibereólica (Spain), PUCC (Chile), SOLINOVA (Brazil), UAEMex (Mexico), UFPE (brazil), UNAM
(Mexico), UNINORTE (Colombia), UNLP (Argentina)
Contact: Eduardo Zarza Moya (eduardo.zarza@psa.es), www.redcytedestci.org
Funding agency: Programa CYTED. Red Temática Ref.714RT0487
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Backgground: There are many Latin Ameriican Countrie
es with good
d solar resou rces that cou
uld be
used to supply a significant fraction of thheir energy needs.
n
Since Spain has a great experrience
and know‐how about conccentrating ssolar system
ms and their applicatioons, collaboration
betw
ween Spain an
nd these cou
untries wouldd be very interesting and
d of mutual bbenefit.
Objecctives: The disseminatio
d
on in Latin A
American countries of th
he experiencce and know
w‐how
gaineed by PSA ab
bout concenttrating solarr systems and their appliications. Thee strengthening of
scientific collaborration betwe
een PSA andd R+D groupss from these
e countries, ttogether witth the
he objectivess.
prepaaration of future joint projects, are inncluded in th
Results in 2017: ESTCI (www.redcytedesttci.org) is a thematic
t
nettwork coordiinated by PSA and
suppo
org). 2017 hhas been th
orted by thee Ibero‐Ame
erican Prograam CYTED (www.cyted.
(
he last
year of this netw
work. The main
m
result oof this thematic networkk has been the creation
n of a
ng collaborattion link amo
ongst all the participatin
ng Universitie
es and R+D ccentres. The
e main
stron
resultts in 2017 arre:
‐

TThe design of
o a hybrid cogeneration
c
n solar syste
em (solar thermal + biom
mass) to pro
oduce
eelectricity (10
00 kWe) and heat (300 k W) has been
n finished. A small Rankinne cycle is ussed to
convert thermal energy delivered bby either a solar field composed
c
oof small parabolic
trrough collectors or a bio
omass boiler.. The waste heat
h
of the Rankine
R
cyclee at 100ºC may
m be
u
used to feed any industria
al process deemanding th
hermal energ
gy at this tem
mperature levvel;

‐

D
Dissemination and trainin
ng activities w
were develo
oped abroad by PSA rese archers to explain
he basic prrinciples, diffferent tech nologies, ap
th
pplications and
a
comme rcial potenttial of
concentratingg solar thermal systemss. These researchers participated inn a 2‐day training
course and in
n one‐day Seminar with tthe title “Sisttemas Solare
es Térmicos dde Concentra
ación”
rd
th
aat the city of La Plata (Arggentina), on October 3 to 6 , 2017, and one dayy workshop at the
U
Universidad del
d Norte in the
t city of Baarranquilla (Colombia) in
n Septemberr 22nd 2017.

Figuree 75. ESTCI Project partners in the final generral meeting held
d at Ciudad de La Plata (Argenntina) in Octobe
er 2017

STAN
NDARDIZATIO
ON ACTIVITIIES AT BOTH
H SPANISH AND
A
INTERN
NATIONAL LLEVEL. TECHNICAL
COMMITTEES IEC
C/TC117 AND
D AEN/CT2006
Particcipants: AB
BENER, ABENGOA, AEN
NOR, AICIA, CENER, CIEMAT, Iberrdrola Ingen
niería,
PROTTERMOSOLAR, SAMCA, Schott
S
Solar,, SENER, TEC
CNALIA, TEKNIKER; DLR, Fraunhofer, CEA,
ENE, Archimede Solar;
S
IEECASS, LNEG
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Contact: Eduardo Zarza Moya (eduardo.zarza@psa.es)
Funding agency: CIEMAT (80%) and European Commission via FP7 ENERGY‐2013‐IRP Grant
Agreement 609.837 (20%)
Background: Since Concentrating Solar Thermal (CST) systems are a relatively young
technology, the CST sector is still experiencing a lack of standards. This lack of standards is a
barrier for the development of the technology and the evaluation and qualification of
components.
Objectives: The scope of the international committee IEC/TC‐117 implemented within the
umbrella of the International Electrotechnical Commission and the committee AEN/CTN‐206
within the Spanish AENOR is the development of standards for the STE sector by putting
together the experience of R+D centres, Industries, Engineering companies, components
manufacturers and promoters.
Results in 2017: PSA has participated in all the working groups of the international and
national standardization committees IEC/TC‐117 and AEN/CTN206/SC117. PSA has also
coordinated the working Groups WG1 and WG3 of AEN/CTN206, which have issued two new
standards in 2017 (UNE206012 “Caracterización general de los sistemas the almacenamiento
térmico para centrales termosolares con captadores cilindroparabólicos” and UNE206014
“Ensayos para la determinación del rendimiento del campo solar de las centrales termosolares
con tecnología de captadores cilindroparabólicos”.
PSA has also contributed in the WG2 of AEN/CTN‐206 to the development of several standards
related to qualification of components for CST systems. Especially important has been the PSA
contribution to the standard UNE206016 “Paneles reflectantes para tecnologías de
concentración solar”, which has been finished in 2017 and it will be issued in 2018. This
standard includes the testing protocol established to characterize this component, both
optically and geometrically, as well as the testing procedures to prove its durability.
In IEC/TC‐117, PSA has coordinated the team developing the IEC‐62862‐1‐1 standard on
“Terminology” for concentrating solar thermal systems, which was finished in 2017 and it will
be issued in 2018. PSA has also participated in the following IEC/TC117 standardization groups:
‐
‐
‐
‐

Project Team 62862‐2‐1: Thermal energy storage systems ‐ General characterization
Project Team 62862‐3‐2: General requirements and test methods for parabolic‐trough
collectors
Project Team 62862‐3‐3: General requirements and test methods for solar receivers
Project Team 62862‐3‐1: “Guidelines for design of parabolic trough solar thermal electric
plants”

It is also worth mentioning here the coordination of the sub‐group of “Reflectance
Measurements” of the SolarPACES Task‐III by CIEMAT‐PSA. This sub‐group has been very active
during 2017 and its main result was the publication of the updated version of the SolarPACES
Reflectance Guideline “Parameters and method to evaluate the reflectance properties of
reflector materials for concentrating solar power tehcnology. V3”
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Figure 76. IEC/TC117 Gene
eral Assembly m
meeting at Rabaat in October 2017, with PSA pparticipation

DETEECSOL. Nuevo
os Desarrollos para una Tecnologia Termosolar mas Eficientte
Particcipants: CIEM
MAT
Contaacts: Eduardo Zarza (edu
uardo.zarza@
@psa.es)
Funding agency: MINECO –Retos Investiggación 2014: Proyectos I+D+i (Ref. EENE2014‐560
079‐R)
2
(Jan 22015 – Dec 2018)
Backgground: Com
mmercial deployment off concentratting solar thermal (CST) technologie
es has
grow
wn significanttly. The installed capacityy of STE (Solar Thermal Electricity)
E
pllants in the World
W
n 2016, while it is curreently of abo
out 5 GWe (2.3 GW in Spain). How
wever,
was 354 MWe in
mization of existing tecchnology annd innovativve solutions are needeed to reduce the
optim
installlation and O&M
O
costs.
Objecctives: The project
p
DETE
ECSOL aims to advance in the development of new compo
onents
and ssolutions to improve the efficiency off CST techno
ologies, with the followin g objectives:



Study thee use of alterrnative heat transfer fluid
ds (HTFs) in solar receiveers
Performaance improve
ement of sol ar receivers




Improve the
t performance of sola r reflectors
New options for solarr thermal en ergy storage
e systems.

Achieevements in
n 2017: Witth regards to the volu
umetric rece
eiver technoology (Task 1.2) a
homo
ogeneous eq
quivalent mo
odel (HEM), aalso known as
a porous media approaach, was developed.
The ccoefficients needed for the HEM m
model were experimenttally measurred or obtaiined by
mean
ns of detaileed simulations. This moodel allows a deep physsical insight into the absorbers
mech
hanisms.
In 2017 the therm
mal durability of a select ive coating stable
s
in air up
u to 700°C has been inccreased
from 500 to 650°C using a do
ouble platinu m layer thatt it is stable against
a
therm
mal diffusion
n at this
perature (Tassk 1.3).
temp
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The application of antirefle
ective (AR) ccoatings on quartz win
ndows of ceentral receivvers or
therm
mochemical reactors has been alsoo studied, in
ncreasing the solar trannsmittance of
o glass
aroun
nd 5ppt (Tassk 1.4). The effect of heeating tempe
erature in the AR coatingg preparatio
on have
been investigated
d, concluding that the ccoating goes on densifying as the heeating temperature
increases and that the coating abrasion resistance is remarkably improvedd when the heating
temp
perature is in
ncreased (see
e Fig. 77).
Regardong durab
bility analysis of solar reeflectors in corrosive attmospheres,, such as industrial
ector materiials were su
ubjected to accelerated aging testss which
areass (Task 2.2),, three refle
comb
bined a numb
ber of enviro
onmental pa rameters, su
uch as tempe
erature, relattive humidity, time,
and ccontrolled concentration
ns of the m
most prevalent air polluttants (H2S, SSO2 and NO2), thus
obtaining significcant results. For instancee, the patterrn of degradation causedd by H2S in silvered
s
glass reflectors mainly
m
consiisted in corrrosion spotss and clusters, which caan reach dia
ameters
μ EDS microanalyses rrevealed the effective reaction betweeen the sulp
phurous
larger than 700 μm.
gas aand the metaallic parts off the silveredd glass refle
ectors. Conve
ersely, alum inum reflecttors did
not ccorrode in the presence
e of H2S. As a validation
n of the selected acceleerated parameters,
samp
ples were alsso exposed at five targeeted outdoo
or sites, inclu
uding oil‐reffinery and th
hermal‐
poweer‐plant environments.
Comm
mercial valvees of differen
nt configurattions and typ
pes for molte
en salt have been tested (Task
3.1). A procedurre for evalua
ating valvess packing wiith much more flexibilitty (e.g., withouth
embeeding the packing in the valve)
v
has beeen designed
d.
Durin
ng 2017 sevveral liquid crystals (LC ) recommen
nded in the literature as Phase Change
Mateerials (PCMss) have been subjectedd to thermaal cycling (Task 3.3). annd all the tested
t
mateerials degrad
dated. It hass been founnd that having high pha
ase change temperature and
enthaalpy imply prromoting the
e materials ddegradation.
Finallly, a comparrative study was
w carried oout to comp
pare the perfformance of two 55MWe solar
poweer plants, on
ne using standard EuroTTrough‐type collectors and
a BP/DPO
O as heat tra
ansfer
fluid and the seecond one using
u
larger aperture paarabolic‐trou
ugh collectoors with 90m
mm‐
receivver tubes an
nd sCO2 as heat transfeer fluid (Taskk 4.1). Both plants use a thermal energy
e
storage system using molten salts as storrage media. The results have been ppromising in terms
a economic potential aand this subject will be fu
urther investtigated.
of performance and

Figu
ure 77. Compariison of the hem
mispherical specctral transmittaance of an unco
oated quartz wi ndow and a SiO
O2 AR
coatted quartz wind
dow.
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RAISELIFE. Raising the Lifetime of Functional Materials for Concentrated Solar Power
Technology
Participants: DLR, Brightsource, Fraunhofer, CIEMAT‐PSA, MASCIR, Dechema, CNRS,
Universidad Complutense de Madrid, INTA, Corning, Laterizi Gambetolla (Soltigua), Vallourec.
Contacts:

Aránzazu Fernández García, arantxa.fernandez@psa.es

Funding agency: EU‐H2020‐ NMP‐16‐2015.
Background: The materials of concentrating solar thermal technologies are exposed to harsh
outdoor conditions and are targeted to maintain their initial properties. Therefore, one crucial
aspect is to improve the practical understanding of long‐term in‐service degradation on the
performance of the functional material and its impact on the overall performance of the
technology components and systems.
Objectives: It focuses on extending the in‐service lifetime of five key materials for
concentrating solar power technologies: 1) protective and anti‐soiling coatings of primary
reflectors, 2) high‐reflective surfaces for heliostats, 3) high‐temperature secondary reflectors,
4) receiver coatings for solar towers and line‐focus collectors, 5) corrosion resistant high‐
temperature metals and coatings for steam and molten salts.
Achievements in 2017:
During the second year of the project, CIEMAT‐PSA’s activities related to the durability analysis
of primary reflector coatings (front anti‐soiling coatings and back‐side paints) were continued.
In particular, 8 reflector types were tested outdoor in 9 testing sites including Spain, Morocco,
France, Israel and Chile (see Figure 78) and 2 anti‐soiling coatings were deeply evaluated under
outdoor conditions at the PSA during the whole year. Another activity already accomplished
was the design, manufacturing and installation of an outdoor test bench to study the influence
of concentrated solar radiation on the durability of the reflectors. Concerning the activities
about the durability of high‐temperature mirrors for secondary concentrators, the accelerated
aging test campaign of the state‐of‐the‐art reflectors sent by the developer (Fraunhofer) was
accomplished. Additionally, the solar test bench for the experiments under real concentrated
solar radiation at the PSA solar furnace was finished. Within Task 3.5, optical properties of two
CIEMAT‐PSA’s selective absorber have been improved, adding an infrared reflector on the
stainless steel substrate. This layer is electroplated chromium that presents higher infrared
reflectance and good thermal stability. Solar absorptance is 0.955 in both absorbers and
thermal emittance is reduced from 0.13 on stainless steel substrate to 0.09 in chromium
coated stainless steel. Thermal durability of both materials was studied and after six months at
400°C there was no degradation in optical properties. Also, the antireflective coatings
developed by CIEMAT‐PSA for glass covers of solar receivers has been optimized and solar
transmittance was increased up to 0.97 and mechanical properties of the coating have been
improved too, resulting in a higher resistance to abrasion‐erosion degradation. Finally, in
relation to the dissemination acitivities (coordinated by CIEMAT‐PSA), a workshop was held on
17th of May 2017 at Universidad Complutense de Madrid with the participation of 65
attendees.
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Figure 78. Te
est bench with mirror segments exposed outdoor in Chile.

3.3 M
MEDIUM CON
NCRENTATIN
NG GROUP
3.3.1 INTROD
DUCTION
The M
Medium Concentration group
g
has co nducted actiivities in the field of deveelopment, te
esting,
and eevaluation off components for line‐foocus solar co
ollectors (OPA
AC, DETECSO
OL and STAG
GE‐STE
WP8 projects), teesting of a new
n
silicone fluid for paarabolic troughs (SITEF pproject), modeling
o power plants with pparabolic‐troughs using different heeat transfer fluids
and ssimulation of
(DETEECSOL and STAGE‐STE WP11 proj ects), waterr saving tecchnologies ffor power plants
(WASSCOP), testin
ng of functional material s (RAISELIFE), and integrration of now
wcasting me
ethods
with simulation models
m
(DNIC
Cast project)). Besides, th
his year the participationn of the mem
mbers
of th
he group in
n different standardizaation comm
mittees (national and innternational) has
continued being relevant and
d the collabooration with
h the industrry continues in the context of
boration agreements or technical
t
serrvices.
collab
3.3.2 PROJECTTS
OPAC
C. Optical Ch
haracterization and Duraability Analysis of Solar Reflectors
R
Particcipants: CIEM
MAT and DLR
R.
Contaacts: Arán
nzazu Fernández
(floriaan.sutter@d
dlr.de)

Garrcía

(aranttxa.fernande
ez@psa.es),

Florian

Sutter
S

Funding agency: CIEMAT, DLR
R and custom
mers
Backgground: On
ne of the key
k
aspectss to assure
e the feasib
bility of sollar concentrating
techn
nologies is to
o achieve su
uitable solarr reflector materials.
m
Pro
oper accelerrated ageingg tests
are n
needed to prredict the du
urability of s olar reflecto
ors under outdoor condittions. Guara
antees
requiired for high
hly efficient components
c
s can only be
e issued afte
er the sucesssful application of
appro
opriate stand
dardized testting method s.
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Objectives: This collaborative project between CIEMAT‐PSA and DLR is devoted to establish
appropriate optical qualification and durability test methods of solar reflectors. The
degradation processes of solar reflectors are investigated under accelerated aging conditions
and in several outdoor exposure sites with the goal of establishing lifetime prediction models.
Achievements in 2017: One of the OPAC priority research lines is to study the effect of sand
erosion on the durability of solar reflectors. During 2017, work was done to help solar power
plant developers to perform an advanced site assessment in arid locations where the annual
irradiance levels are high, but significant quantities of airborne sand and dust increase the risk
of optical energy losses due to extinction, soiling, erosion/abrasion damage, etc.
Meteorological and geological parameters for sandstorm occurrence and the resulting erosive
damage on glass materials by impacting windblown material were extracted from literature.
The respective parameters were measured at Zagora and Missour (Morocco). The erosion risk
was estimated to be higher in Zagora. The specular reflectance loss of exposed silvered‐glass
reflectors of 5.9% in Zagora and 0.8% in Missour after 25 months of exposure verified this
estimation. A checklist with seven items was prepared to help solar plant developers to
evaluate the risk of component aging due to sand storm erosion.
Other research activities have been conducted in the framework of different research projects
funded by the Spanish goberment, as DETECSOL, or the European Commission, as STAGE‐STE,
WASCOP or RAISELIFE. Therefore, details of the achievements in those projects are reported in
the corresponding sections included in this annual report.
Technical support and services were also performed in 2017 for several industries, through
specific agreements with several companies to evaluate the optical quality and the durability
of their products under several accelerated aging conditions in order to assess and improve
their performance.

DNICast. Direct Normal Irradiance Nowcasting Methods for Optimized Operation of
Concentrating Solar Technologies
Participants: OME, CENER, UniPatras, METEOTEST, ARMINES, RIUUK, SMHI, DLR, TROPOS,
CIEMAT, MeteoSwiss, Cyl
Contacts: Lourdes González Martínez (lourdes.gonzalez@ciemat.es)
Funding agency: UE, Seventh Framework Programme. EU‐7FP‐ ENERGY.2013.2.9.2. Grant
agreement no: 608623. (Oct. 2013 – Sept 2017).
Background: The efficient operation of concentrating solar technologies (CSTs) requires
reliable forecasts of the incident irradiance for two main reasons: (i) for better management of
the thermodynamic cycle, as it becomes possible to dynamically fine tune some of its
parameters (flow rate of HTF or the defocusing mirrors), (ii) because electricity production can
be optimally connected to the grid.
Objectives: The main objective is to establish a portfolio of innovative methods for the
nowcast of DNI and to combine these methods, validate the nowcasts and assess the influence
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of improvement in DNI nowcasting on nowcasting of concentrating solar power (CSP) and
concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) power plants output. The PSA has been participating in the
work packages 2 and 4, the first devoted to define prerequisites for nowcasting method
development and the second dedicated to perform validation of the nowcasting methods and
analyse plan output nowcasting.
Achievements of the project: The work of PSA‐Ciemat in this project has been in two work
packages. In the WP2 a comprehensive report on the requirements of nowcasting systems for
Concentrating Solar Technologies (CST) has been compiled by DLR and CIEMAT. The report
(D2.1) was completed in March 2014 and presented at the First End User Workshop held in
Madrid on May 7th, 2014 and at the DNICast project meeting held in Paris on July 10th and
11th, 2014. The result of this work was also presented by Tobias Hirsch from DLR in the
SolarPaces 2015 conference that took place in Cape Town, South Africa (13‐16 October).
Since the solar plant outputs are in relation with the incoming solar energy, the nowcasted DNI
will be combined with plant performance models to allow the nowcasting of the plant output.
In the WP4 a 35 MWel parabolic trough simulation plant model with Eurotrough 100 parabolic‐
trough collectors, water as heat transfer fluid and without storage has been developed. The
optimization of the CSP production depends on the solar irradiation, and the operation
strategy has to be focused on the solar field control that is more sensitive to differences in
solar radiation along the field area. The results of this work package were compiled by DLR and
CIEMAT in the report D4.4: “Nowcasting of CST plant output WP 4.3 CST plant simulation and
yield production nowcast” in June 8th. The main conclutions were presented in the Third end‐
user workshop held on June 1st, 2017 at the occasion of the Intersolar Europe Exhibition in
Munich and in the 2017 EMS Annual Meeting ‐ European Conference for Applied
Meteorology and Climatology that was organized from 4 to 8 September 2017 at the Helix,
Dublin City University, Ireland.

SITEF. Silicone Fluid Test Facility
Participants: DLR (coordinator), CIEMAT, Wacker Chemie AG, TSK Flagsol Engineering GmbH,
Senior Flexonics GmbH, TÜV NORD SysTec GmbH & Co. KG
Contacts: Loreto Valenzuela (loreto.valenzuela@psa.es); Christoph Hilgert
(christoph.hilgert@dlr.de)
Funding agencies: Solar‐ERA.NET Transnational Call CSP 2 2014; MINECO – Retos 2014
Acciones de programación Conjunta Internacional (Ref. PCIN‐2014‐083) (Jan 2015‐Dec 2016);
German Federal Ministry of Economy and Energy and German Federal Ministry of Innovations,
Science and Research (Jan 2016‐Dec 2017)
Background: Silicone based heat transfer fluids (SHTF) have been used in the past as heat
transfer fluids in medium scale installations such as PTC test loops e.g. at PSA (Spain), NREL
(USA) and elsewhere (DOW, Syltherm 800®). SHTFs are pumpable below 0°C, environmental‐
friendly, low in hydrogen formation, almost odourless and very low in acute toxicity. Until now,
such fluids are not used in large‐scale commercial CSP power plants because available SHTFs
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are currently far more expen
nsive than thhe widely use
ed eutectic mixture
m
of d iphenyl oxid
de and
bipheenyl (DPO/BP). The deve
elopment, teesting and demonstratio
d
on of reliabillity, perform
mance,
and ccompetitiven
ness of new SHTFs
S
are off great intere
est of the CSP
P sector.
Objecctives: The SITEF
S
(Silicon
ne fluid Testt Facility) pro
oject aims to
o demonstraate the loop
p scale
functtionality and applicabilityy of a new W
Wacker Chem
mie AG silico
one heat tra nsfer fluid named
n
HELISSOL5A an
nd associated parabollic‐trough solar
s
collecctor (PTC) componentts at
temp
peratures up
p to 450°C. Such
S
operatiion temperaatures are be
eyond state of the art in PTC
poweer plants and
d increase the overall pow
wer plant effficien.cy. This innovate pproject is bassed on
a Gerrman‐Spanissh cooperatio
on making uuse of the so
o called PROMETEO test facility locatted at
Plataforma solar de Almería (PSA).
Achieevements in 2017: Durin
ng this year tthe PROMETEO pilot plan
nt has been ooperated witth the
new SHTF HELISSOL® 5A ma
anufactured and supplied by Wackker Chemie AG in the solar
ember there were accum
mulated more
e than 300 hhours of operation
collecctors. At the end of Dece
at ou
utlet fluid tem
mperatures above
a
400°CC and up to 425°C
4
(see Fig. 79). Durinng this last year of
projeect, the main
n goal has be
een to accum
mulate operaational hourss at high tem
mperature an
nd get
operaational expeerience with
h the new ffluid in term
ms of exam
mining the aadequate wo
orking
presssure in the circuit,
c
contiinuous samppling of the fluid to mo
onitor the quuality of the
e fluid
durin
ng the conttinuous hea
ating/coolingg in the circuit, perfo
ormance off the solar field
comp
ponents, etc.. No major problems havve been noticced.
To co
ontinue the study
s
and exxperimental analysis of new
n silicone fluids, durinng this year a new
Solar‐ERA.NET prroject was su
ubmitted andd approved. The new project, calledd SIMON, will start
officially in 2018 and will havve as objecti ve to continue the demonstration oof HELISOL fluids
in parabolic‐trouggh collectorss.

Figure 79. SITEF project: Experim
mental data durring early operaation of PROMETEO test facilityy with Helisol
5A.
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a)

b)
Figuree 80. Medium Concentration
C
Group
G
staff wo rking a) at Plataaforma Solar de
e Almería in Ta bernas (Almeríía) and
b) at CIEMA
AT Headquarterrs in Madrid.

3.4 HIGH CONCEN
NTRATING GROUP
3.4.1 INTROD
DUCTION
A
As a remarkable fact in 2017, and a great praactical result of the PRRESOL project, an
aatmospheric extinction measurement
m
t system hass been imple
emented at tthe PSA, bein
ng the
fiirst system that offerss an online measurement of this extinction.. This is off vital
im
mportance in
n the design,, planning annd operation
n of central re
eceiver systeems.
A
At the same time,
t
in addition to conttinuing our activities
a
in the
t projects already starrted in
p
previous years, it has marked the b eginning of the NEXTOW
WER projectt, financed by
b the
EEuropean Co
ommission in
n its H2020 programme.. Project foccused on thee developme
ent of
m
materials forr volumetricc air receiveers connecte
ed with liquid metals hheat storage
e. This
p
project is onee of the firstt examples oof collaboratiion between
n the researcch communitties in
th
he fields of concentratin
c
ng solar and nuclear pow
wer, where many
m
crosscuutting action
ns and
kknowledge caan be shared
d between eaach other.
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3.4.2 PROJECTS
NEXTOWER. Advanced materials solutions for next generation high efficiency concentrated
solar power (CSP) tower systems.
Participants: ENEA (coordinator), KTH, POLITO, CIEMAT, ICCRAM, UOXF, URM1, SANDVIK MT,
BEWARRANT, CERTIMAC, R2M SOLUTIONS, LIQTECH, CALEF, SILTRONIX, GREEN CSP, ENGICER,
UNE.
Contacts: Jesús Fernández‐Reche
(antonio.avila@ciemat.es)

(jesus.fernandez@psa.es);

Antonio

Ávila‐Marín

Funding agency: European Commission. H2020‐NMBP‐2016‐2017. Grant Agreement number:
721045
Background: While volumetric air CSP towers are socially and technically appealing, for their
great environmental sustainability and the potential for electrical and thermal power
generation, their industrial exploitation has been significantly slowed down by the materials
used for the core component (i.e. the high temperature solar receiver) which is affected by
limitations in maximum working temperatures and in‐service overall durability, mainly due to
failure by thermal cycling.
Objectives: NEXTOWER project aims at demonstrating high‐performance durable materials for
the next generation of concentrated solar power (CSP) air‐based tower systems, making them
commercially competitive in the energy market beyond 2020. While CSP towers are socially
and technically appealing for their great environmental sustainability and the potential for
electrical and thermal power generation, their industrial exploitation has been significantly
slowed down by the materials used for the core component (i.e. the high temperature solar
receiver) which is affected by limitations in the maximum working temperatures and in‐service
overall durability, mainly due to failure by thermal cycling.
NEXTOWER responds by taking a comprehensive conceptual and manufacturing approach that
starts by optimizing for durability the ceramic materials to achieve 20‐25 years of
maintenance‐free service receiver components, while increasing their operating temperature
for thermodynamic efficiency at the system level and possible unprecedented applications
downstream, such as the direct interfacing with a Brayton cycle or the supply of zero‐emission
heat for industrial/chemical processing. The actual exploitation of the hotter air (up to 800°C)
is then crucially tied to the development of a high‐temperature thermal storage, here inspired
by nuclear fission GEN‐IV technology and based on liquid lead by means of new corrosion
resistant steels.
Results in 2017: The activities carried out this year have focused on the design of a small
power prototype (200kWth) consisting of an atmospheric volumetric receiver coupled to a
liquid lead storage tank. This device is planned to be installed in the Plataforma Solar de
Almería during 2018 in order to test the concept and its operation at temperatures of up to
700OC.
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In paarallel to thee design of the
t test loo p, work is being
b
carried
d out on thee developme
ent of
metallic materials compatible
e with liquidd lead at high temperatu
ures; and onn new geome
etries,
desiggns and coaatings for ce
eramic volu metric abso
orbers that increase booth their thermal
perfo
ormance and
d durability.

FFigure 81. Schem
me of the objecctives NEXTOW
WER will pretend
d to fulfil with the developmennt of the projecct.

CAPTTURE. Compe
etitive Solar Power Toweers
Particcipants: CENER (Coord
dinator), TEKKNIKER, CIEEMAT‐PSA, FRAUNHÖFE
F
ER‐IKTS, BLU
UEBOX
ENER
RGY LTD, CEA
A, FCT GMBH, SONCEBO
OZ SA, HAVEER&BOECKER
R, TSK FLAGSSOL, K‐CONT
TROLS
LTD, EDF, EUREC EESV.
Contaacts: Jesús Fernánd
dez‐Reche
(anto
onio.avila@ciemat.es)

(jesus.fernaandez@psa.es);

Antonnio

Ávila‐Marín

Funding agency: European Co
ommission, H
H2020‐LCE‐2
2014‐2015
Backgground: Volumetric atm
mospheric aiir receiver technology
t
is
i a promisiing alternatiive to
increase receiver efficiency of Solar Toweer Power Plan
nts. CIEMAT‐‐PSA works oon this techn
nology
since 1990 testin
ng more than
n 15 differennt volumetric receiver prototypes inn the las 20 years;
f
of High Concentration Solar Gro
oup.
beingg a strategic technology field
Objecctives: The project
p
global objective is to increase plant efficiencies andd reduce levvelized
cost of electricity by deve
eloping all rrelevant components that
t
allow implementin
ng an
innovvative plantt configurattion consistting on a multi‐tower decoupled advanced solar
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comb
bined cycle approach
a
that not only increases cyycle efficiencies but alsoo avoids frequent
transsients and inefficient parrtial loads, thhus maximizing overall efficiency,
e
reeliability as well
w as
dispaatchability; all of which are
a importannt factors directly relate
ed to cost coompetitivene
ess on
the p
power markeet.
Results in 2017: The
T activity carried
c
out dduring year 2017
2
in the Capture
C
projeect was focused in
n of two vvolumetric solar absorbers conceptts (Figure 82).
8
A
the eexperimentaal evaluation
comp
parison of th
he thermal performance
p
e of conventtional foam absorbers w
with an innovative
rotary disc absorber design was
w performeed. The abso
orbers have been tested at cup‐levell at an
ed at a parabbolic dish (PD
D) concentrator at PSA. FFrom the pre
evious
experrimental air loop installe
test p
performed in
n the solar simulator
s
(duuring 2016), the best foams were seelected to fu
urther
analyysis on a cup level. In add
dition, a testt bed to test four cups att PSA solar toower has bee
en set
up fo
or the final evvaluation of the three seelected foams selected affter PD tests..

Figgure 82. Foams absorber on cuup level (left) an
nd rotary disc on
o cup lever (rigght)

ALCC
CONES. Storaage and convversion of cooncentratingg solar power
Particcipants: IMD
DEA Energía
a‐UPAT (Cooordinator), CIEMAT‐PSA,
C
, URJC‐GIQA
ASOL, CSIC‐IPCPA,
SENER, AH, EA.
Contaacts: Jesús Fernánd
dez‐Reche
(anto
onio.avila@ciemat.es)

(jesus.fernaandez@psa.es);

Antonnio

Ávila‐Marín

Funding agency: Comunidad de Madrid, SS2013/MAE‐‐12985
Backgground: During the last years, conceentrating solar power ha
as been the rrenewable energy
e
with the highestt year‐on‐ye
ear growth rrate. Neverttheless, the technology used up to
o now
hes 18‐20% of
o nominal performance
p
e in the convversion of solar radiationn to electricitty and
reach
the in
nvestment cost
c
of solar thermal eleectricity plants is still high. Thereforee, it is requirred to
impro
ove the efficiency of th
heir thermal conversion processes and
a turn soolar energy into
i
a
dispaatchable one by the integgration of theermal storagge systems.
Objecctives: CIEM
MAT’s particiipation is foocused on: i) analysing the behavioour of innovative
therm
mal fluids to
o achieve higgher workin g temperatu
ures and developing a bbetter integration
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with more efficieent thermodynamic cyclees; ii) impro
oving solar re
eceiver desiggns to work more
efficieently at high
h temperaturres and solarr irradiance.
Results in 2017:
CIEM
MAT‐PSA perfformed an exhaustive
e
sttudy of grad
ded porosity concept duuring first years of
the p
project, and then a num
merical compputational flu
uid dynamicss (CFD) apprroach was set up.
For tthat purposee, the first step
s
was thee numerical analysis of the heat trransfer coeffficient
he air flow and six detail ed staggered
d stacked pla
ain‐weave w
wire mesh scrreens,
(HTC)) between th
the seecond is to produce
p
corrrelations of tthe HTC. Finaally, the CFD
D approach w
was compare
ed and
validaated with exxperimental results. Figu re 83 showss the local vo
olumetric HTTC and the Nusselt
numb
ber of one off the meshess studied com
mpared with
h literature data.

Fiigure 83. Local volumetric hea
at transfer coeff
fficient compariison (left) and local volumetricc Nusselt numb
ber
coomparison (righ
ht)

Concerning the seensible heat storage worrk package, during
d
the ye
ear 2017, CIEEMAT‐PSA ca
arried
out several tests with the objective of anaalyzes the iso
olation of the
e thermal ennergy storage
e
T main goaal of this worrk is to get th
he conductioon coefficientts of
tank w
without filler material. The
the taank based on
n experiments rather thaan using theo
oretical corre
elations for ffurther
impleementation in
i CFD tools. 84 depict thhe conductio
on coefficientt for differennt working
temp
peratures.

Figure 84. Isolation conductiivity as function
n of the working
g temperature
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PRESOL. Forecastt of Solar Radiation at thhe Receiver of
o a Solar Po
ower Tower
Particcipants: CIEM
MAT‐PSA, Almería Unive rsity, Huelvaa University.
Contaacts: Jesús Ballestrín (jesus.ballestrinn@psa.es)
Funding agency: This researcch has been funded by the Spanish government
g
in the frame
ework
oject (Ref. EN
NE2014‐594 54‐C3‐3‐R) with
w ERDF funds.
of thee PRESOL pro
Backgground: Pow
wer generatio
on from Solaar Power Tow
wers (SPT) ‐w
where DNI iss a critical inp
put‐ is
experriencing a rapid growth
h worldwidee. The greater challenge
e posed by these large solar
installlations is the grid integrration. To th is end, it is crucial
c
to havve an accuraate forecast of the
DNI llevels reachiing the rece
eiver, which affects not only the pla
ant operatioon but the energy
e
price market.
Objecctives: The project
p
goal is to producce a short‐te
erm forecastt of the DNI reaching th
he SPT
receivver. To this end,
e
we prop
pose to foreccast the DNI arriving to the
t heliostatt field and de
evelop
techn
niques to deetermine and
d forecast thhe reflected solar radiation attenuattion on its pa
ath to
the reeceiver.
Results in 2017: Atmospheric
A
c extinction oof solar radiation reflectted by heliosstats to receiver is
c
of eneergy loss in the increasingly large soolar tower plants.
p
recoggnized as an important cause
Durin
ng the design
n of these plants would bbe desirable extinction maps
m
similar to those of direct
norm
mal irradiancee. Unfortuna
ately, the reaality is that th
here is curre
ently no reliaable measure
ement
meth
hod for this quantity
q
and at present tthese plants are designed, built and operated without
know
wing this locaal parameter.
Nowaadays, digitaal cameras are
a used in many scien
ntific applica
ations due tto their abillity to
conveert availablee light into diigital imagess. Their broad spectral ra
ange, high reesolution and
d high
signal to noise raatio, make them
t
an inteeresting devvice for extin
nction meas urement. A novel
meassurement sysstem for solar extinctionn at ground level based on two digittal cameras and a
Lamb
bertian targeet has been developed. The first exxperimental results show
w that the syystem
can m
measure solaar extinction in the banddwidth 400‐1
1000 nm witth an accura cy of less th
han an
absollute ±2%. Th
his measurement system
m is currentlly running on
o a daily baasis at Plataforma
Solar de Almería.

FIGURE
Figu
ure 85. Digital ccameras take im
mages of the target
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TO

Figure 86. High Concentration Group Stafff working at the
e Plataforma So
olar de Almería (left) and CIEM
MAT‐
Madrid (right)

3.5 SO
OLAR FUELS / SOLARISAT
TION OF IND
DUSTRIAL PRO
OCESSES GRO
OUP
3.5.1

IN
NTRODUCTIO
ON

Solar Thermal Eleectricity (STE) is a very prromising renewable sourrce of energyy. The best known
k
appliccation so faar is bulk electricity geeneration through therm
modynamic cycles, but other
appliccations havve also been demonstrrated, such as producction of hyddrogen and high
temp
perature solaar heat produ
uction.
The liines of activiity are conce
entrated in thhe following fields:
•
•

•

3.5.2

Developm
ment of hybrid solar/fosssil endothe
ermic processes with speecial attentiion to
low quality carbonace
eous materiaals.
mercial scale
e demonstrattion of the te
echnical and
d economic ffeasibility of water
Pre‐comm
mical cycless with
splitting for hydroge
en productioon through the use of thermochem
nergy.
concentraated solar en
Technolo
ogical feasibillity of the usse of solar th
hermal energ
gy as the eneergy supply in
n high
temperatture industrial processes .

PROJECTSS

HYDR
ROSOL. Therrmochemical HYDROgen
n production in a SOLar monolithic
m
reeactor:
consttruction and
d operation of
o a 1MW PLLANT
Particcipants: APTTL (Greece), DLR (Germ
many),), Hyge
ear (Netherla
ands), HELPRRES (Greece
e) and
CIEM
MAT‐PSA (Spaain).
Contaacts: Athaanasios
alfonso.vidal@cieemat.es

G.

Funding: 2.5 M€; FCH‐JU‐2012.
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Konstanndopoulos

[agk@cperi.certh.gr]

Alfonso

Vidal,

Durattion: Januaryy 1, 2014 ‐ April
A
30, 20188
Backgground: Th
he principal objective of HYDRO
OSOL‐PLANT is the d evelopmentt and
demo
onstration operation
o
off a plant fo r solar therrmo‐chemica
al hydrogen production from
water in a 750 kW
W scale on a solar tower, based on th
he HYDROSOL technologyy.
Objecctives: Based on the ab
bove, the speecific Scientific and Tech
hnical Objecctives of the work
propo
osed within HYDROSOL‐‐PLANT are tthe following: construct a solar hyddrogen produ
uction
demo
onstration plant
p
in the 750 kW raange to verify the deve
eloped technnologies for solar
therm
mochemical H2O splittingg. Operate tthe plant and demonstrate hydrogeen production and
storage on site (at levels > 3 kg/week)) [1]. Finallyy, the propo
osal is directted to perfo
orm a
udy for the ccommercial exploitation
e
of
o the solar pprocess.
detailed techno‐eeconomic stu
Achieevements in 2017: During 2017, thee pilot plant was commisssioned. Thee HYDROSOLL‐Plant
is completed and
d ready for operation. The receiver‐reactor co
ombined wit h the rest of
o the
pheral compo
onents, inclu
uding steam ggenerators, preheaters, reactor arrayys, etc. have
e been
perip
st
nd
placeed on 1 floo
or. The 2 floor will accoommodate equipment
e
fo
or separatio n and purificcation
stagees on the pro
ocess (PSA, ta
anks, etc.).

Fig. 87.a. Pho
otograph of the
e reactor array

Fig. 87.b. Final plant configguration

Afterr completion
n of the plant, a hazardd and operaability study (HAZOP) w
was prepared
d that
provides the basiis for the devvelopment oof system co
ontrol schemes, allowing for further safety
and o
operational investigation
ns.
A preeliminary theermal testingg campaign iss ready to be
e performed. Special em
mphasis will be
b put
on th
he temperature level achieved,
a
onn the dynam
mic behavio
or, on potenntial temperrature
gradients, and on
n the active volume
v
of thhe absorberss. High temperature graddients may le
ead to
nd conseque
ently failure of the receiiver. The tem
mperature d istribution can
c be
local hot spots an
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controlled by defining several aiming points on the receiver surface and adjusting the
heliostats accordingly.
Having established all necessary conditions and adjustments for temperature uniformity, the
hydrogen production step will be initiated. The temperature levels, mass flows, duration of
reaction steps will be applied together with the special solar coupling providing alternating
solar flux and the process control system.
The core of this evaluation will be the quantitative assessment of the campaigns vs. the
objectives set and current state‐of‐the‐art figures according to the proposal goals: reactor
efficiency (thermal and chemical), hydrogen Production Rate 1400ºC: ≥ 3 kg/week, etc.
HITERSOL. Clean technologies for solar hydrogen production based on mixed‐ferrites
thermochemical cycle.
Participants: ABENGOA Hydrogen (company subsidiary of the ABENGOA group) and CIEMAT
Contacts: M. Maynar, maria.maynar@abengoahidrogeno.com;
Aurelio Gonzalez, aurelioj@psa.es
Funding: 150 k€; CTA‐IDEA.
Duration: June 1, 2014 – December 31, 2015
Background: Some high temperature endothermic reactions for converting solar energy to
chemical fuels have been investigated around the world. Many of the activities to this point
dealt with identifying, developing, and assessing improved receiver/reactors for efficient
running of thermochemical processes for the production of H2. A challenging approach is
investigated at the Hitersol project where the reactor used to drive the ferrites cycle is a cavity
receiver using tubular reactors.
Objectives: HITERSOL is cooperation between CIEMAT‐PSA, and the company Abengoa
Hydrogen, established within the framework of CTA‐IDEA Initiative funded by the Andalusia
Community.
Hitersol pursued to develop clean technologies for solar hydrogen production based on water
splitting by mixed‐ferrites thermochemical cycle. To achieve this aim, an installation was
designed, constructed and commissioning within a previous project named SolH2. Present
collaboration pursued to complete the evaluation of a 200 kW pilot plant erected in PSA.
Achievements in 2017: During the first part of the INNPACTO project, the pilot plant was
commissioned and tested. The multi‐tubular solar reactor was tested during the SolH2 project
period and confirms that the proposed technology meets the hydrogen production targets.
Chemical tests were carried out and some results are obtained regarding H2 production at
different operating conditions with different temperatures (800 to 1200 ºC) and N2/steam
mass flow ratios.
Along 2016 some additional tests were addressed to operation of a plant with solar transients.
Then a comparison of the experimental tests and CFD results for this multi‐tubular solar
reactor for hydrogen production was performed in collaboration with the University of Seville.
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CFD ssimulations allow to solve the therm
mal balance in the reactor (cavity aand tubes) and
a to
calculate the peercentage off reacting m
media inside
e the tubes which achieeve the req
quired
temp
perature for the
t process.

FFigure 88. (a) Temperature disstribution of CFFD simulations. (b) Average tem
mperature in thhe tube surface
es
distribution.

An op
peration straategy previo
ously perform
med by ray tracing
t
simulations was applied to supply
s
the reequired pow
wer with the optimal
o
flux distribution onto the alu
umina tubes..
CFD model iss used for the calculationn of the temperature and radiation fflux profiles at the
The C
cavityy and receivver walls, and
d has been vvalidated baased on the results of thhe thermal testing
camp
paign. In add
dition, the te
emperature distribution inside the tubes is calcuulated in ord
der to
analyyze how hom
mogenous it is and whethher the required tempera
ature is achieeved [1].

ALCO
ONNES. Storaage and Conversion of cooncentrated
d thermal sollar energy
Particcipants: IMD
DEA Energia (Coordinatoor), Universitty J. Carlos I, ICP‐CSIC annd CIEMAT. SENER
S
(Span
nish engineeering comp
pany) and A
ABENGOA Hidrógeno
H
(company
(
ssubsidiary of
o the
ABEN
NGOA group) act as ind
dustrial comppanies with active colla
aboration annd interest in
i the
possible exploitattion of the project resultts.
Contaacts:
Manuel
alfonso.vidal@cieemat.es

Romero,
R

manuel.rom
mero@imdea.org;

A
Alfonso

Vidal,

Funding: 2,017 M€;
M Community of Madridd.
Durattion: Octobeer 1, 2014 – October
O
31, 2017
Backgground: Thee ALCONNESS project is a very ambitious initiattive that invvolves R&D public
institutions, IMD
DEA Energia (Coordinatoor), Universitty J. Carlos I, ICP‐CSIC aand CIEMAT
T. The
progrram AlCConEES (the acron
nym in Spani sh stands for Storage and Conversionn of Concenttrated
Solar Power) foccuses its R&
&D objectivees onto the heart of CS
SP systems, that is the
e loop
h
flux solaar to therm
mal energy, including
i
th e storage syystem
involvving converssion from high
needed to optim
mized dispatch on demaand for furtther use of energy in tthe productiion of
f
or chem
micals.
electricity, solar fuels
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Within objective 2, CIEMAT is exploring new solar receivers and reactors for the efficient
operation at high temperatures and with high penetration of photons for high incident flux.
Furthermore, within objective 3, “Develop new storage and dispatching thermal energy
systems”. CIEMAT will be focused on new perovskite materials as candidates for
thermochemical cycles.
Achievements in 2017:
Some work in 2017 was focused to study the technical feasibility of chemical reactors concepts
based on direct heated fluidised bed reactors Commercial Ni ferrite were selected as a model
material for solar experiments.
CIEMAT has continued working in optimizing the operating conditions while IMDEA has
designed and assembled a laboratory test bed using a "beam‐down" type chemical reactor for
the analysis of the reducing step of non‐volatile metal oxides. Tests were performed using N2
as fluidization gas. For CIEMAT, the goal of this study is to improve the understanding of
fluidized bed hydrodynamics by determining the effects of bed height and minimum
fluidization velocity, this value is found 2.3 cm/s for air and 1.9 cm/s for argon.
Within objective 3, our research efforts were directed towards preparation and synthesis of
the perovskites materials in the laboratory, improving the kinetics and reducing the working
temperatures.
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Fig. 89. Oxygen released on the regeneration step from NiFe2O4 and LSC samples.

First hydrolysis test carried out with these materials in a thermogravimetric analyser indicated
with La0.5Sr0.5CoO3 and LaxSr1‐xFeyAl1‐yO3 that they are good candidates for further tests (Fig. 3).
First hydrolysis test carried out with this material indicated both (a) oxygen release in
perovskite materials is higher than Nickel ferrites (fig. 88) (b) hydrogen production is lower
than the expected one according to the oxygen released in the reduction step. Furthermore,
the oxygen released in the reduction step was decreased in each consecutive cycle showing
that cobalt perovskite is not a stable material.
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RESPACE. Subproject 3. Methodology and characterization of materials and components for
receivers for solar applications under extreme conditions
Participants: IMDEA Energia (Coordinator), Centro de Investigación en Nanomateriales y
Nanotecnología (CINN) and CIEMAT.
Contacts: Manuel Romero, manuel.romero@imdea.org;
Alfonso Vidal, alfonso.vidal@ciemat.es
Funding: 180 k€ (Subproject 3); Programa Estatal de Investigación, Desarrollo e Innovación
Orientada a los Retos de la Sociedad, en el marco del Plan estatal de Investigación Científica y
Técnica y de Innovación 2013‐2016. Ref. ENE2015‐71254‐C3‐2‐R.
Duration: January 1, 2016 – December 31, 2018.
Background: The research program ARROPAR‐CEX proposes a multidisciplinary analysis on
novel concepts of indirectly heated receivers/particle reactors for solar applications under
extreme conditions. Extreme operating conditions are understood to be those which involve
the combination of high irradiance, in excess of 1000 kW/m2, and very high temperatures,
typically above 800 °C.
ARROPAR‐CEX is divided into three sub‐projects in order to achieve significant advancements
in several scientific and technological knowledge areas, which together will lead to the
development and subsequent commercial deployment of new devices, materials and
methodologies in concentrating solar thermal energy, responding to the "Safe, Efficient and
Clean Energy" challenge of the Spanish Strategy for Science, Technology and Innovation:
Within objective 2, CIEMAT will study new multifunctional ceramic materials for solar
applications under extreme conditions, focusing on the development of ceramic components
that are adapted to operating conditions beyond the current state‐of‐the‐art.
For this, the development of novel multifunctional composite materials is envisaged, which will
enhance the stability of the component under pressure/vacuum at high temperatures and
reduce its losses by thermal emission. Thermochemical processes require thermally and
chemically stable reactor wall materials, which can withstand severe operating conditions
suitable for specific solar fuels production. Reactor materials of construction comprising walls,
the cavity lining, insulation, and shell need to fulfill the thermal and chemical requirements of
severe operating conditions at high temperatures and under high‐flux solar radiation.
Achievements in 2017:
For such purpose, we focus on AlN, SiC, and Al2O3. These materials were subjected to thermal
treatment in air, steam, and ageing tests to determine the optimal material for each specific
application.
A set of tests has to be defined and carried out in order to depict some degradation of selected
materials to be used as reactor walls under specified conditions similar to those foreseen in
actual solar chemical reactors.
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Durin
ng 2017, CIEEMAT performed cyclic oxidation tests with sa
amples from
m CNRS (SiC
C fibre
reinfo
orced SiC) an
nd LNEG (CeO
O2) in a tubuular electric furnace.
f
(Figu
ure 89).

Fig. 90
0. Left: H2 evolu
ution during cyccling of SiC/SiCf (1200°C in Ar, 1000°C in Ar + steam

Thesee studies sho
ow that an in
nitial rapid ooxidation occcurs at 1200 ºC when steeam is introd
duced
into tthe furnace, resulting in an abrupt innitial peak of the hydroge
en being releeased. As is shown
s
hydro
ogen concen
ntration proffile exhibit a maximum at the begin
nning and a gradual deccay to
zero when steam
m flow is switched off. U
Upon a secon
nd, third and
d so on afteer steam inje
ection,
smalller peaks aree observed. This behavioour could sh
how some kind of stabil ization, indicating
the fo
ormation of a layer (SiO2) which prottects the sub
bstrate.

ORESSOL. Release
e of Oxygen from
f
Lunar R
Regolite usin
ng concentra
ated solar ennergy
Particcipants: CIEM
MAT‐PSA (Sp
pain).
Contaacts: Thorsteen Denk; tho
orsten.denk@
@psa.es
Funding agency: European Commission 66th Framewo
ork Program
mme ERA‐STA
AR Regions (ERA –
ons & Resea rch for the Regions
R
and Medium‐Sizeed Countriess ‐ CA‐
Spacee Technologiies Applicatio
515793‐ ERA‐STA
AR REGIONS),, ESP2007‐299981‐E.
Backgground: Thee project Ore
esol originattes from the
e "ERA‐STAR
R Regions" pprogram, wh
here it
was part of a jo
oint initiative
e between A
Andalusia an
nd Bremen/G
Germany. PSSA continue
ed the
activiity due to th
he unique po
ossibility to i nvestigate a promising type
t
of solarr chemical re
eactor
for reeactions thatt need the prrocessing of large quantities of solidss.
Objecctives: The principal
p
goal of the projeect is the development and
a testing oof a solar pow
wered
fluidized bed reaactor for the
e extraction of oxygen from lunar regolith. Th is is done by
b the
reducction of on
ne constitue
ent of luna r soil, ilme
enite (FeTiO3), with hyydrogen, and
d the
subseequent electrolysis of the
e obtained w
water.
Achieevements in 2017:
An exxtensive solaar testing campaign wass performed in winter an
nd spring 20017 with a to
otal of
26 so
olar tests. In
n the first phase,
p
the ssystem was operated with
w atmosphheric air, without
chem
mical reaction
n, and the te
emperature in the bed was
w limited to 400°C to avoid dama
age on
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graph
hite parts. Th
he goals of the five testss of this “Phaase 1” were to learn to kknow in deptth the
behavvior of the flluidized bed with the pa rticles, to ch
heck the prop
per function ing of most of the
perip
pheral components, to hone
h
the daata acquisitio
on and conttrol program
m, to confirm
m the
initial predictionss of the gas demand of tthe bed in fu
unction of th
he temperat ure, and fina
ally to
blish efficientt proceduress to pass as fast as posssible through
h the low tem
mperature part
p of
estab
the h
heating proceess. The latte
er one is of sspecial practtical importance becausee this is where the
gas co
onsumption is highest, and hence deetermining th
he cost of the tests whenn argon is used.
The ssix tests of “Phase 2”, with pure aargon, were to determin
ne the operration param
meters
(temp
peratures, gas flows and
d pressures, solar powe
er), and to demonstrate the ability of
o the
system to reach the minimum nomina l operation temperaturre of 800°C.. Additional tests
ehaviour of tthe system with
w continuous particless in‐ and outflow,
helpeed to undersstand the be
with a special inteerest on the variation of the solar po
ower demand
d.
Finallly, in “Phasse 3”, hydro
ogen was aadded to the system and the tem
mperature fu
urther
increased. Fifteen
n tests were performed, eleven of th
hem with hyd
drogen, two for particle flow /
or TV intervieews. The bassic goal here
e was to dem
monstrate that the
solar power testss, and two fo
about the water
reacttion really occurs.
o
Furth
her objectivees were to gain initial information
i
qualitty, and, as a bonus, to ca
alculate the hhydrogen conversion rate.
meters, espe
mplished. Th
All prrimary testin
ng objectivess were accom
he basic ope
eration param
ecially
the m
main fluidized bed gas flo
ow, were deetermined. Continuous
C
particle
p
feed and remova
al was
demo
onstrated. A maximum bed temperrature of 97
77°C was ach
hieved. The desired che
emical
reacttion was carrried out, co
onverting m ore than 50
0% of the hydrogen intoo water witth the
oxygeen being exttracted from the ilmenitee mineral. Itt arose durin
ng the tests tthat the systtem is
also aable to extraact very efficciently the crrystallization
n water in th
he minerals, thereby makking it
suitab
ble for water extraction on Mars.

Fig. 91. Oresol
O
experiment with hot paarticles on the test
t platform off the Solar Furnnace SF60
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A pro
oposal (nameed ALCHEMIST) has beenn presented within the European Sppace Agency (ESA)
Invitaation To Tender AO‐9107
7: Study for EESA for a payyload testing
g lunar regol ith reduction
n with
hydro
ogen on the Moon to be flown not laater than 2025. Thanks to
t the experiience with Oresol,
O
Ciemat was able to win the Call. ALCHEEMIST aims to
t set a solid scientific aand technological
proach of oxyygen (O2) pro
oduction from regolith o n the Moon..
basis for the first feasible app
TO
3.5.3 GROUP STAFF PHOT

Figurre 92. Staff of the Solar Fuels//Solarisation of Industrial Processes Group.

3.6 THERMAL STO
ORAGE GROU
UP
3.6.1 INTROD
DUCTION
The ttechnical acctivities in 2017 have bbeen focusse
ed on studying the feassibility of sttorage
media, testing co
omponents for
f molten saalt loops (vaalves, pressure gauges) aand modellin
ng the
behavviour of Thermal Energy Storage Systtems (TESS).
3.6.2 PROJECTTS
REELC
COOP. Reseaarch Cooperration in Rennewable Ene
ergy Technologies for Eleectricity (201
13‐
2018)
Particcipants: UPO
ORTO (coordinator), UoR
R, DLR, UoE, CIEMAT,
C
ENIT, IRESEN, YU
U, ONYX, MC
CG,
Term
mo, Sol, ZE, AEES, CDER.
Contaacts: Esther Rojas (esther.rojas@ciem
mat.es)
Funding Agency: EU‐FP7‐ENE
ERGY.2013.2..9.1
Backgground: REELCOOP wa
as conceivedd with the aim to de
evelop reneewable elecctricity
generation technologies an
nd promotinng cooperaation betwe
een EU andd Mediterra
anean
ntries, in ord
der to changge the fact tthat today still
s 17% of the world ppopulation has
h no
Coun
A
and Asia.
accesss to electricity, with 2/3 living in ruraal areas of Africa
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Objecctives: Three prototype
es for renew
wables are going
g
to be developed, constructed
d and
tested:
Proto
otype#1: buillding integra
ated PV systeem (with ven
ntilated facad
des),
Proto
otype#2: hyb
brid (solar/biomass) micrro‐cogenerattion ORC systtem, and
Proto
otype#3: hyb
brid concentrrating solar/bbiomass min
ni‐power plan
nt1.
A speecial effort iss made to tra
ansfer and diisseminate th
he developed technologiies.
Results in 2017: The main contribution
c
n of CIEMATT/PAS is the developmeent of an, allready
paten
nted, own deesign of thermal storagee for latent heat
h
with low
w‐thermal cconductivity phase
changge materialss. In spite off its relativeely low phase change en
nthalpy, the chosen PCM
M was
Hitecc salt since it was the only PCM out oof the 9 PCM that does not degrade uunder cyclingg. Due
to bu
udget limitations for man
nufacturing a specific pro
ototype with
h the design proposed fo
or this
projeect, a commeercial spiral heat
h
exchan ger has been modified accordingly.
a
The experim
mental
resultts2 obtained
d for this prototype
p
haave showed
d that the proposed soolution is not
n as
prom
mising as expeected. Additionally, the llack of appro
opriate testin
ng methods ffor validating long
term behaviour of
o PCMs has been identif ied.
1

SolaarPACEs2017
7, SolarPAC
CEs2017, W
Willwerth, L.; Rodriguez‐G
García, M.M
M., Rojas, E.., Ben
Cheikkh, R.; Ferch
hichi, S.; Jmili, A.; Baba , A.; Soaress, J.; Parise, F.; Weinzieerl, B., Krüge
er, D.;
Comm
missioning and Tests of a Mini CSP Pllant.
2

SWC 2017 / SH
HC 2017, Rod
driguez‐Garccia, M. M; Rojas, E., Test Campaign and Perform
mance
Evalu
uation of a Sp
piral Latent Storage
S
Moddule with Hite
ec® as PCM.

Fig. 93. REELCOOP sttorage prototyp
pe experimenta
al data
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3.6.3 GROUP STAFF PHOT
TO

Figure 94. TThermal Storage
e Group staff

4. SO
OLAR DESA
ALINATION
N UNIT
4.1 IN
NTRODUCTIO
ON
The SSolar Desalin
nation Unit (UDeS
(
in its Spanish acro
onym) has the objectivee of new scie
entific
and ttechnologicaal knowledge
e developmeent in the field of desalin
nation and thhermal separation
proceesses powereed by solar energy.
e
Main current reseearch lines are the follow
wing:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Large‐cap
pacity therm
mal processess with speciaal emphasis in multi‐effeect distillatio
on (LT‐
MED, TVC
C‐MED, ABS‐‐MED)
Small‐cap
pacity thermal processess with speciaal emphasis in membranee distillation
n (MD)
and forward osmosis (FO)
Co‐generration of elecctricity and ddesalinated water
w
(CSP+D
D)
Salinity‐ggradient pow
wer generaation: reverse electrodialysis (RED
D) and pressure‐
retarded osmosis (PR
RO)
Thermal‐driven sepa
aration proc esses for brine concen
ntration andd industrial waste
water treeatment
Dynamic modeling, process opttimization and advanced control sttrategies in solar
es.
desalinattion processe

ng 2017, the PSA Solar De
esalination U
Unit has conttinued with its relevant aactivity in the
e field
Durin
of solar thermal desalination
d
. The joint oorganization, together wiith the Europpean Desalin
nation
Socieety (EDS), of a yearly cou
urse about soolar desalinaation is a pro
oof of this reeference possition.
Likew
wise, this yeaar has led to
o the consoolidation of the
t research
h activity “Dyynamic mod
deling,
proceess optimizaation and ad
dvanced conntrol strateggies in solarr desalinatioon processess”, by
officially incorporrating three new researcchers (two PhD
P & one pre‐doctoral) to the unit team.
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New developments in MED (metal‐doped plastic heat exchangers) and MD (new generation of
spiral‐wound air‐gap modules) have been tested at PSA experimental facilities showing a
promising future for these thermal‐powered desalination technologies.
The international relevance of the developed activities is clearly supported by the following
positions currently held by the unit:
●
●
●
●

Member of the European Desalination Society (EDS) Board of Directors (2016‐2018)
Coordination of the Renewable Energy and Desalination Working Group of the
European Water Platform (WssTP)
Coordination of the Renewable Energy Desalination Action Group of the European
Innovation Partnership on Water of the European Commission.
Operating Agent of SolarPACES (Solar Power and Chemical Energy Systems) Task VI
(Solar Energy and Water Processes and Applications).

During 2017 research activities were developed within the framework of projects covering
both national and international activities with academic and industrial involvement.
4.2 PROJECTS
ZCR2. Zero Carbon Resorts towards Sustainable Development of the Tourism Sector in the
Philippines and Thailand
Participants: Gruppe Angepaste Technologie GrAT (AT) (coordinator), Palawan Council for
Sustainable Development PCSD (PH), Green Leaf Foundation GLF (TH), Health Public Policy
Foundation HPPF (TH), CIEMAT‐PSA (ES)
Contact: Dr. Guillermo Zaragoza, guillermo.zaragoza@psa.es
Funding agency: European Commission, SWITCH‐Asia Programme.
Background: This project builds upon the success and achievements of the ZCR in the
Philippines (2009‐2014) for replication and upscaling. Regional approach will be implemented
through ZCR intervention in Thailand and Green Certification in the Philippines, while
increasing the access to green finance and improving policy exchanges on SCP in tourism in
both countries.
Objectives: The overall objective of this project is to contribute to sustainable development of
the tourism sector and its value chain in the Philippines and Thailand with a focus on reduction
of resource consumption and CO2 emissions.
Achievements in 2017: During this year, CIEMAT‐PSA supported the development of a Green
Certification Scheme for tourist resorts. Our main work, however, was on the publication of
results from the evaluation of commercial modules of membrane distillation for decentralized,
solar‐powered seawater desalination, and also its combination with solar oxidation techniques
for wastewater decontamination. Also, a solar water disinfection system for a stand‐alone
application was designed, with the intention of replicating in Palawan’s ZCR demonstrator.
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RED‐Heat‐to‐Pow
wer. Converssion of Low Grade Heatt to Power through clossed loop Re
everse
Electro‐Dialysis
Particcipants: WIP
P (D) (coordinator), UNIV
VERSITY OF PALERMO (IT), FUJIFILM
M (NL), REDSSTACK
(NL), CIEMAT‐PSSA (ES), UNIVERSITY OFF EDINBURG
GH (UK), UN
NIVERSITAT POLITECNIC
CA DE
ALUNYA (ES)
CATA
Contaact: Dr. Guillermo Zarago
oza, guillerm
mo.zaragoza@
@psa.es
Funding agency: European Co
ommission, H
Horizon 2020
0 programme
Backgground: Thee concept is based
b
on thee generation
n of electricitty from salinnity gradient using
Reverse Electrodialysis with artificial saliine solutionss operating in a closed‐ loop. The orriginal
ed by a separration step that uses hea
at at 40 – 1000 °C.
salinity gradient is regenerate
Objecctives: The overall
o
objecctive is to proove this revo
olutionary co
oncept, deveelop the nece
essary
mateerials, compo
onents and know‐how foor bringing it to the level of a lab prottotype generating
electricity from low‐grade he
eat at higheer efficiencie
es and lowerr costs than ever achievved to
o CIEMAT‐P SA is to sele
ect the most suitable tecchnologies fo
or the
date. The specificc objective of
neration process and the
e combinatioons of salts and solvents that can maxximise the syystem
regen
perfo
ormance.
Achieevements in
n 2017: CIEMAT‐PSA has evaluatted a nove
el vacuum‐eenhanced air‐gap
configguration for increased performance
p
of membran
ne distillation. Laboratorry tests conffirmed
the rresults of simulations, with
w
improvvements bettween 30‐40
0%. Also, thhe pilot plan
nt for
comb
bining reversse electrodialysis and meembrane disttillation as a thermal reggeneration syystem
was built at PSA
A. The MD is based on spiral‐woun
nd modules able to woork in air‐gap and
vacuu
um‐enhanceed air‐gap configurations..

Figure 95. Pilot‐plant for assessment of coombined reverse electrodialysis and membranne distillation
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STAGE‐STE. Scientific and Technological Alliance for Guaranteeing the European Excellence in
Concentrating Solar Thermal Energy – WP10: Solar Thermal Electricity + Desalination
Participants: CIEMAT‐PSA (WP10 coordinator) (ES), FISE (DE), ENEA (IT), CEA (FR), CYI (CY),
LNEG (PT), CENER (ES), UEVORA (PT), UNIPA (IT), SENER (ES), HITTITE (TR), FBK (IT)
Contact: Dr. Diego‐César Alarcón‐Padilla (diego.alarcon@psa.es)
Funding agency: European Commission, IRP 7th FP
Background: Combined electricity and fresh water production by means of solar thermal
concentrating technologies can be proposed as a solution in many locations of the world
where water scarcity usually coincides with the availability of high solar irradiation levels.
Objectives: The main objective of STAGE‐STE WP10 (STE+Desalination) is to answer the basic
question about under which conditions a solar thermal cogeneration scheme can be more
feasible than the separate production of power by a STE plant and the use of such power to
run a desalination process.
Achievements in 2017: During this year techno‐economic analysis of the different CSP+D
thermal cogeneration schemes have been completed and the results have been compared
with the independent generation of electricity and fresh water using reverse osmosis. The
results have shown that, except in geographic locations with extreme conditions for the use of
membranes, thermal desalination technologies need to increase their energy efficiency and
reduce their investment costs in order to be competitive.

EFFERDESAL. Subproject title: Efficient energy control and management of solar thermal
desalination systems
Participants: UAL (ES) (ENERPRO) , CIEMAT‐PSA (EFFERDESAL)
Contacts: Dr. Diego‐César Alarcón‐Padilla, diego.alarcon@psa.es
Funding agency: Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad, Plan Estatal. I+D+i 2013‐2016
orientada a los retos de la sociedad.
Background: Due to increasing demand ‐for energy and water, most countries are promoting
the efficient use of these resources to reduce costs and increase sustainability. Generally,
energy efficiency is not only associated with technological improvements, but also with the
improvement of control and energy management. This is the main framework of this research
project ENERPRO, which is a natural evolution of a previous project, POWER, where both UAL
and CIEMAT‐PSA subprojects focused on heat/cooling and water management.
Objectives: The main objectives of the subproject are:
1. Dynamic modeling of solar‐gas hybrid desalination plants.
2. Analysis of energy storage systems and auxiliary systems for energy cost reduction.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Design of simplified models for control purposes.
Development of MPC strategies for desalination plants.
Coupling of solar desalination plants to supply water to greenhouses and buildings.
Testing of control algorithms both in simulation and in the real installations.

Achievements in 2017: During this year, the following relevant results have been obtained:
1. A hierarchical controller has been tested at the solar membrane distillation (SMD)
facility based on a model predictive controller (MPC) that optimizes the operation
under different criteria (distillate, specific thermal consumption and electrical costs).
2. An MPC hierarchical controller has been proposed in a SMD system to reduce the
specific thermal consumption assuring a distillate volume for greenhouse irrigation.
3. Experimental characterization of the MED unit (performance ratio and distillate
production) at different operating points.
4. Analysis of the optimal operating conditions of a MED unit and a double‐effect
absorption heat pump under energetic and exergetic criteria.
5. An experimental campaign at the SMD facility has been carried out to train a neural
network and characterize SolarSpring’s membrane distillation modules.
6. Development of a dynamic model of a parabolic trough solar field of small
concentration ratio.
7. Characterization of the apparent delay in a field of stationary flat plate collectors.
8. Development of dynamic models for heat storage systems.

REWACEM. Resource recovery from industrial waste water by cutting edge membrane
technologies
Participants: FRAUNHOFER INSTITUTE (coordinator) (DE), AEE INTEC (AT), BFI (DE), UNIPA (IT),
CIEMAT‐PSA (ES), DEUTSCHE EDELSTAHLWERKE (DE), SOLARSPRING (DE), AT&S (AT),
ELECTRONIQUEL (ES), DEUKUM (DE), AIZ (AT), USTUTT (DE), TECNOZINCO (IT), PSE (DE)
Contact: Dr. Guillermo Zaragoza (guillermo.zaragoza@psa.es)
Funding agency: European Commission, H2020 Program
Background: Production of metal goods brings, along with the generation of a multitude of
different wastewater streams as the ones from cooling circuits and gas cleaning, rinsing water
and diluted pickling acids from electroplating as well as washing water from casting of tools
and automotive components. The high demand of water, often needed in demineralized
quality for rinsing or washing purposes, is already a problem for production sites in the semi‐
arid regions of Southern Europe. Additionally, metal processing consumes plenty of different
process fluids like acids, bases, and salts leading to contaminated wastewater streams, which
need disposal causing high costs and significant environmental impact in general.
Objectives: The main objective of REWACEM Project is the application and demonstration of
innovative and efficient water treatment technologies with the effect of a significant reduction
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of water use, waste water production, chemical consumption and energy use for the metal
production, processing and coating industries. The proposed approach is an integrated system
comprising between one and two cutting edge membrane technologies (Diffusion Dialysis (DD)
and Membrane Distillation (MD)) which is highly suitable for adaptation to the manifold metal
processing branches using low grade waste heat and concentration gradients to provide
energy efficient waste water treatment and liquid stream recovery.
Achievements in 2017: During this year, the pilot plant for its application in the production
process of the project partner ELECTRONIQUEL was designed. It will recover copper and
sulphuric acid from their copper electroplating line, using a combination of membrane
distillation and diffusion dialysis. The components of the plant were defined and agreed with
all partners in order to use similar elements in the four pilot plants to be constructed.

NESTER. Network for Excellence in Solar Thermal Energy Research
Participants: CYI (coordinator) (CY), CIEMAT‐PSA (ES), ENEA‐UTRINN (IT), CNRS‐PROMES (FR),
RWTH‐AACHEN (DE)
Contact: Dr. Diego Alarcón (diego.alarcon@psa.es)
Funding agency: European Commission, H2020 Program
Background: The geopolitical placement of Cyprus offers excellent opportunities
cultivating a research and innovation niche in solar technologies. At the same time
remoteness of the corresponding centres of Excellence of EU is a major impediment.
NESTER Project strives to enhance the advantages and ameliorate the disadvantages of
geographical placement.

for
the
The
this

Objectives: The NESTER Project aims in upgrading the scientific and innovation performance
of the Cyprus Institute (CyI) in the field of Solar‐Thermal Energy. The upgrade will be achieved
by embedding the Institute’s activities in a network of excellence, which will provide access to
the latest know‐how and facilities, train CyI’s scientific and technical personnel and link it with
the European Industry. The substantial investments made/planned by CyI in infrastructure and
personnel will thus become more efficient and competitive allowing claim to international
excellence.
Achievements in 2017: During this second year of the project the most remarkable activities
have been the collaboration in the organization of winter schools, specific workshops,
secondments and mentoring visits.
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4.3 U
UNIT STAFF PHOTO

Figure 96. M
Members of the UDeS Unit

5. SO
OLAR TREA
ATMENT OF
F WATER U
UNIT
5.1 IN
NTRODUCTIO
ON
The m
main objectivve of the Ressearch Unit oof Solar Treaatment of Water is the uuse of solar energy
e
for p
promoting photochemic
p
cal processees, mainly in
n water forr treatment and purificcation
appliccations but also for che
emical synthhesis and prroduction off photo‐fuelss. Our know
wledge
about solar photo
ochemical syystems and pprocesses at pilot and pre‐industrial scale is backked by
25 yeears of reseearch activityy. The grou p has been involved in
n almost all the interna
ational
projeects related to
t the development of solar photocatalytic water treatme nt plants through
the FFP4, FP5, FP
P6, FP7 EU and
a H2020 pprogram, within the top
pics of envirronment, ma
aterial
sciences, chemicaal engineerin
ng, chemistryy and microb
biology. We are
a also pionneers in the use of
nced analyttical techniq
ques for thhe evaluatio
on of adva
anced oxidaation treatm
ments.
advan
Nowaadays, severral R&D pro
ojects are ruunning in collaboration with differrent Interna
ational
Institutes and Un
niversities. The
T researchh activities already
a
conssolidated by this unit arre the
wing, cross‐liinked with th
he projects aand networks summarise
ed in the folloowing pagess:
follow
 SSolar photoccatalytic and photochem ical processe
es as tertiaryy treatment of wastewatter for
tthe removal of pollutantts of emerginng concern and
a microorg
ganisms, relaated with NE
EREUS
aand PHOTOC
CAT networkks, WATER4CCROP projecct and AQUA
ALITY Marie Skłodowska‐Curie
A
Action.
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 Solar photochemical processes for the remediation of industrial wastewaters containing
biorecalcitrant compounds (pharmaceuticals, pesticides, landfill leachates, textile and
wine industry), related with TRICERATOPS project.
 Integration of Advanced Oxidation Processes with other water treatment technologies
(NF/UF; Ozone, Bioprocesses, etc.) for improving efficiency and reducing costs, related
with TRICERATOPS project and AQUALITY Marie Skłodowska‐Curie Action.
 Evaluating photocatalytic efficiency of new materials under solar light in pilot reactors,
related with FOTOFUEL network and HIDROPILSOL project.
 Photocatalytic and photochemical processes for water disinfection in different scenarios
(different wastewaters and drinking water including resistant pathogens), related with
WATERSPOUTT project and ALICE Marie Skłodowska‐Curie Action.
 Pilot solar photo‐reactors for production of hydrogen and other photo‐fuels, related with
FOTOFUEL network and HIDROPILSOL project.
5.2 PROJECTS
FOTOFUEL. New Challenges in Solar Fuels production
Participants: IMDEA Energía (Coord.), CIEMAT‐PSA, ICP‐CSIC, UPV‐CSIC (ITQ), IMDEA
Materiales, Institut Catala de Investigacio Quimica, Laboratorio de Luz de Sincrotrón (ALBA‐
CELLS), UB, UJI, Instituto de Investigación en Energía de Cataluña (IREC)
Contacts: Dr. S. Malato Rodriguez; sixto.malato@psa.es
Funding agency: Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness, Network of Excellence
(Reference ENE2016‐82025‐REDT)
Background: According to the IEA report from the COP21 meeting, it will be necessary to
reduce emissions by 40‐70 % in order to limit the global temperature increase to 2ºC with
respect to preindustrial values. This will imply an investment of 13.5 trillion $ in energy
efficiency and low carbon technologies. In this frame, solar fuels, produced from abundant
feedstocks (CO2, H2O) and using sunlight as renewable source, represent one of the most
promising alternatives to fossil ones.
Objectives: The goal of FOTOFUEL is to significantly advance the development of materials and
devices for efficient solar fuels production. With that purpose, synergies and network
collaboration will be promoted among the main research groups in this field, providing them,
at the same time, with a platform for international exposure.
Results in 2017: Network of excellence. The scientific program involves four research lines: (i)
Design and synthesis of advanced multifunctional materials, (ii) Development of theoretical
and experimental characterisation tools, (iii) Design and set‐up of efficient photoreactors and
devices and (iv) Process viability and standardisation. Former FOTOFUEL network (2015‐16)
meant the ideal frame in order to exploit existing links and promote new ones. The present
network intends to settle and reinforce such cooperation and to place the Network in the
international scene, creating the seed for a future European network on solar fuels. See:
http://fotofuel.org/
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FOTOCAT. New photocatalytic materials and reactors for removal of micropollutants and
pathogens
Participants: Universitat Rovira i Virgili–URV (Coord.), PSA‐CIEMAT, UEX, URL, UAL/CIESOL,
ICRA, UPV, URJC
Contacts: Dr. M. Ignacio Maldonado; mignacio.maldonado@psa.es
Funding agency: Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness, Network of Excellence
(Reference CTM2015‐71054‐REDT)
Background: To achieve a sustainable use of water resources, it is necessary to increase the
volume of reclaimed water. To obtain an effluent of suitable quality for the different uses
permitted for reclaimed water it is necessary to reduce the content of pathogens and
persistent organic pollutants. This could be achieved through the proper development of
photocatalytic processes.
Objectives: The aim of the FOTOCAT network is to achieve a significant progress in the
development of materials and photocatalytic reaction systems for the treatment and reuse of
wastewater. The research groups that comprise the FOTOCAT network have altogether a wide
experience in the synthesis of new catalytic materials, photocatalytic reactor design and
implementation of these processes for the treatment and reuse of wastewater, allowing them
to face the challenges identified for their industrial application. The various actions planned to
be undertaken will contribute to the training of new researchers in the application of
photocatalytic processes for water treatment and reuse and the need for its sustainable use.
Results in 2017: Network of excellence. The work is based on scientific collaboration and joint
implementation of a work program based on cutting‐edge research, information,
dissemination and communication and technology transfer. Along 2017 two short stays within
the funding of FOTOCAT have been carried out. First, Dra. Inmaculada Polo from the Solar
Water Treatment of Unit at CIEMAT‐PSA spent two weeks (from the 11th to the 22nd of
September 2017) in the Universidad Rey Juan Carlos, collaborating with Dr. Javier Marugán in
the analysis and discussion of previously obtained results in other scientific and technical
activities carried out within other common projects. Secondly, the researcher Sandra Yurani
Toledo, from the Universiad Rovira I Virgili, came from the 9th to the 27th of October 2017 to
the PSA for training activities in the operation and control of the hydrogen generation pilot
plant available at the facilities of the Solar Treatment of Water Unit. See: http://fotocat.es/

NEREUS. New and emerging challenges and opportunities in wastewater reuse
Participants: 336 participants from 40 countries (EU and associated countries). NIREAS‐
International Water Research Center (Cyprus), coord. CIEMAT‐PSA is member of managing
committee and co‐coordinates Working Group 4.
Contacts: Dr. S. Malato Rodriguez; sixto.malato@psa.es
Funding agency: European Cooperation in Science and Technology, H2020‐ Cost Action
(ES1403)
Background: Treated urban wastewater is currently widely reused to compensate for
dwindling water supplies, as it is considered to be a reliable alternative water source. Several
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knowledge gaps associated with wastewater reuse still exist, including: (a) accumulation of
metals/elements in the soil and their subsequent uptake by plants and crops, (b) fate of
organic microcontaminants in downstream environments, and (c) epidemiological potential of
antibiotic resistant bacteria and/or resistance genes (ARB&ARG) discharged from treated
effluent. Contamination of the environment, the food chain, drinking water, etc with
ARB&ARG is presently considered to be a serious public health problem.
Objectives: The Action intends to (i) deliver best‐practice recommendations to wastewater
reuse in irrigation, (ii) develop uniform means for assessing wastewater quality with respect to
contaminants of emerging concern and also ARB&ARG, (iii) establish specifications for
technologies able to produce wastewater with minimal levels of such contaminants, and (iv)
compile valid and reliable information to be used in regulatory frameworks.
Results in 2017: The work is based on scientific collaboration and joint implementation of a
work program. Two meetings (in Patras and Vienne) have been organised. WG 4 (coordinated
by PSA) has organised a Summer School in Porto and has recently finished all the deliverables
related with its activity. From such deliverables as reference, two different review papers are
in progress to be published in high IF journals. See http://www.nereus‐cost.eu/

WATER4CROP. Reducing the water cycle demand in vegetables process industry by novel
water treatment: reuse for vegetables washing and agricultural reuse
Participants: CIEMAT‐PSA; Universidad Rey Juan Carlos (coordinator).
Contacts: Dr. M. Inmaculada Polo López, inmaculada.polo@psa.es
Funding agency: Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness (Reference CTQ2014‐
54563‐C3‐3‐R).
Background: To explore different ways to save fresh water, like the reuse of industrial
wastewater effluents for agriculture but they should be previously treated. Advanced
Oxidation Processes have demonstrated to be a promising treatment to enhance the
wastewater effluents quality, reducing the presence of emerging pollutants (chemical and
biological) to regulated limits (RD 1620/2007).
Objectives: The main objective is the assessment of several Advanced Oxidation Processes
(O3/H2O2, solar photo‐Fenton, H2O2/solar radiation) for the treatment of fresh‐cut industry
wastewater (FCWW) contaminated with E. coli O157:H7, Salmonella and a cocktail of
pesticides in pilot reactors and further reuse for raw‐eaten crops irrigation in an experimental
greenhouse.
Results in 2017: i) Study of the optical and energy limitations between solar photons and H2O2
over the inactivation of E. coli and Salmonella enteritidis under controlled conditions in a solar
simulator and using synthetic fresh‐cut WW. The influence of UVA irradiance (10–50 W/m2) on
the inactivation of both pathogens at several H2O2 concentrations was investigated (Figure
95.a). ii) The capability of a commercial iron fertilizer commonly employed to remediate the
iron chlorosis in agriculture has been investigated as alternative source of iron for photo‐
Fenton processes. Inactivation rates were compared with other solar processes; iii)
Assessment of the simultaneous degradation of pesticides and inactivation of both bacteria at
pilot scale by several Advanced Oxidation Processes: ozonation and solar process (H2O2/Solar
and photo‐Fenton) within a flow 60L‐CPC solar reactor (Figure 95.b). iv) Finally, the assessment
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of the chemical and
a microbio
ological fatee of the pollu
utants investtigated in thhis work has been
conducted in irriggated crops. Lettuce an d radish cro
ops were irrigated with m
mineral watter (as
negattive control) and synthettic fresh‐cut WW pollute
ed with both bacteria andd pesticides.. After
1.5 and 3 month
hs of growth and regularr irrigation, leaves, prod
ducts and sooil were harvvested
and aanalysed using differentt analytical techniques. Crops cultivation was conducted under
contrrolled condittions of temp
perature andd humidity (FFigure 95.b).
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Figuree 97. a) S. enterritidis abatement by solar phooto‐inactivation and H2O2/solar with 5 mg/L, 110 mg/L and 20
0 mg/L
at seeveral solar UV
VA irradiances under controlledd conditions. b)) Pilot plants located at PSA faacilities and use
ed for
disinfection and deccontamination assays of synthhetic fresh‐cut WW,
W from left to
t right: ozonattion pilot plant,, solar
CPC reaactor and crop camera.
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WATERSPOUTT. Water
W
Susta
ainable Pointt of Use Trea
atment Tech
hnologies
Particcipants: CIEM
MAT‐PSA; Un
niversidad Reey Juan Carlos; Universitty of Strathcllyde; Universsity of
Malawi; Ecole Po
olytechnique Federale dee Lausanne, National Un
niversity of Irreland Mayn
nooth,
Makeerere University; Stellenb
bosch Unive rsity; Ecosysstem Environ
nmental Servvices S.A.; Mekelle
Univeersity; Buckin
nghamshire New Universsity; Helioz gmbh;
g
Dublin
n City Univerrsity; Stichtin
ng IHE
Delft;; Universidaad de Santtiago de Coompostela; Royal Colle
ege of Surggeons in Irreland
(coorrdinator).
Contaacts: Dr. M. Inmaculada Polo López, inmaculada.polo@psa.es
Funding agency: European Commisionn. Horizon 2020. H202
20‐WATER‐22014‐2015/H2020‐
WATEER‐2015‐two
o‐stage.
Backgground: In 2015 nearly 660
6 million ppeople remaiin without acccess to safee drinking wa
ater in
rural areas. Solarr water disin
nfection (SO
ODIS) is a ho
ousehold watter treatmennt that usess solar
energgy to inactivate pathogens in water stored in traansparent co
ontainers. Neevertheless, some
limitaations are stiill affecting the efficiencyy and accepttability of this process byy users.
Objecctives: To in
ncrease the user uptakee of SODIS by bringing to market nnovel solar based
techn
nologies pro
oviding larger volumes ((≥20L) of tre
eated water per day in each house
ehold.
CIEM
MAT objectivee is to develo
op new reacctors for disinfection of harvested
h
raainwater providing
125 liiters/day. Th
he final reacttor will be evvaluated in South Africa and
a Uganda..
Results in 2017: Several ph
hysical paraameters affe
ecting SODIS
S efficiency in the two
o new
conceepts of SODIS‐reactor have been asssessed, i.e, the influencce of mild‐h eat tempera
atures
driven by solar heating
h
(T ra
ange 25‐55 ºC), air inje
ection (using
g air spargerrs in the rea
actor),
water recirculatio
on as opposite to static batch systems, and the influence off mirror shape on
solar water disinffection efficiiency (CPC‐tyype versus U‐type
U
Alumiinum reflecttors) (Figure 96.a).
The aassessment of the solar reactor haas been tested under controlled
c
coonditions ussing a
micro
obial consorttium of wate
erborne pathhogens commonly prese
ent in harvessted rainwatter (E.
coli, Enterococcu
us, phage MSS2, Salmoneella, Pseudom
monas and Cryptosporid
C
dium) and using a
synth
hetic rainwatter formula adapted
a
from
m literature. Best operational conditiions found for the
higheer inactivatio
on rate were obtainedd with U‐typ
pe mirror, without
w
air sparging an
nd no
recircculation (Figure 96.b). Based on thesse results, 4 field protottypes (2 for Uganda and
d 2 for
South
h Africa) havve been built by Ecosysteem S.A. and tested
t
at PSA
A facilities. TTwo differentt tube
diameters and to
otal number of tubes weere used in those prototypes, 100 m
mm (6 tubess) and
200 mm (3 tubes) for 90
0 and 1400 L reactor, respective
ely (figure 96.d). See also:
http:///www.wateerspoutt.eu/

a)
a
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b)

c)

dd)

Figuree 98. a) Imagen of SODIS‐based
d prototype rem
marking the physical paramete
ers that will be assessed durin
ng solar
disinffection of synth
hetic rainwater.. b) Inactivationn of E. coli obtained in the SOD
DIS‐based protootype under diffferent
o
operational con
nditions. c) 90L solar reactor foor and d) 140L solar reactor fo
or South Africa at PSA facilitiess.

HIDR
ROPILSOL. Fu
undamental and solar ppilot plant scale
s
studiess of photocaatalytic hydrogen
produ
uction with simultaneou
us removal oof water polllutants
Particcipants: CIEM
MAT‐PSA
Contaacts: Dr. M. Ignacio Mald
donado; mig nacio.maldo
onado@psa.e
es
Funding agency: Spanish Ministry
M
of E conomy and
d Competitiveness (Refference CTQ
Q2013‐
47103‐R)
Backgground: The present project is intended to
o deepen into the knnowledge of
o the
heterrogeneous photocatalyti
p
ic processes for the production of hydrogen
h
ga s from wate
er and
wasteewater contaaining organic contaminaants, at pre‐industrial solar pilot plannt scale.
Objecctives: (i) To
o determine the semiconnductor "com
mposite" tha
at yields a laarger efficien
ncy of
hydro
ogen generation; (ii) To carry
c
out thee scale‐up frrom laborato
ory to solar ppilot plant; (iiii) To
perfo
orm mechaniistic studies of the proceess.
Results in 2016: A Cu/TiO2 ph
hotocatalyst has been synthesised byy reducing a Cu precursor with
NaBH
H4 onto the surface of a sulphate ppretreated TiiO2 obtained
d by a sol‐geel procedure
e. The
catalyyst, that sho
ows a clearlyy defined anaatase phase with high crystallinity aand relativelyy high
surface area, and
d contains Cu
u2O and CuO
O deposited on its surfacce, has beenn used to pro
oduce
hydro
ogen in a so
olar driven pilot
p
plant sccale photocaatalytic reacttor at PSA. D
Different ele
ectron
dono
or aqueous so
olutions (me
ethanol, glyceerol, and a re
eal municipa
al wastewateer treatmentt plant
influeent) have been
b
tested showing si milar or evven higher energy
e
effic iency than those
obtained using more expen
nsive noble metal base
ed photocattalytic systeems. The glyycerol
ments for hyd
drogen geneeration. Figu
ure 97
solutions have provided the best reactivve environm
show
ws best H2 prroductions for
f the diffe rent sacrificial electron donors and pH values tested
t
‐1
‐1
[Cu/TTiO2]=0.2 g∙L . The accum
mulated solaar energy (kJ∙L ) associatted to each eenergy produ
uction
appears attached
d to each colu
umn.
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Figuree 99. Best H2 prroductions for the
t different saacrificial electro
on donors and pH
p values testeed [Cu/TiO2]=0.2
2 g∙L‐1.
‐1
Thee accumulated solar energy (kkJ∙L ) associatedd to each energgy production appears
a
attacheed to each column.

TRICEERATOPS. Efficient tech
hnologies foor removal of contaminants of em
merging con
ncern,
listed
d in 2013/3
39/EC Directtive or signnificant risk substancess according to 2008/105/EC
Direcctive
MAT‐PSA, UPV (Escuela politécnica Superior
S
de Alcoy), Instittuto Catalán
n de la
Particcipants: CIEM
Invesstigación de Agua
A
(ICRA)
Contaacts: Dr. S. Malato
M
Rodriguez; sixto.m
malato@psa..es
Funding agency: Spanish Ministry
M
of E conomy and
d Competitiveness (Refference CTQ
Q2015‐
69832‐C4‐1‐R)
he initial hypothesis
h
focuses diffferent advanced oxiddation processes,
Backgground: Th
operaational proceedures and different
d
wa ys of combin
ning them fo
or wastewateer treatment. The
projeect will focuss water conttaining microocontaminan
nts (MCs) of important cconcern iden
ntified
by EU
U or already identified ass risk substannces for wate
er.
Objecctives: (ii) Elimination byy novel technnologies of priority
p
or em
merging conncern MCs prresent
in waastewaters and listed in EU legislaation; (ii) Prropose phottoreductive electron tra
ansfer
proceesses for th
he eliminatio
on of contaaminants re
ecalcitrant to
o oxidation;; (iii) Waste
e and
wasteewater valorization for elimination of MCs; (iv)) Design of new photorreactors based on
solar irradiation and
a LEDs; (v)) Integration of nanofiltraation procesess and noveel AOPs.
Results in 2017
7: CIEMAT‐PSA tasks in this prroject have been a ccontinuation
n and
comp
plementary to the work done in 2016. Sele
ected MCs (Terbutryn, chlorfenvin
nphos,
pentaachlorophen
nol and diclofenac) have been treate
ed by photo‐‐Fenton proccess at neutral pH
usingg poliphenolss from cork boiling wasttewater (CBW
W) as Fe‐com
mplexing ageents and stu
udying
the sstability of iron
i
using olive
o
mill waastewater. It
I has been applied an Omics app
proach
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(metaabolomics approach
a
to
o analysis oof LC‐HRMS data acquired beforee and after CBW
treatment) to th
he detection of persisteent transform
mation prod
ducts duringg CBW treatment.
obiological techniques based on the comb
bination of simple opptical micro
oscopy
Micro
obserrvation, cu
ulture‐based studies w
with qPCR
R and miccrobial gennomics (applying
metagenomics) have
h
been ca
arried out inn order to study the adaptation proocess follow
wed by
micro
obial population from co
onventional WWTP activvated sludge when the ssystem is fed
d with
CBW.. The new ozzonation rea
actor conneccted to a 70‐‐mm CPC photoreactor hhas been use
ed for
the treatment off Terbutryn, chlorfenvin phos, pentaachloropheno
ol and dicloffenac. Start‐‐up of
photo
piilot
also:
o‐electro‐Fenton
pla nt
(see
e
figure
98).
See
http:///www.psa.ees/es/projeccts/triceratopps/index.php
p

Figuree 100. Photo‐ellectro‐Fenton pilot
p
plant (4 eleectro cells combined with a so
olar CPC) for tessting in TRICERA
ATOPS
project.

ALICEE. Accelerate
e Innovation
n in Urban W
Wastewater Managemen
M
t for Climatee Change
U
Noth ern Ireland Water Litd., The Queeen´s Universsity of
Particcipants: Uniiversity of Ulster,
Belfast, Dublin City
C Universiity, Dioenerrgy Ltd., Aso
ociación BC3
3 Basque Ceentre for Climate
E
Un iversita Degli Studi di Macerata, REI NN Srl., Asett spa.,
Change, CIEMAT‐‐PSA, GDW ESAMUR,
ki A.E.
Univeersity of Cyprus, Militos Symvouleuti
S
Contaacts: Dra. Isaabel Oller; isa
abel.oller@ppsa.es
Funding agency: H2020‐ Marie Skłodowskka‐Curie Action (RISE) (GA 734560)
Backgground: Thee coming decades are liikely to see some geogrraphical areaas experienccing a
higheer risk of flooding and other
o
areas eexposed to higher
h
risks of droughts.. More green and
grey infrastructu
ures, implem
menting incrreased efflu
uent treatment includinng cooling and
a
a
greatter recyclingg and reuse
e will pose a challenge
e in terms of financial sustainability of
wasteewater facilities.
Objecctives: Accelerate innovvation in urbban wastew
water management to adddress the future
f
challeenges arisingg from clima
ate change. TThe project will
w identify solutions annd seek to re
emove
barrieers for theirr implementtation. The aaim will be achieved th
hrough seco ndments an
nd the
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transsfer of know
wledge, creatting an effecctive interdiisciplinary an
nd inter‐secctoral cooperation
amon
ng the partneers involved..
Results in 2017: CIEMAT‐PSA
A completed the first seccondment sccheduled in tthe Annex I of the
th
ALICEE MCSA from
m the 4 of September
S
too the 6th of December
D
20
017 in North ern Ireland Water
W
Comp
pany and in the
t Universitty of Ulster ((in the Nanottechnology and
a Integrateed Bioengine
eering
Centrre). The seco
ondment was carried outt by an ESR in the topic of
o photo‐elecctro‐chemica
al and
solar water disinffection. The efficiency off a lab scale photo‐electtro‐chemical reactor with
h TiO2
or the elimin
nation of anntibiotics ressistant
electrodes by ussing a UV‐B lamp was eevaluated fo
bacteeria such as E.Coli,
E
Salmo
onella and E. faecalis. In addition,
a
CIE
EMAT‐PSA ass the leader of WP
4 relaated to reclaaimed wastew
water reuse and resourcce recovery, reported thee results obttained
throu
ugh 2017. Itt must be highlighted the development of advanced
a
annalytical too
ols for
monitoring selectted emergin
ng contaminaants (carbam
mazepine, flu
umequine annd thiabendazole)
t
intoo crops aftter irrigation
n. Pathogenns selected were
and possible metabolites transfer
antib
biotic resistant E. coli an
nd E. faecaliss strains. In addition, the capability of differentt solar
proceesses for UW
WW disinfecction has beeen conductted at PSA (figure 99). This studyy was
conducted using freshly collected UWW
W from the secondary effluent
e
of tthe UWWTP of El
Bobar (Almeria, Spain).
S
See also: https:///www.alice‐‐wastewaterr‐project.eu//

Figure 101. UWW diisinfection by solar photocata lytic (photo‐Fenton) and photochemical (solaar photo‐inactivvation
and H2O2/solar) pro
ocesses under natural
n
sunlight within CPC reaactor: a)E. faeca
alis b) Salmonellla sp c) E. coli and
a d)
Total coliforms inactivation profiless against cumulaative solar UV dose
d
delivered by unit of timee and volume off water
treated (QUV).

ALITY. Interrdisciplinar cross‐sectora
c
al approach
h to effectiv
vely addresss the removval of
AQUA
contaaminants of emerging co
oncern from water
ersita Degli Studi
S
del Pieemonte Orie
entale
Particcipants: Uniiversita Deglli Studi di Toorino, Unive
Amed
deo Avogad
dro, CNRS, Ecole Polyttechnique, Karadeniz Teknik
T
Univeersitesi, LIQ
QTECH
Intern
national A/SS, Societá Metropolitan
M
na Axque Torino
T
S.p.A., CIEMAT‐PPSA, Panepisstimio
Ioann
ninon, Universidad Polite
ecnica de Vallencia.
Contaacts: Dra. Isaabel Oller; isa
abel.oller@ppsa.es
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Funding agency: H2020‐ Marie Skłodowskka‐Curie Action (ITN) (GA
A 765860)
Backgground: Thee complex challenges
c
oof the produ
uction of safe and cleaan water req
quires
differrent levels of
o action, wh
hich include tthe synthesiis of green materials,
m
thee developme
ent of
enhanced water treatment technologies
t
s, the implem
mentation of effective leegal tools against
water pollution and the corre
ect managem
ment of the present
p
wate
er treatment facilities.
Objecctives: AQU
UAlity is a multidiscipli nary, interd
disciplinary and cross‐seectoral Euro
opean
Training Network aiming to
o generate and promote 15 highly skilled sccientists with the
poten
ntial to facee the prese
ent and futuure challengges concerning the prootection of water
resou
urces from Contaminant
C
ts of Emergging Concern
n and to de
evelop innovvative purificcation
techn
nologies morre effective than
t
conventtional adsorp
ption and bio
ological treattments.
Results in 2017: AQUALITY training
t
netw
work started
d in October 2017 so oonly few acttivities
dition,
were carried out.. The kick of meeting toook place in Turin the 25thh of October 2017. In add
rd
th
the first Worksho
op on PhD supervision
s
ttook place also
a in Turin the 23 an d 24 of Occtober
oblem
2017 held by Dr.. Pia Bogelund form thee University of Alalborg, UNESCO Ceentre for Pro
Based
d Learning in
n Engineering Science annd Sustainab
bility. The reccruitment prrocess for the two
ESRs that should
d be incorpo
orated at th e Solar Treaatment of Water
W
Unit aat PSA starte
ed on
URAXESS we
ebsite. For more
m
details visit the we
ebsite:
Noveember 2017 and was published in EU
httpss://www.aqu
uality‐etn.eu//
UNIT STAFF PHOTO
5.4 U
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6. HORIZONTAL R&D ACTIVITIES
6.1 STAGE‐STE
Work Package 8: Materials for Solar Receivers and STE Components
Participants: CIEMAT, DLR, CNRS, FISE, ENEA, CEA, LNEG, CNR, CENER, TECN, CRAN, TKN, IST‐
ID, SENER, HITIT, SCHOTT, ASE, ASNT, COBRA.
Contacts: Gema San Vicente (gema.sanvicente@ciemat.es, Task 8.2.4); Aránzazu Fernández
García (arantxa.fernandez@psa.es, Tasks 8.1 and 8.3); Antonio Avila (Antonio.avila@ciemat.es,
Task 8.2.6)
Funding agency: EU‐7FP‐ENERGY‐2013.
Background: Research has been conducted towards developing a durability testing guideline
for solar reflectors to predict material failure in advance. By and large, the study of new solar
receiver designs is a required investigation due to the need to improve their thermal
performance at high temperatures. In addition, it has appeared several methods for the
measurement of parameters in linear receivers and it is necessary to validate them.
Objectives: CIEMAT’s participation is focused on: i) developing methods of accelerated ageing
for reflectors that provide estimations of degradation over lifetime; ii) comparing the
procedures used to perform optical measurements of absorptance, emittance and
transmittance on tubular samples of line focusing receivers; iii) analysing the suitability of
enhanced materials for high temperature applications; iv) investigating the occurrence of
abrasion under desert conditions and simulate it under laboratory conditions.
Results in 2017: Concerning the topic related to the development of a guideline for durability
testing of typical silvered‐glass solar reflectors (Task 8.1), a round robin test to compare the
accelerated aging tests according to the new UNE standard among the participating partners
(CEA, CENER, CIEMAT/DLR, LNEG and TECNALIA) was totally accomplished. According to the
results obtained, the average standard deviation among the five laboratories regarding the
hemispherical and specular reflectance losses is in the order of 0.2% and 0.3%, respectively.
The average standard deviation of the maximum non‐protected edge corrosion penetration,
the number of corrosion spots per dm² (>200µm) and the number of bubbles per dm² in the
paint layer was 0.19 cm, 5 corrosion spots and 11 bubbles, respectively. These deviation values
are in the same order of the average value, and therefore the methodology used should be
improved. Also, several reflectors that have been exposed outdoors in commercial plants
were analysed by CIEMAT/DLR to identify the reflectance decay and the degradation
mechanisms appearing during operation.
Regarding to task 8.2.4, a Round Robin Test which compares the procedures used to perform
optical measurements of absorptance, emittance and transmittance on tubular samples of line
focusing receivers has been performed. The participating laboratories were CENER, DLR,
CIEMAT, LNEG and CEA. The results have shown that the equipment and procedures used by
the 5 labs to obtain the optical measurements performed in solar wavelength range (solar
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transsmittance an
nd solar abssorptance) inn curve sam
mples, gave place to co mparable re
esults.
Differrences in values equal or
o lower thann 1% were obtained.
o
However, no coomparable results
r
were obtained byy the labs in thermal em ittance value
es. 2 labs ob
btained similaar values but they
o
for other lab. Even
E
using th
he same equuipment to obtain
o
are aalmost twice the value obtained
the m
measuremen
nts, no com
mparable re sults were obtained. This
T
fact reevealed thatt it is
necesssary to stud
dy deeply th
he testing prrocedures ussed by the la
aboratories iin order to obtain
o
comp
parable data.

(aa)

(b)

Fig. 1102. Samples teested in Round Robin Test of ooptical measure
ements (Task 8.2.4.2) (a) and eexample of corrosion
spot localized during the rounnd robin test off solar reflectorrs (Task 8.1) (b) .

In WP
P 8.2.6, the main objectiive is the de sign and testing of a high‐temperatuure solar abssorber
usingg a low‐cost material and
d a simple m
manufacturin
ng process. For
F that purppose, an abssorber
consisting of alum
mina pebble
es with improoved absorp
ptance was designed.
d
Duuring the last year
our optimal configuratio
c
ns were the
ermally evalu
uated. Each cconfiguration was
of the project, fo
tested in three different
d
opttical conditioons: 1) with
hout coating, 2) Coated with comm
mercial
mark 2500 and,
a
3) Coated with CIEEMAT‐PSA developed
d
based on spiinel with alu
umina
Pyrom
particcles.
Fig. 999 shows th
he thermal comparison
c
of the different configu
urations testted with diffferent
optical conditions; moreoverr, Fig. 100 p resents the hemisphericcal reflectancce of the pe
ebbles
t tests.
beforre and after the
It is cconcluded th
hat the differrent configurrations of alu
umina pebbles are not a ble to achievve the
requiired efficienccies for power tower tecchnology, even at lab sca
ale. Howeverr, it is notew
worthy
the in
nfluence of the spinel based
b
coatingg in the performance off the differe nt configura
ations,
with better resultts than Pyrom
mark coatingg at almost all
a the conditions.
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Fig. 103. Comparison of the 4 different conffigurations with
hout coating an
nd with two diffferent coatings

Figg. 104. Comparrison of the hem
mispherical refllectance of the pebbles coated
d with Pyromarrk 2500 located
d at
d
different
positio
ons before andd after the testss for the configu
uration 3x13mm
m

With respect to the study of the
t erosion oof reflectors under desert conditionss (8.3), a guid
deline
ogy to conduuct acceleratted aging tests was develloped.
with tthe adequatte methodolo

Workk Package 11
1: Line‐focusing STE Techhnologies
Particcipants: CIEMAT (WP11
1 coordinatoor), CNRS, Frraunhofer‐IS
SE, ENEA, CEEA, LNEG, CENER,
Tecnaalia, University of Evora, Cranfieldd Universityy, Tekniker, SENER, SU
UNCNIM, Accciona
Energgía, Archimede Solar Ene
ergy, Abengooa, COBRA.
Contaacts: Loreto Valenzuela (loreto.valen
(
nzuela@psa.e
es)
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Funding agency: EU‐7FP‐ENERGY‐2013 (G.A. no: 609837).
Background: A big deployment of large commercial solar fields for electricity generation,
specially using parabolic troughs has appeared in the last 10 ten years. In addition, it has been
identified by different stakeholders the big potential for the application of line‐focusing solar
collectors’ technology for distributed power and process heat generation, and solar heating
and cooling applications.
Objectives: CIEMAT’s participation is focused on: i) explore and develop new concepts of
medium temperature line‐focusing collectors; ii) work in the modelling and simulation of
parabolic troughs fields using water‐steam as heat transfer fluids; iii) define and validate
dynamic solar field testing procedures; iv) define and analyse new methodologies for on‐site
characterization of line‐focus collectors and their components in large commercial solar fields.
Achievements in 2017: In the context of Task 11.1.1 CIEMAT, in collaboration with Tecnalia,
Cener and University of Evora, completed the preparation of the medium temperature solar
collector’s database that is available at the following link http://www.stage‐
ste.eu/keydocuments/solarthermalcollectors.php (see Fig. 103). At the time of preparing this
summary, the database includes information of 74 collectors available in the market. It is
planned to maintain it during the coming years in the framework of new projects and common
activities between the partners involved in its preparation.
In the context of Task 11.2, CIEMAT has coordinated the working groups of thermal inspection
of receivers, inspection of reflectance/soiling of reflectors, and inspection of other
components (structures, tracking mechanisms, etc.) in large solar fields (Task 11.2.2). In
addition CIEMAT has participated in task 11.2.1 to evaluate the performance of collectors
installed in solar power plants. Main activities completed this last year of project are:
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Evaluation of solar field data from parabolic trough power plants owned by ACCIONA
and SENER. Thermal performance of collector loops and sectors of the solar fields
have been analysed following an steady‐state method applied by CIEMAT in other
qualifications and the quasi‐dynamic testing methodology proposed in ISO 9806:2017,
recently updated.
CIEMAT completed an outdoor test campaign at the HTF test loop to quantify vacuum
status level of solar receiver tubes for PTCs by mean of infrared thermography.
CIEMAT also has participated in the inter‐comparison of portable reflectometers in
solar power plants owned by ACCIONA and SENER. During this last year of project
there have been evaluated data measured in ACCIONA and SENER power plants in
2016. Differences found in the measurements of specular reflectance taken with three
instruments used during the test campaigns (15R by Devices&Services, Condor by
Abengoa, and PFlex by Fraunhofer‐ISE) are mainly explained by their different
acceptance angles.

Fig. 105.. (Left) Web interface of the m
medium temperrature solar colllector’s databasse developed in
n the
framework of the STAGE‐‐STE project, annd (right) example of datashee
et of a particulaar collector gen
nerated
by the we
eb tool.

6.2 SFFERA II
SOLA
AR FACILITIESS FOR THE EU
UROPEAN R ESEARCH AR
REA: SECOND
D PHASE
Particcipants: CIEM
MAT (coordin
nator), DLR, CNRS, PSI, ETHZ,
E
ENEA, CEA,
C
INESC‐IID, UNIVERSIITY OF
EVOR
RA, UNILIM, ESTELA
E
and UTV.
Contaacts: Isabel Oller Albero
ola (Technicaal Coordinato
or) (isabel.oller@psa.es),, Ricardo Sánchez
(Projeect managerr and Transna
ational Acce ss Coordinattor) (ricardo..sanchez@pssa.es).
Funding agency: European Co
ommission, FFP7‐INFRA‐2012‐1.1.1.
Backgground: CSP
P Research In
nfrastructurees in Europe have served
d through thhe last 30 years as
reseaarch tools to demonstratte the conceept feasibilityy by explorin
ng different pathways on
n how
to prroduce high
h temperatu
ure heat, ellectricity an
nd, solar fuel using cooncentrating solar
radiation. Nowad
days, the ke
ey point is to cooperatte with the industry inn order to gain
g
a
signifficant market share.
Objecctives: The purpose
p
of this project i s to integratte, coordinatte and furthher focus scie
entific
collab
boration among the lead
ding Europeaan research institutions
i
in solar conccentrating systems
that are the parttners of this project andd offer Europ
pean researcch and indusstry access to
t the
est infrastrucctures.
best‐qualified ressearch and te
Results in 2017
7: SFERA‐II project is divided in
nto three main
m
activitties: Netwo
orking,
n Research A
Activities.
Transsnational Acccess and Join
Regarding Netwo
orking activitties, the fouurth training course wass prepared aand conductted by
DLR researchers at PSA (CIE
EMAT) in A
April 2017. The
T course covered opttical and thermal
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comp
ponents testting of parabolic troughhs and the influence on the system
m efficiencyy. The
selection of atten
ndants ended
d in Februaryy 2017 with the selection
n of fifteen i ndustry engineers
and rresearchers from four countries: Sppain, German
ny, Turkey and Moroccoo. It is particcularly
worth
h mentionin
ng the high interest of eengineers working
w
in op
peration andd maintenan
nce of
operaative solar po
ower plants in this last S FERA II train
ning course. In addition thhe organizattion of
th
the 4 SFERA‐II Doctoral Colloquium (155 17 May 2017) was ca
arried out byy DLR to improve
sharing between the PhD stu
udents of th e different partners’
p
insstitutions. Thhere were 35 PhD
th
RA‐II school was linked to
t the
studeents registerred from all partners of tthe project. The 4 SFER
Docto
oral Colloquiium (DLR – 18‐19
1
May 20017) dedicated to Modelling and Valiidation.
The FFinal SFERA‐II Coordinatiion Meeting and Steeringg Committee
e was held att CIEMAT‐PSSA the
14
4th and 15th of
o Novembe r 2017. See picture
p
below
w (figure 1044).

Figurre 106. 3rd SFER
RA Doctoral Collloquium organnized by PSA‐CIE
EMAT in Hotel Rodalquilar (Alm
meria, Spain) (6
6‐8 of
June 2016).

6.3 N
NESTER
NETW
WORK FOR EXCELLENCE
E
IN SOLAR TH
HERMAL ENEERGY RESEARCH
C
, CIEMAT‐PSSA (Spain), ENEA‐UTRIN
NN (Italy), CNRS‐
C
Particcipants: CYII (Cyprus, Coordinator),
PROM
MES (France)), RWTH‐AAC
CHEN (Germaany).
Contaacts:

Julian Blanco, julian.blancco@psa.es
Diego Alarcón
D
n, diego.alarccon@psa.es

Funding agency: European Co
ommission, H
H2020‐TWIN
NN‐2015
Backgground: The NESTER nettwork comprrises of four leading instittutions (CIEM
MAT, ENEA, CNRS‐
C
PROM
MES and RW
WTH – Aache
en) with a coomprehensivve know‐how
w in the fielld of solar energy
e
reseaarch and opeerating some
e of the mosst important facilities wo
orldwide. Thiis networks target
t
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is to enhance CYI capabilities and, as a consequence, to positively impact on developing the
knowledge economy of Cyprus. The substantial investments made/planned by CYI in
infrastructure and personnel will thus become more efficient and competitive allowing claim
to international excellence.
Objectives: The NESTER project aims in upgrading the scientific and innovation performance of
the Cyprus Institute (CYI) in the field of Solar‐Thermal Energy (STE). The upgrade will be
achieved by embedding the Institute’s activities in a network of excellence, which will provide
access to the latest know‐how and facilities, train CYI’s scientific and technical personnel and
link it with the European Industry. A number of activities are proposed in a detailed program
which includes training and know‐how transfer, seminars and networking events with
European, Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East partners, autumn school activities, public
outreach and awareness and networking events.
Achievements in 2017: Main contribution of CIEMAT to this project during 2017 was in the
topic of Thermal Energy Storage. Since in 2017 the second week of the 2nd Annual Autumn
School on Concentrated Solar Technologies (CST) was focused on Storage, the PSA Thermal
Storage unit actively participated giving around 50% of the lectures that week, sharing its
experience on thermocline modelling to look for the potential synergies on modelling issue
with CYI. Also, the Solar Concentrating Systems unit collaborated with a visit of one engineer
to CYI to, firstly, perform a complete training about the correct use of portable reflectometers,
including practical lessons using a 15R‐USB model); secondly, three test campaigns were
performed for optically characterize the performance of the small heliostat field of the
PROTEAS facility, the linear Fresnel system installed on the KEPA school, and two demo CYI
heliostat units. All these actions were designed to ensure the sustainability of CYI, as well as
the continuation of cooperation activities, well beyond NESTER project finalization.
6.4 INSHIP
INTEGRATING NATIONAL RESEARCH AGENDAS ON SOLAR HEAT FOR INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES
Participants: FRAUNHOFER (Germany), AEE‐INTEC (Austria), CIEMAT (Spain), DLR (Germany),
CNRS (France), ENEA (Italy), ETHZ (Switzerland), CEA (France), CYI (Cyprus), LNEG (Portugal),
CTAER (Spain), CNR (Italy), CENER (Spain), TECNALIA (Spain), UEVORA (Portugal), IMDEA
(Spain), CRANFIELD (UK), IK4‐TEKNIKER (Spain), UNIPA (Italy), IST‐ID (Portugal), FBK (Italy),
CRES (Greece), METU (Turkey), EERA AISBL (Belgium), UNINA (Italy), UNIFI (Italy), US (Spain),
CIC Energigune (Spain).
Contacts:

Julian Blanco, julian.blanco@psa.es
Diego Martínez, diego.martinez@psa.es

Funding agency: European Commission, H2020‐LCE‐2016‐ERA
Background: Process heat is recognized as the application with highest potential among solar
heating and cooling applications. Solar Heat for Industrial Processes (SHIP) still presents a
modest share of about 0.3% of total installed solar thermal capacity. As of today’s technology
development stage is quite restricted to low temperature applications, so INSHIP is focusing on
CSP/STE technologies to widen the scope of industrial applications to a temperature range
between 80 – 1500 ᵒC. INSHIP project correspond to a new funding scheme (European
Common Research and Innovation Agenda‐ECRIA) designed by the European Commission as
the next step beyond the current Integrated Research Agendas (IRP) and specifically targeting
EERA JPs.
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Objectives: INSHIP is a framework engaging major European research institutes with
recognized activities on SHIP, into an integrated to achieve the coordination objectives of:
more effective and intense cooperation between EU research institutions; alignment of
different SHIP related national research and funding programs, avoiding overlaps and
duplications and identifying gaps; acceleration of knowledge transfer to the European industry,
while developing coordinated R&D TRLs 2‐5 activities with the ambition of progressing SHIP
beyond the state‐of‐the‐art.
Results in 2017: In addition to the PSA‐CIEMAT contribution to a large number of technical
activities (WPs 2 to 5), main role in this project is the coordination of WP6 (Integrated SHIP
research infrastructures) and WP8 (Advanced Networking Activities). In the context of WP6,
the mapping of RTD SHIP infrastructures & resources was initiated to check if the current
existing facilities fulfil all present and future needs of the scientific community and industrial
sector. Also, mobility scheme addressing staff personnel, as well as the program to access to
Research Infrastructures, were defined and started. In the context of WP8, the first
questionnaire dealing with the “Analysis of needed national and regional innovation strategies
on SHIP”, was prepared being ready for its distribution.

6.5 WASCOP
WATER SAVING FOR SOLAR CONCENTRATING POWER
Participants: CEA, DLR, CIEMAT‐PSA, Cranfield University, Fundación Tekniker, MASEN,
Rioglass Solar, Archimede Solar Energy, OMT Solutions, Hamon D´Hondt, AMIRES.
Contacts:

Aránzazu Fernández García, arantxa.fernandez@psa.es

Funding agency: EU‐H2020‐LCE‐02‐2015.
Background: CSP plants use significant amounts of water to function properly. Water is

a restricted resource in the parts of the world where the majority of CSP plants are
installed. Water saving is therefore one of the major issues to ensure a financially
competitive position of CSP plants and their sustainable implementation.
Objectives: To develop a revolutionary innovation in water management of CSP plants,

a flexible integrated solution (or toolbox) comprising different innovative technologies
and optimized strategies for the cooling of the power block and the cleaning of the
solar field, with the aim of a significant reduction in water consumption (up to 90%).
Achievements in 2017: CIEMAT‐PSA is involved in this project through its Solar

Concentrating Technologies and Desalination Units. During the second year of the
project, the application of anti‐soiling coatings on reflectors and absorber tubes has
been evaluated to decrease water consumption in cleaning. Samples of both
components were submitted to a deep accelerated aging test campaign to select the
most appropriate coating among different options in the case of the absorber tubes
and to check the durability of the already selected coating in the case of the reflectors.
Also, the testing facilities to assess several cleaning tools (dust barriers, anti‐soiling
coating for reflectors and absorber tubes, low‐cost soiling sensor and ultrasonic
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clean
ning system
m) under reaal outdoor cconditions have
h
been prepared a nd installed
d (see
Figurre 105). In some
s
casess, the experriments were already started
s
at tthe end of 2017.
We h
have also deefined the piping
p
and instrumentation diagra
am and thee implantatiion of
the ttest loop off the new hybridized
h
cooler prottotype to be
b installed at PSA faccilities
(see figure 106)). The test campaign
c
tto be performed, control loops, ssignals, elecctrical
nections, ettc. have alsso defined. After thatt, the procu
urement prrocess has been
conn
carried out forr the acquiisition of aall the com
mponents of
o this testt loop. Pre
essure
transsmitters, flo
ow meters, pumps, vallves and a steam
s
gene
erator (see ffigure 107) have
been
n already accquired. In addition,
a
sim
mplified mo
odels for a latent storaage system to be
used
d as either indirect or direct
d
coolinng systems have been developedd. The evalu
uation
of a direct hyb
brid coolingg system coomposed of
o a latent storage annd an air‐co
ooled
cond
denser in a 50MWe parrabolic‐trouugh power plant
p
has be
een perform
med. In terms of
finding which materials
m
may
m be the best one for
f this app
plication, soome commercial
b
fully characterize
c
ed (meltingg temperatu
ure and ennthalpy and heat
products have been
melting/fre
capacity figuress have been
n obtained) and their behaviour
b
under daily m
eezing
cyclees have been obtained..

Figgure 107. Picturre of the test be
ench for the annti‐soiling coatin
ng for reflectorss (left) and absoorber tubes (rigght)

Figure 10
08: Picture of th
he implantationn of the new eq
quipment to be installed at PSAA facilities
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Figure 10
09. Steam generrator already purchased at PSA
A facilities

7.TR
RAINING AN
ND EDUCAT
TIONAL AC
CTIVITIES
The rruling princip
ple of the Plataforma Soolar de Alme
ería training program is the creation
n of a
generation of yo
oung researcchers who ccan contribu
ute to the deployment
d
of solar thermal
ons. Through
h this progra m, about forty‐five stud
dents of diffeerent nationalities
energgy applicatio
are aadmitted eacch year so that we can transmit the
e knowledge
e of solar thhermal techn
nology
accum
mulated at the
t PSA in its
i more thaan thirty yeaars of experrience to neew generatio
ons of
univeersity graduaates.
The m
main featurees of this training program
m are:
•

•
•

Managem
ment of the Ph.D. fellow
wship program in associa
ation with ann agreementt with
the Univeersity of Alm
meria (UAL) aand with the own progrram for you ng researchers of
CIEMAT.
n funded ‘Era
asmus’ grantts, for studen
nts from other countries,, mainly German.
European
Managem
ment of misscellaneous specific educational co
ooperation agreementss with
other enttities that send students to the PSA (Universities
(
mería, País Vasco,
V
of Cádiz, Alm
Dalarna‐SSweden, Poliitecnico di Toorino‐Italy, Blida‐Algeria
B
, CDER‐Algerria, UIR‐ Morocco,
Antofagasta‐Chile, Sa
antiago de Chile‐Chile, AUCC‐Chile, Veracruza na‐Mexico, Royal
o Surgeons‐‐Ireland, Ha mburg Univversity of Te
echnology, SSalesiana‐Ecu
uador,
College of
Concepción‐Chile, ICO
O‐Mexico, Paalermo‐Italy etc.)

The cclose and en
nduring collaboration bettween CIEMAT and Univversity of Alm
mería has allowed
carrying out the first edition
n of the Offficial Masterr’s in Solar Energy.
E
The hallmarks of
o this
coursse, along witth its quality, make it an attractive proposition fo
or students, both Spanissh and
thosee from other countries, who want to gain a first‐rate qualification in the field off solar
energgy and its maany applications.
Relatted with the Educational Cooperationn Agreementt between CIEMAT‐PSA aand the Univversity
of DA
ALARNA (Sw
weden), from
m 16th to 244th October,, the “Solar Thermal Poower” course
e was
given
n by PSA reesearchers in the fram
mework of the
t
Master Programmee in Solar Energy
E
Engin
neering. Witth 5 credits, this coursse takes part during th
he 2nd cycl e of this Master
M
Progrramme organ
nized by European Solar Engineeringg School, ESES (Universityy of Dalarna)).
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The P
PSA is a fou
unding member of the ‘‘Alliance of European La
aboratories on Solar Thermal
Concentrating Syystems’ (SolLLab). This v irtual laboraatory is mad
de up of thee main Euro
opean
conceentrating solar energy re
esearch inst itutes, that is, PROMES‐‐CNRS in Odeeillo (France
e), the
DLR SSolar Energyy Division in Cologne (G
Germany), th
he Renewablle Energies LLaboratory of
o the
Federal Institute of Technolo
ogy in Zuric h (ETHZ, Sw
witzerland), the
t Paul Schherrer Institu
ute in
Zurich (PSI, Switzerland) and the
t CIEMAT itself.
Founding in 2004
4 of SolLab opened
o
new possibilities for scientificc developmeent of researrchers
trainiing at the PSSA. One of the joint SolLLab activitiess is an annual seminar ffor Ph.D. stu
udents
from the five diffferent institu
utions (Doctooral Colloquium), which is part of thhe activities of the
Europ
pean projectt so‐called SFERA‐II
S
(Solaar Facilities for the Euro
opean Reseaarch Area. Se
econd
Phasee) at the sam
me time.
The 113th SOLLAB
B was organ
nized by the DLR Solar Energy
E
Division and toook place in Berlin,
B
Germ
many. The Co
olloquium wa
as held betw
ween the 15th
h and the 17
7th May 20177. Afterward
ds, the
SFERA
A Summer School was ho
osted at the same locatio
on from the 18th to the 19th May 20
017. It
was ffocused on Modelling
M
and Validation .

8. EV
VENTS
07/022/2017
Techn
nical visit
Mr. SS. Malik, direector manage
er of Megaw
watt Solution
ns Co. from India, visitedd the PSA ressearch
facilitties receivin
ng informatiion about ccurrent activvities in sollar thermal technologie
es for
poten
ntial applicattions in regio
onal developpment.
08/022/2017
Techn
nical visit
A gro
oup of 20 students
s
of the Postgraaduate Clim
maDesign Ma
aster Coursee, from Technical
Univeersity of Mu
unich, Germ
many, visitedd PSA as part of the training acttivities on Energy
E
Efficieency in Build
dings.
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20/02/2017
Technical visit
Prof. Marcelo Serrano, public official from the Ministry of Energy of Chile in training stage at
Ciemat, visited the PSA installations to know about CSP technologies in relation with the
development and implementation of RE.
02/03/2017
Workshop
E. Zarza participated in the Workshop “Oportunidades de la Energía Solar Termoeléctrica”
organized by PROTERMOSLLAR and CIEMAT at the international event GENERA‐2017 held at
Madrid to present the main R+D lines selected by the STE sector to speed up cost reduction.
07‐08/03/2017
Institutional Meeting
The PSA hosted the visit of the Delegation from Lebanon in the frame of the TAIEX Study Visit
on Small Concentrated Solar Power Plants, with the aim of improve the experience of
specialists on renewable energy technologies and applications.
13/03/2017
Technical Visit and Meeting
Visit to PSA of researchers of the Engineering School of Seville to check potential R+D
collaboration with PSA.
17/03/2017
Lecture
Invited lecture on “Thermal Energy Storage Introduction" of Esther Rojas at ENEA´s premises
in Rome, Italy.
21/03/2017
Technical Visit and Meeting
Visit to PSA of TEWER Ingeniería with representatives from Brazilian companies (CSEP,
EUDORA Energia, RTB Holding Energia, P&D Aneel and Institutos Lactec) to know our
experimental facilities.
21/03/2017
Technical visit
A group of engineers and officers from TEWER Co. visited PSA as part of the training activities
in Spain related to solar thermal power plants.
4‐6/04/2016
Official Meeting
Participation of E. Zarza in the 92nd meeting of the Executive Committee of SolarPACES held at
Thessaloniki, Greece.
5‐7/04/2016
Official Meeting
Participation of Rocio Bayón in the Kick‐off meeting of the IEA SHC/ECES Task 58‐33. Material
and Component Development for Thermal Energy Storage, held at Lyon, France.
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11‐122/04/2017
Lectu
ure
G. Zaragoza was invited
i
to participate in a workshop on
o costs of desalination
d
oorganized byy
MEDR
RC (Muscat, Oman).
18/044/2017
Lectu
ure
Inviteed lecture on
n “Centrales Termosolare
res: peculiariidades, venta
ajas socio‐ecconómicas,
poten
ncial comerccial y posible
es mejoras teecnológicas"" of Eduardo Zarza at thee Engineeringg
Schoo
ol of Málaga
20/044/2017
Lectu
ure
Inviteed lecture of
o Sixto Malato at “Wo rkshop & NIS colloquium”. Keyworrds: environment,
water, sustainable materials, circular eco nomy. Towaards 2018‐20
0 European pproposals”, held
h at
Univeersità di Torino – Dipartim
mento di Chiimica (Italy).
24‐266/04/2017
Lectu
ure
Inviteed lecture off Leonidas Pérez
P
on “W
Water Contam
minants Annual Forum ((AFWC) and SCIEX
User Group Meetting”, held on
n Freising (G
Germany).
26/044/2017
Techn
nical Visit an
nd Meeting
Visit tto PSA of D. Gabriel Bartthelemy, (Proomotion and
d Cooperation Departme nt of CDTI) to
know
w the PSA faccilities and to
o explain thee funding posssibilities for R+D activitiees available at
Spanish CDTI.
5/05//2017
Techn
nical Visit an
nd Meeting
Visit tto PSA of Spanish STE plant operatorrs from Elecn
nor to know the PSA faciilities and the R+D
activiities develop
ped at PSA.
10/055/2017
Officiial meeting
G. Zaragoza participated in th
he meeting oof the Board of Directors of the Europpean Desalin
nation
Socieety in Tel‐Aviv (Israel).
11/055/2017
Officiial meeting
A Dellegation from
m DLR, heade
ed by their G
General Direcctor Mrs. Passcale Ehrenffreund and hosted
by the Deputy GD
D of Ciemat, Mrs. Mª Luissa Castaño, visited
v
PSA fa
acilities in thhe frame of the
t
bilateeral cooperattion agreement.
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15‐177/05/2017
Educa
ational activvity
Particcipation of A.
A Segura, M.E.
M Carra annd L. Valenzzuela in the SOLLAB Docctoral Colloq
quium
held aat Berlin (Geermany on May
M 15‐17, 20017

Particcipants in the SoolLAB 2017 held in Berlin (Gerrmany)

29/055/2017
Techn
nical visit
The P
PSA hosted the visit of a group of Cu ban specialissts in the frame of the ccooperation under
the H
Hybridus Pro
oject, finance
ed by the A
AECID and with Ciemat participation
p
n, with the aim
a of
impro
ove the train
ning on renew
wable energgy technologiies and applications.
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5/06//2017
Techn
nical Visit an
nd Meeting
Visit tto PSA of ressearchers fro
om the Chileean universityy Adolfo Ibañ
ñez to know
w our experim
mental
facilitties and cheeck potential collaborati ons to use concentratin
c
ng solar eneergy in the mining
m
secto
or of Chile.
12/066/2017
Workkshop
E. Zaarza particip
pated in the
e internationnal Workshop on “Materials resisstant to exttreme
condiitions for futture Energy systems” orrganized by the
t European
n Commissioon in collaboration
with the Sciencee Academy of Kyiv andd held in Kyyiv, Ukraine. He explainned the Technical
Requirments for Concentratin
C
ng Solar Therrmal Systemss Materials.
14/066/2017
Officiial meeting
G. Zaragoza organ
nized and ch
haired a mee ting of the Working
W
Grou
up Renewabble Energy an
nd
Desalination of th
he European Water Platfform WssTP in Brussels (B
Belgium).
15/066/2017
Techn
nical visit
A gro
oup of repreesentatives from regionnal authorities and private institutioons of Coqu
uimbo
(Chilee), invited byy EXTENDA, visited
v
PSA innterested on
n research an
nd technologgical develop
pment
activiities related to solar therrmal power pplants.
28/066/2017
Techn
nical visit
Japan
nese researchers and engineers ffrom TOYOTTA Corporattion, the Tookyo Institu
ute of
Techn
nology, Chiyyoda Coope
eration and the Japan Fine Ceram
mics Center visited the
e PSA
installlations to discuss
d
speccific researchh topics related to devvelopment aand evaluation of
comp
ponents for parabolic‐tro
p
ough collectoors working with
w high tem
mperature w
working fluidss.

Visitt of Totoya com
mpany (Japan) to
t PSA test facilities.
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04/077/2017
Docto
oral Thesis
Alba Ruiz defend
ded the Docctoral Thesiss “Evaluación de sistemas comerciaales en espiral de
destilación por membranas
m
y su aplicació n al tratamie
ento de agua
a”. UAL.
4/07//2017
Lectu
ure
Inviteed lecture on
n “"La Plata
aforma Solarr de Almería
a: más de 35
5 años de innvestigación en la
proviincia de Alm
mería" of Eduardo Zarzaa at the Sum
mmer School of the Univversity of Almería
held aat Roquetas de Mar (Alm
mería, Spain) .
05/077/2017
Lectu
ure
Inviteed lecture of
o Sixto Malato on a SSummer Sch
hool of the University oof Almería titled:
Almería”, held in
“Enerrgías renovaables: clavess para un nnuevo impulso en la provincia de A
Roqu
uetas de Marr, Almería (Sp
pain).
06/077/2016
Docto
oral Thesis
Mariaa Castro Alféérez defended the Docttoral Thesis “Kinetic modelling of thhe Escherichiia coli
inactivation in waater by solar radiation: appplications to
t SODIS”. Un
niversity of A
Almería (Spain).
10/077/2017
Lectu
ure
Inviteed lecture of
o Sixto Mallato on “2ndd Summer School
S
on Environmentaal Applicatio
ons of
Advanced Oxidattion Processe
es and Train ing School on
o Advanced
d Treatment Technologie
es and
Contaaminants off Emerging Concern” (TTreatment of
o CECs by solar drivenn AOPs), he
eld at
Biblio
oteca Municiipal Almeida Garrett, Porrto (Portugal).
26/077/2017
Techn
nical visit
Profeessors from Tecnológico
T
de Monterreey (México) visited the PSA
P to know
w the experim
mental
facilitties and disccuss about the
t educatioonal agreeme
ent between
n this instituution and CIEMAT
signeed in 2017. First
F
PhD stud
dent from M
México will sttay at PSA to
o collaboratee in topics re
elated
to parabolic‐trough technologgy.

Visit of Te
ecnológico de M
Monterrey (Méxxico) to PSA tesst facilities.
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04/088/2017
Workkshop
E. Zarrza and L. Vaalenzuela parrticipated in the Workshop “Energy Efficiency
E
annd Industriall Solar
Therm
mal Applicattion” organizzed by the Tuurkish company Lucida Solar
S
at the TTeknopark off Izmir
(Turkkey) to explaain the pote
ential of thee Industrial Process Hea
at applicatioons and the basic
principles of line‐‐focus concentrating techhnologies.
01/099/2017
Docto
oral Thesis
Juan José Serrano defended the Doctoraal Thesis “Th
hermal‐hydraulic and opptical modeling of
solar Direct Steam
m Generation systems baased on Paraabolic‐Trough
h Collectors””. U. de Mála
aga.
06/099/2017
Lectu
ure
Inviteed lecture on
n “Integratin
ng Thermoclline Storage Systems in STE
S plants" of Esther Ro
ojas at
Univeersity of Evora, Portugal
18/099/2017
Officiial Meeting
Particcipation of Isabel Oller as leader of one subtak in the first
f
official meeting fo
or the
definition of thee new task of
o the Interrnational Ene
ergy Agencyy, Solar Heaating and Co
ooling,
relateed to “Solar Energy in Industrial Watter and Wasttewater Man
nagement”, held in AEE‐INTEC
in Graaz (Austria).
26‐299/09/2017
Intern
national Con
ngress
CIEM
MAT‐PSA participated in SolarPACCES Confere
ence once again, preesenting 16 oral
d 13 posters.
preseentations and

CIEMAT´s ressearchers at SollarPACES 2017
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29/099/2017
Techn
nical visit
A gro
oup of 40 stu
udents of Bio
oTecnoEncueentro in Alme
ería visited the PSA instaallations as part
p of
the training activvities interessted on reseearch and technological developmennt related to
o solar
therm
mal power pllants.
01/100/2017
Officiial Meeting
Particcipation of E.
E Zarza in th
he 93rd meetting of the Exxecutive Com
mmittee of SSolarPACES held
h
at
Calam
ma, Chile.
4‐6/110/2017
Disseemination an
nd divulgation
n
J. Fernández and
d E. Zarza participated
p
in the Workshop sobrre Energía SSolar Térmica de
Conceentración, organized
o
by
b the CYTEED tematic Network ES
STCI in Ciu dad de La Plata
(Argeentina)

One of the sessions composing the Wo rkshop held at ciudad de La Plata on Octoberr 4‐6, 2017

09/100/2017
Scientific Committtee
Particcipation of E. Zarza in the yearly meeting of Thematic Network
N
Cooordinators of
o the
Progrrama Iberoamericano de
e Ciencia y Tecnología para el Desa
arrollo (CYTEED), organized by
CYTED and held in
n Lisboa, Porrtugal.
19/100/2017
Disseemination an
nd divulgation
n
Particcipation of Sixto Malato
o in “Jornaddas de Tran
nsferencia y Divulgaciónn Científica 2017”
organ
nized by Gru
upo de Trata
amiento de A
Aguas de la Universidad
d de Extremaadura and held in
Ámbiito Cultural de
d El Corte In
nglés de Bad ajoz (Spain).
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23/100/2017
Techn
nical Visit an
nd Meeting
Visit to PSA of the company Consultores y Contratisttas Generales SAC (CONSSULCONT) off Perú
to disscuss potential collaborations.
06/111/2017
Lectu
ure
Inviteed lectures on "Centralles Termosoolares: temass porioritariios de I+D" and “Experriencia
Españ
ñola con las Centrales Termosolares
T
s” of Eduardo Zarza at th
he Jornada ssobre hibrid
dación
solar,, biomasa y residuos, organized by t he Engineering School off University oof Seville (Sp
pain)
14‐155/11/2017
Techn
nical Visit an
nd Meeting
The ffinal meetingg and steerin
ng committeee of SFERA‐II project (coordinated byy Isabel Oller) was
celeb
brated at PSA
A, including working
w
sesssions and tecchnical visit to the facilitiees.

14‐166/11/2017
Lectu
ure
Inviteed lectures on:
o “Thermocchemical Stoorage”, “Pha
ase Change Materials”,
M
““Latent stora
age:
general conceptss and integra
ation in a STE
TE plant Enerrgy Storage"", “Modellingg of single ta
ank
mocline TES””, “Thermocllines: genera
al concepts and
a integrattion in a STE plant
packeed bed therm
Energ
gy Storage” of Rocio Bayyón and Esthher Rojas in the Annual Autumn Schoool on
Concentrated Solar Technologies (CST), o rganized by the Cyprus Institute at N
Nicosia, Cypru
us.
15/111/2017
Techn
nical visit
A Delegation com
mposed by a group of rrepresentatives of official institutionns and orga
anisms
relateed to the energy
e
secto
or from seveeral countries (Argentin
na, Brazil, CChile, México
o and
Moro
occo), invited by the EX
XTENDA Reggional Agenccy of Andalucia, visitedd PSA facilities to
receivve information about ongoing researrch activitiess on CSP tech
hnologies.
20/111/2017
Techn
nical visit
A higgh level Deleegation from
m Jordan, heaaded by members of the Ministry oof Energy (M
MEMR)
and accompanieed by repre
esentatives oof the Worrld Bank an
nd the Interrnational Finance
Corpo
oration (IFC
C), visited th
he PSA insttallations re
eceiving detailed inform
mation abou
ut the
experrimental faciilities and the state of artt on CSP technologies.
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21/111/2017
Techn
nical visit
The P
PSA hosted the
t visit of a Delegation from IRESEN
N, Morocco, invited by thhe Department of
Foreign Technolo
ogy Action off CDTI in the frame of the ongoing in
nternational cooperation
n, with
the aaim of imprrove the capabilities off specialists on renewable energy technologies and
appliccations.
21/111/2017
Lectu
ure
Inviteed lecture on
n “Participacción de la Plaataforma So
olar de Almerría en el desa
sarrollo nacio
onal
de lass tecnología
as solares térrmicas de cooncentración
n" of Eduardo
o Zarza at thee V Worksho
op
Intern
nacional sob
bre Calor de Processo
P
Inddustrial e Usinas Solares Termoelétric
T
cas, organize
ed by
the B
Brazilian univversity of Perrnambuco att Recife on November 20‐22, 2017.

Audience of the V Workshop Internacional sob re Calor de Pro
ocesso Industria
al e Usinas Solarres Termoelétricas

24/111/2017
Lectu
ure
Inviteed lecture on
o “El alma
acenamientoo térmico y sus aplica
aciones" off Rocio Bayón at
Univeersity of Valladolid, Spain
n
30/111/2017
Lectu
ure
Inviteed lecture on “Centraless Termosolaares: potencial comercia
al y mejorass tecnológica
as" of
Eduardo Zarza at Autonomou
us University of Madrid (U
UAM)
07/122/2017
Lectu
ure
Inviteed lecture of
o Inmaculada Polo onn the Photo
ocatalytic an
nd Superhyddrophilic Surfaces
Workkshop: “Solar water purification and reuse: new
w photocatalyytic materialls and pilot plants
experriences” in th
he Museum of Science a nd Industry, Manchesterr (Reino Uniddo).
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22/122/2017
Socia
al Act
The D
Director of PSA,
P
Julián Blanco,
B
invitted to all the personnel to the Sociial Act wherre the
overaall resume off R&D activitties carried oout along the
e year 2017 and
a the plannning for nexxt year
were exposed.
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9. PUBLICATIONS
PhD Thesis
1.

2.

3.

Serrano‐Aguilera, J.J. (2017). Thermal hydraulic and optical modeling of solar direct
steam generation systems based on parabolic‐trough collectors. (Unpublished doctoral
dissertation). Universidad de Málaga, Málaga.
Evaluación de sistemas comerciales en espiral de destilación por membranas y su
aplicación al tratamiento de aguas. Author: Alba Ruiz Aguirre.Supervisors: G. Zaragoza,
José M. Fernández Sevilla. 4 July 2017.
Kinetic modelling of the Escherichia coli inactivation in water by solar radiation:
applications to SODIS. Author: María Castro Alférez Supervisors: Pilar Fernández Ibáñez,
María Inmaculada Polo López, Javier Marugán. 6 July 2017

SOLAR CONCENTRATING SYSTEMS UNIT
SCI PUBLICATIONS
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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Alonso, E., Gallo, A., Roldán, M.I., Pérez‐Rábago, C.A., Fuentealba, E.. Use of rotary kilns
for solar thermal applications: Review of developed studies and analysis of their
potential.
Solar
Energy
144
(2017)
Pages
90–104.
Doi:
http://
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.solener.2017.01.004
Alonso‐Montesinos, J., Barbero, J., Polo, J., López, G., Ballestrín, J., Batlles, F.J. Impact of
a Saharan dust intrusion over southern Spain on DNI estimation with sky cameras.
Atmospheric Environment. Vol. 170 (2017), pp. 279‐289. ISSN: 1352‐2310.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosenv.2017.09.040
Avila‐Marín, A., Fernández‐Reche, J., Casanova, M., Caliot, C, Flamant, G. Numerical
simulation of convective heat transfer for inline and stagger stacked plain‐weave wire
mesh screens and comparison with a local thermal non‐equilibrium model. SolarPACES
2016. AIP Conf. Proceedings 1850 (2017), 030003. http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4984346
Ballestrín, J., Roldán, M.I. Measuring High Surface Temperature in Concentrated Solar
Radiation Environments. Applied Engineering. Vol. 1, No. 2, 2017, pp. 8‐18. doi:
10.11648/j.ae.20170102.11
Ballestrín, J., Roldán, M.I. Contact sensors for measuring high surface temperature in
concentrated solar radiation environments. Measurement 109 (2017) 65‐73. ISSN: 0263‐
2241
Ballestrín, J., Roldán, M.I. Measuring High Surface Temperature in Concentrated Solar
Radiation Environments. American Journal of Engineering and Technology
Management. Vol. 2, No. 3, 2017, pp. 25‐35. doi: 10.11648/j.ajetm.20170203.12. ISSN:
2575‐1948 (Print); ISSN: 2575‐1441 (Online).
Bayón, R.; Rojas, E., 2017, Feasibility study of D‐mannitol as phase change material for
thermal storage. AIMS Energy,2017, 5(3), 404‐424.
http://www.aimspress.com/article/10.3934/energy.2017.3.404
Biencinto, M., Montes, M.J., Valenzuela, L., González, L. Simulation and comparison
between fixed and sliding‐pressure strategies in parabolic‐trough solar power plants

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
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with direct steam generation. Applied Thermal Engineering 125 (2017), 735‐745.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2017.07.059.
Bonilla, J., de la Calle, A., Rodríguez‐García, M.M., Roca, L., Valenzuela, L. Study on shell‐
and‐tube heat exchanger models with diferente degree of complexity for process
simulation and control design. Applied Thermal Engineering 124 (2017), 1425‐1440.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2017.06.129
Bonilla J, Rodríguez‐García M‐M, Roca L, de la Calle A, Valenzuela L, Design and
experimental validation of a computational effective dynamic thermal energy storage
tank model, Energy (2017), doi: 10.1016/j.energy.2017.11.017.
Bouaddi, S., Ihlal, A., Fernández‐García, A. Comparative analysis of soiling of CSP mirrors
materials in arid zones. Renewable Energy 101 (2017), 437‐449.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.renene.2016.08.067.
Cundapí, R., Moya, S.L., Valenzuela, L. Approaches to modeling a solar field for direct
generation of industrial steam. Renewable Energy 103 (2017), 666‐681.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.renene.2016.10.081.
Fernández‐García, A., Sutter, F., Martínez‐Arcos, L., Sansom, C., Wolferstetter, F., Delord,
C. Equipment and methods for measuring reflectance of concentrating solar reflector
materials. Solar Energy Materials and Solar Cells 167 (2017), 28‐52.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.solmat.2017.03.036.
Giglio, A., Lanzini, A., Leone, P., Rodríguez, M.M., Zarza, E. Direct steam generation in
parabolic‐trough collectors: A review about the technology and a thermo‐economic
analysis of a hybrid system. Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 74 (2017), 452‐
473. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.rser.2017.01.176
Hirsch, T., Bachelier, C., Eck, M., Dersch, J., Fluri, T., Giuliano, S., Goebel, O., González,
L.,.... The first version of the SolarPACES guideline for bankable STE Yield assessment.
SolarPACES 2016. AIP Conf. Proceedings 1850 (2017), 160014.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4984548
Kováčik, J., Emmer, S., Rodríguez, J., Cañadas, I. Sintering of HDH Ti poder in a solar
furnace at Plataforma Solar de Almería. Journal of Alloys and Compounds 695 (2017),
52‐59. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jallcom.2016.10.147
Monterreal, R., Enrique, R., Fernández‐Reche, J. An improved methodology for heliostat
testing and evaluation at the Plataforma Solar de Almería. SolarPACES 2016. AIP Conf.
Proceedings 1850 (2017), 030036. http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4984379
Pernpeintner, J., Schiricke, B., Sallaberry, F., de Jalón, A., Lopez Martín, R., Valenzuela, L.,
de Luca, A. Results of the parabolic trough receiver heat loss round robin test
2015/2016. SolarPACES 2016. AIP Conf. Proceedings 1850 (2017), 020012.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4984337
Polo, J., Ballestrin, J., Alonso‐Montesinos, J., López‐Rodríguez, G., Barbero, J., Carra, E.,
Fernández‐Reche, J., Bosch, J.L., Batlles, J. Analysis of solar tower plant performance
influenced by atmospheric attenuation at different temporal resolutions related to
aerosol optical depth. Solar Energy 157 (2017), 803‐810.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.solener.2017.09.003
Sallaberry, F., Valenzuela, L., Gomez, L., León, J., Fischer,S., Bohren, A.. Harmonization
of Standard for Parabolic Trough Collector Testing in Solar Thermal Power Plants.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

SolarPACES 2016. AIP Conf. Proceedings 1850 (2017), 020014.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4984339
Sallaberry, F., Fernández‐García, A., Lüpfert, E., Morales, A., San Vicente, G., Sutter, F.
Towards standardized testing methodologies for optical properties of components in
concentrating solar thermal power plants. SolarPACES 2016. AIP Conf. Proceedings 1850
(2017), 150004. http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4984533
Sallaberry, F., Valenzuela, L., Palacin, L.G. On‐site parabolic trough collector testing in
solar termal power plants: experimental validation of a new approach developed for the
IEC 62862‐3‐2 standard. Solar Energy 155 (2017), 398‐409.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.solener.2017.06.045
Sansom, C., Fernández‐García, A., King, P., Sutter, F., García‐Segura, A. Reflectomer
comparison for assessment of back‐silvered glass solar mirrors. Solar Energy 155 (2017),
496‐505. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.solener.2017.06.053
Serrano‐Aguilera, J.J., Valenzuela, L., Parras, L. Thermal hydraulic RELAP5 model for a
solar direct steam generation system based on parabolic troughs collectors operating in
once‐through mode. Energy 133 (2017), 796‐807.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.energy.2017.05.156
Setien, E., Fernández‐Reche, J., Ariza, M.J., Álvarez‐de‐Lara, M. Study of cyclic thermal
aging of tube type receivers as a function of the duration of the cycle. SolarPACES 2016.
AIP Conf. Proceedings 1850 (2017), 130012. http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4984506
Ubieta, E., del Hoyo, I., Valenzuela, L., López‐Martín, R., de la Peña, V., López, S. Object‐
oriented parabolic trough solar collector model: Static and Dynamic validation.
SolarPACES 2016. AIP Conf. Proceedings 2017; 1850 (2017), 020015‐1‐020015‐11.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4984340
Wiesinger, F., Sutter, F., Wolfertstetter, F., Hanrieder, N., Wetter, J., Fernández‐García,
A., Pitz‐Paal, R. Sandstorm erosion simulation on solar mirrors and comparison with field
data. SolarPACES 2016. AIP Conf. Proceedings 2017; 1850 (2017), 130014.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4984508

BOOK CHAPTERS
1.

Fernández‐García, A., Sutter, F., Fernández‐Reche, J., Lüpfert, E. The Performance of
Concentrated Soalr Power (CSP) Systems. Analysis, Measurement and Assessment. Part
One: CSP Component Performance. Cap. 3: Mirrors. Woodhead Publishing Series in
Energy (edited by Peter Heller). Elsevier. Cambridge, 2017.
ISBN: 978‐0‐08‐100448

PRESENTATIONS AT CONGRESSES
Oral presentations
1.
2.
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Bayón, R., Biencinto, M, Rojas, E., Uranga, N. Study of Dry Cooling Systems for STE Plants
Based on Latent Storage. Enerstock 2018, 25‐28 April, 2018, Adana (Turkey)
Burisch, M., Sanchez, M., Olano, X., Olarra, A., Villasante, C., Olasolo, D., Monterreal, R.,
Enrique, R., Fernández‐Reche, J. Scalable HeliOstat CalibRation SysTem (SHORT). How to

3.

4.

calibrate your whole heliostat field in a single night. 23rd SolarPACES Conference,
September 26‐29, 2017. Santiago, Chile.
Denk, T., Gonzalez‐Pardo, A., Cañadas, I., Vidal, A. Design and Test of a Concentrated
Solar Powered Fluidized Bed Reactor for Ilmenite Reduction. 23rd SolarPACES
Conference, September 26‐29, 2017. Santiago, Chile.
Denk, T., Gonzalez‐Pardo, A. Solar thermal reactor for hydrogen reduction of lunar
Ilmenite. 5th European Lunar Symposium (ELS). 2‐3 de mayo de 2017. Münster
(Alemania).

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
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Esence, T., Bayón, R., Bruch, A., Rojas, E. Study of Thermocline Development Inside a
Dual‐media Storage Tank at the Beginning of Dynamic Processes; AIP Conference
Proceedings 1850 (2017) 080009‐1–080009‐8; doi: 10.1063/1.4984430
García‐Segura, A., Fernández‐García, A., Valenzuela, L., Sutter, F., Rabal‐Escarbajal, J.A.
Durability studies of solar reflectors for cooled secondary concentrators used in solar
applications. EUROMAT 2017 – European Congress and Exhibition on Advanced
Materials and Processes. 17‐22 September, 2017. Thessaloniki, Greece.
García‐Segura, A., Fernández‐García, A., Ariza, M.J., Sutter, F., Valenzuela, L.
Investigations on primary reflectors for solar thermal applications exposed to corrosive
atmospheres. EUROMAT 2017 – European Congress and Exhibition on Advanced
Materials and Processes. 17‐22 September, 2017. Thessaloniki, Greece.
López, G., Bosch, J.L., Gueymard, C.A., Alonso‐Montesinos, J., Barbero, J., Polo, J.,
Ballestrín, J., Rapp‐Arrarás, I., Pulido‐Calvo, I., Sorribas, M., Adame, J.A., Martínez‐
Durbán, M., Batlles, F.J. Towards clean electricity: the PRESOL project”. Congreso
Internacional Cambio Climático SOCC 2017, 10‐12 de mayo, 2017. Huelva (Spain)
Rodriguez‐Garcia, M. M; Rojas, E. Test Campaing and Performance Evaluation of a Spiral
Latent Storage Module with Hitec® as PCM. Solar Worls Congress 2017 / Solar Heating
and Cooling 2017, 29 October – 2 November, 2017. Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates.
Rodriguez-Garcia, M. M; Rojas, E. Operational Experience in an Experimental
Molten Salt Thermal Storage. The MOSA Facility. 23rd SolarPACES Conference,

September 26‐29, 2017. Santiago, Chile.
Sallaberry, F., Valenzuela, L., López‐Martín, R., García de Jalón, A., Perez, D. Receiver
tube heat losses model for standardized testing. 23rd SolarPACES Conference,
September 26‐29, 2017. Santiago, Chile.
Setien, E., Fernández‐Reche, J., Ariza‐Camacho, M.J., Álvarez‐de‐Lara, M. Solar aging of
receivers make of nickel super alloys. 23rd SolarPACES Conference, September 26‐29,
2017. Santiago, Chile.
Setien, E., Fernández‐Reche, J., Ariza‐Camacho, M.J., Álvarez‐de‐Lara, M. Spacial
distribution of microstructure of solar receivers exposed to high solar fluxes. 23rd
SolarPACES Conference, September 26‐29, 2017. Santiago, Chile.
Soares, J., Oliveira, A., Valenzuela, L. Numerical simulation and assessment of 5 MWel
hybrid system with a parabolic trough once‐through steam generator coupled to
biomass gasification. 23rd SolarPACES Conference, September 26‐29, 2017. Santiago,
Chile.
Zaversky, F., Sánchez, M., Roldán, M.I., Ávila‐Marín, A.L., Füssel, A., Adler, J., Knoch, A.,
Dreitz, A. Experimental Evaluation of Volumetric Solar Absorbers –Ceramic Foam vs. an

16.

Innovative Rotary Disc Absorber Concept. 23rd SolarPACES Conference, September 26‐
29, 2017. Santiago, Chile.
Willwerth, L.; Rodriguez‐García, M.M., Rojas, E., Ben Cheikh, R.; Ferchichi, S.; Jmili, A.;
Baba, A.; Soares, J.; Parise, F.; Weinzierl, B., Krüger, D.; Commissioning and Tests of a
Mini CSP Plant. . 23rd SolarPACES Conference, September 26‐29, 2017. Santiago, Chile.

Posters
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Alonso‐Montesinos, J., Fernández‐Reche, J., Barbero, F.J., Monterreal, R., López, G.,
Enrique, R., Polo, J., Ballestrín, J., Marzo, A., Bosch, J.L., Carra, M.E., Batlles, F.J. A First
Approach of the Direct Normal Irradiance Forecasting in the Receiver of a Central Tower
Combining Remote Sensing Techniques and Solar Power Plant Models. 23rd SolarPACES
Conference, September 26‐29, 2017. Santiago, Chile.
Ballestrín, J., Carra, M.E., Enrique, R., Monterreal, R., Fernández‐Reche, J., Polo, J.,
Casanova, M., Barbero, F.J., Marzo, A. Characterization of a Lambertian Target for
Measurement Techniques on Solar Concentration. 23rd SolarPACES Conference,
September 26‐29, 2017. Santiago, Chile.
Ballestrín, J., Monterreal, R., Carra, M.E., Fernández‐Reche, J., Polo, J., Enrique, R.,
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